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Friday, May 5, 2017
GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT AND HOODING CEREMONY
12:30 p.m.
Assembly of candidates, Nelson Fieldhouse
1:00 p.m.
Academic procession from Nelson Fieldhouse to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:30 p.m.
Ceremony begins, Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Saturday, May 6, 2017
ACADEMIC ASSEMBLY
8:30 a.m.
Undergraduate students and faculty assemble on the University Quad
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
9:00 a.m.
Taggart Student Center and University Quad to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
9:30 a.m. 
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS
12:00 noon
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources – Morgan Theatre, Chase Fine Arts Center 
College of Science – Evan N. Stevenson Ballroom, Taggart Student Center
12:30 p.m.
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences – Wayne Estes Center
2:00 p.m.
Caine College of the Arts – Evan N. Stevenson Ballroom, Taggart Student Center
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Associate Degrees – Morgan Theatre, Chase Fine Arts Center
2:30 p.m.
College of Engineering – Wayne Estes Center
4:00 p.m.
College of Humanities and Social Sciences – Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
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GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT AND 
HOODING CEREMONY
Friday, May 5, 2017
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
1:00 p.m.
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Nelson Fieldhouse to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Mace Bearer, Dr. Vincent Wickwar
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
Director James Pitts, Associate Professor of Biology
Pipe Major, Jamie Reynolds
Drum Sergeant, Emily Ashcroft
Pipers: Spencer Balling, Andrew Earl, Matthew Gilbert, Josh Musselman, Casey Peterson, Jonathon Stott
Drummers: Steve Buys, Jacob Petersen
1:30 p.m.
PROCESSIONAL
USU Brass and Percussion Ensemble
Conductor, Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
PRESENTATION OF COLORS
Air Force and Army ROTC
NATIONAL ANTHEM
“The Star Spangled Banner,” Francis Scott Key
Rebecca Soelberg
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Mark R. McLellan, Vice President for Research and 
Dean of the School of Graduate Studies
HOODING
Doctoral Candidates by College Dean and Major Professors
Master’s Candidates by Graduate Council Members
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Noelle E. Cockett, President
CLOSING REMARKS
Mark R. McLellan, Vice President for Research and 
Dean of the School of Graduate Studies
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UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
Saturday, May 6, 2017
Mace Bearer, Dr. Vincent Wickwar
9:00 a.m.
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
Director James Pitts, Associate Professor of Biology
Pipe Major, Jamie Reynolds
Drum Sergeant, Emily Ashcroft
Pipers: Spencer Balling, Andrew Earl, Matthew Gilbert, Josh Musselman, Casey Peterson, Jonathon Stott
Drummers: Steve Buys, Jacob Petersen
9:30 a.m.
PROCESSIONAL
“Highland Cathedral,” Traditional; arr. Chad S. Steffey
Featuring USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans
PRESENTATION OF COLORS
Air Force and Army ROTC
NATIONAL ANTHEM
“Star Spangled Banner,” Francis Scott Key
Rebecca Soelberg
WELCOME
Ronald W. Jibson, Chair, Board of Trustees, Utah State University
CHARGE TO AND INSTALLATION OF THE PRESIDENT
Daniel W. Campbell, Chair, Board of Regents, Utah System of Higher Education 
PRESIDENT’S RESPONSE
President Noelle E. Cockett
MUSICAL SELECTION
“Homeward Bound,” words and music, Marta Keen; arr. Mack Wilberg
Soundtrack prepared by Dr. Michael Huff and the Fry Street Quartet
Flute, Leslie Timmons
USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans and Brooklynn Dyer
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES
Adam Grant, Professor, Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania
RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL AWARDS
President Noelle E. Cockett
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CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
President Noelle E. Cockett
Ted Stewart, citation read by Jody K. Burnett, Trustee
Don J. Wang, citation read by Scott R. Watterson, Trustee
Beverly Jean Larson White, degree presented at the Tooele Regional Campus Graduation Ceremony
ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES
Emily Jinju Cottam, Valedictorian – Caine College of the Arts
REMARKS AND PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Laurens H. Smith, Interim Provost
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Noelle E. Cockett
CONCLUDING REMARKS
President Noelle E. Cockett
MUSICAL SELECTIONS
“Seasons of Love,” Jonathan Larson
USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans and Brooklynn Dyer
Join in singing the
“Alma Mater Hymn,” Theodore M. Burton
USU Chamber Singers and USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
RECESSIONAL
“Regal Procession,” Clifton Williams
USU Wind Orchestra, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
76
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY’S CEREMONIAL MACE
The top of the mace depicts the circle of learning, the cycle of study, practice 
and tradition in which we learn, grow and teach. In the same way the students, 
alumni, professors and practitioners of Utah State University represent our highest 
achievements, the brushed copper disk emblazoned with the university’s official 
seal crowns the mace and sends light upward in every direction, symbolizing the 
illumination of truth reaching out across our community, our state and our world. 
The copper bezel has thirteen sunstones set into it. These symbolize the thirteen 
presidents who guided the institution through its first century. 
The white oak shaft comes from wood that was originally part of the banisters of Old 
Main and rescued from the building after the fire of 1983. 
The base consists of limestone provided by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints and taken from the same quarry that was used to build the Logan Temple. 
The mace of Utah State University envisions the very essence of our land-grant 
institution: seated in the bedrock of our community, striving and growing ever 
higher, sealed on top by a ring of metal, an emblem of our timeless quest for the 
merits born of learning. 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MACES 
Maces have long been part of academic heraldry, though their function was not 
always ceremonial. Originally weapons of war, maces are featured often in ancient 
Egyptian art where kings are shown ritually smiting their foes. This original function 
has not been entirely lost. Campus officials in the Middle Ages more than once 
kept students in line by employing their university’s mace in a manner recalling 
its primitive function. Even in the modern age, it is not unknown for a university 
mace to be used in this way. For instance, during the commencement ceremonies 
at Cornell in 1973, when a professor of medieval studies who was carrying the 
university’s mace in a procession was confronted by protesters, he wielded his 
academic training and the mace in its original fashion. 
University maces today are, for the most part, treated as decorative emblems 
symbolizing the institution’s authority. Seen most often at commencement and other 
solemn occasions, they remind those in attendance of the deep traditions inherent 
in a student’s journey through university studies. Like the word for the ceremony 
itself, “commencement,”—which admonishes its participants to remember that 
this is a celebration of beginnings, not endings —the mace turns the eye forward 
to the life to come by recalling the rich academic heritage of higher learning and 
the promise of attainment that comes through education and self-betterment. Our 
mace, thus, combines elements of both the old and the new, traditional features like 
gems and stone enhanced with modern designs such as arcs of faceted crystal. Both 
an impressive work of art and a hallmark of the university’s history, this mace brings 
to light everything that is best about Utah State University.
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ACADEMIC HERALDRY
The history of academic heraldry reaches 
back into the early days of the university. 
A statute of 1321 required that all 
“Doctors, Licentiates and Bachelors” of 
the University of Coimbra wear gowns. 
In England, in the fourteenth century, 
the statutes of certain colleges forbade 
“excess in apparel” and prescribed the 
wearing of a long gown, necessary, 
no doubt, for warmth in the unheated 
buildings frequented by medieval 
scholars. Hoods were used to cover the 
head until replaced by the skull cap and 
later academic caps. Both Cambridge 
and Oxford have made academic dress a 
matter of university control down to the 
most minor detail; and in Oxford during 
the seventeenth century any tailor who 
changed the authorized design “even 
by a nail’s breadth” was punished by the 
vice-chancellor of the university. When 
American colleges and universities 
decided to adopt some suitable system 
of academic apparel, it seemed best 
to agree on one that all might follow. 
Accordingly, there was held on May 
16, 1895, at Columbia University, a 
conference of representatives of the 
boards of various interested institutions. 
From that meeting came a code of 
academic dress for the colleges and 
universities of the United States, which 
most institutions of higher learning 
have adopted.
GOWNS 
The academic gown for the bachelor’s 
degree has pointed sleeves and is designed 
to be worn closed. The gown for the 
master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, 
open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs 
down in the traditional manner. The rear 
part of its oblong shape is square cut, and 
the front part has an arc cut away. It is 
designed this way so that it can be worn 
open or closed. The gown for the doctoral 
degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may 
be worn open or closed.
COLORS 
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctoral gowns, edging of hoods 
and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different academic disciplines are 
as follows:
Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Maize
Arts, Brown
Business, Drab
Education and Human Services, Light Blue
Engineering, Orange
Humanities and Social Sciences, White 
Natural Resources, Russet
Science, Gold-Yellow
School of Graduate Studies, Black
Associate Degrees, Black
The white ribbon with the Greek key on the robe of a graduate identifies an inductee 
into Phi Kappa Phi, the National Scholastic Society. Those wearing gray collars and 
a medallion are Mortar Board Senior Honor Society members. A gold braided cord 
draped over the cowl distinguishes a graduate of Honors.
HOODS 
Academic hoods are worn by recipients of advanced degrees. The master’s degree 
hoods are three-and-one-half feet in length and are lined with the official color or 
colors of the college or university conferring the degree, which at Utah State University 
are navy blue and white, displayed in a heraldic chevron. The doctoral hood consists 
of a larger and longer assemblage of institutional color draped over the recipient’s 
shoulders and falling well down the back. The binding or edging of the hoods is of 
velvet or velveteen, three inches wide for the master’s degree and five inches wide for 
the doctoral degree.
CAPS 
Academic caps come in two forms: the traditional mortarboard (from Oxford) or 
square cap; and a soft cap that resembles an oversized beret (from Cambridge). 
The mortarboard used by Utah State University is worn with a tassel. Black tassels 
designate the graduate’s major field of learning, and gold tassels indicate doctors and 
the governing officials of institutions.
ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The commencement procession originates at the University Quad and the line of 
march proceeds to the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum. The procession is composed of 
three divisions: (1) color guard, University President, Regents and the Board of 
Trustees, administrative officers and special guests; (2) the faculty; and (3) candidates 
for degrees. The procession stops at the tunnel entrance to the Spectrum, the first 
two divisions dividing so that the candidates for graduation pass between them and 
enter the hall first.
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INSTALLATION OF PRESIDENT 
Noelle E. Cockett
President Noelle E. Cockett freely shares the fact that she never intended on building a career in administration — yet she’s 
probably the most experienced administrator to ever hold Utah 
State University’s top post. 
Cockett was appointed as USU’s 16th president in October of 
2016, officially beginning her tenure in January of 2017. When 
the president’s selection was announced, she was already one 
of USU’s most promising, rising leaders, serving at the time as 
executive vice president and provost, a post she had held since 
2013. Prior to that, she helped shape USU as vice president 
for Extension from 2006 to 2013, as dean of the College of 
Agriculture and Applied Sciences from 2002 to 2013 and led 
the Utah Agriculture Experiment Station as its director from 
2009 to 2013. She once also accepted an invitation to serve as 
interim dean of USU’s Office of Research and Graduate Studies. 
“Administration was actually a very unintended direction,” 
she says. Still, she remains forever grateful for each treasured 
experience she has gained, from each individual she has had 
the pleasure to meet, from each new opportunity she has had to 
lead — even while balancing her distinguished career in sheep 
genomics research all along the way. 
President Cockett fully understands meeting the demands born 
both of executive leadership and of elite-level international 
research are substantial. “It’s a pull for me and it always has 
been,” she says. But she is also convinced the rewards can run 
equally deep. The opportunity to meld two such fascinating and 
intellectually invigorating worlds, where the lives and aspirations 
of many can be facilitated and lifted daily, is one the president will 
never take for granted. “I’m still doing research because it’s just 
something I love,” she says. “And I would say each opportunity 
to serve USU has built my administrative strength.”
The President’s research program has centered on the 
identification of genetic markers associated with economically 
important traits in sheep, as well as the development of resources 
that advance research on the sheep genome. Cockett and her 
colleagues published an article describing the sheep genome 
sequence in Science in 2014. Her current project focuses on the 
identification of genetic regions associated with entropion in 
newborn lambs. She has served as the United States coordinator 
for sheep genome mapping since 1993 and is an active member 
of the International Sheep Genomics Consortium. Her celebrated 
career as an active researcher has produced a Young Scientist 
Award from the Western Section of the American Society of 
Animal Science (ASAS), the Utah Governor’s Medal for Science 
and Technology (2004 and 2015) and one of USU’s top honors, 
the D. Wynne Thorne Career Research Award. 
After receiving her master’s and doctorate in animal breeding 
and genetics from Oregon State University, Cockett spent five 
years as a research geneticist at the United States Department 
of Agriculture, Agriculture Research Service U.S. Meat Animal 
Research Center in Clay Center, Nebraska. She joined USU in 
1990 as a researcher and assistant professor in the Department 
of Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences in the College of 
Agriculture and Applied Sciences. 
Cockett grew up on a beef cattle ranch in eastern Montana and is 
married to John Cockett, director of technology in USU’s Emma 
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services. Noelle 
and John have two children, Dylan and Chantelle.
16th President of Utah State University
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Adam Grant is changing the way leaders view their workforces. A leading expert on how one can find 
motivation and meaning, Dr. Grant has guided hundreds on 
how to live a more generous and creative life. 
The New York Times bestselling author upended decades of 
conventional thinking with the thesis that giving unselfishly to 
colleagues or clients can lead to one’s own long-term success. 
Dr. Grant’s #1 bestselling book, Originals: How Non-Conformists 
Move the World (2016) explores how unconventional thinkers 
overturn the status quo and champion game-changing ideas 
while his book Give and Take (2013), examines why helping 
others drives one’s success. He is currently working on his third 
book, Option B (2017), with Sheryl Sandberg, about resilience. 
Rated as a top professor at the Wharton School at the University 
of Pennsylvania for the past five years, Dr. Grant has been 
recognized as one of the world’s “25 Most Influential Management 
Thinkers” by Thinkers50 and is one of Fortune Magazine’s “40 
Under 40.” He has earned awards for distinguished scholarly 
achievement from the Academy of Management, the American 
Psychological Association and the National Science Foundation. 
He has more than 60 publications in leading management and 
psychology journals and his pioneering studies have increased 
performance and reduced burnout among engineers and sales 
professionals, enhanced call center productivity and motivated 
safety behaviors among doctors, nurses and lifeguards. 
Along with his scholarly duties, Dr. Grant devotes much of his 
time working with clients. His TED talks on the topics of original 
thinkers and givers and takers have been viewed more than 7 
million times. He received a standing ovation at TED in 2016 
and was voted the audience’s favorite speaker by the Nantucket 
Project. His speaking and consulting clients include Facebook, 
Google, the NBA, Merck, Goldman Sachs, Pixar, the U.S. Army 
and Navy and the World Economic Forum where he has been 
honored as a Young Global Leader. Dr. Grant writes on work 
and psychology for the New York Times, where his articles on 
the topics of raising a moral child and raising a creative child 
have each been shared more than 300,000 times. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE
Adam Grant
A dynamic speaker and professor, Dr. Grant was tenured at 
Wharton while still in his 20s, receiving the Excellence in 
Teaching Award for every class he has taught. He is the founder 
and host of the Authors@Wharton speaker series and co-director 
of Wharton People Analytics. He is a passionate feminist who 
serves on the Lean In board and the Defense Innovation Advisory 
Board at the Pentagon. 
Dr. Grant earned a doctorate in organizational psychology 
from the University of Michigan and a bachelor’s from Harvard 
University, magna cum laude. He was an All-American 
Springboard Diver and, during his college years, worked as a 
professional magician. 
For his dedication to teaching and scholarship and his ability 
to inspire others to become “givers,” Utah State University 
is proud to bestow upon Adam Grant the honorary degree, 
Doctor of Business.
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Born in Logan, Utah, and raised on a dairy farm in Weston, Idaho, Judge Ted Stewart went on to a successful public 
service career in Utah. 
Judge Stewart was nominated by President Bill Clinton on July 
27, 1999, to the United States District Court of the District of 
Utah and, later that year, confirmed and sworn in by the U.S. 
Senate. He became Chief Judge for the District of Utah in January 
2011, where he served until 2015.
After graduating from Utah State University in 1972, with a 
bachelor’s in political science and a minor in history, Judge 
Stewart earned a Juris Doctor from the University of Utah. 
During his time at USU, he served as student body president 
in the 1971-72 academic year. 
HONORARY DEGREE
Ted Stewart
Early in his career, Judge Stewart worked in private law 
practice with the Salt Lake City firm Senior and Senior. He 
left the practice of law in 1981 to join U.S. Congressman Jim 
Hansen’s Washington, D.C., office, where he served as chief 
of staff. Judge Stewart returned to Utah in 1985 when he was 
appointed by Utah Governor Norm Bangerter to the Utah 
Public Service Commission, serving as both a member and 
chairman. He then worked as executive director of the Utah 
Department of Commerce and, later, as executive director of 
the Utah Department of Natural Resources. He served as chief 
of staff to Governor Michael O. Leavitt from March 1998 to 
November 1999. 
Judge Stewart began teaching as a visiting professor at USU 
beginning in 1991, teaching courses on the United States 
Congress, environmental law and policy, democracy and public 
policy and the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Along with his brother, Chris, Judge Stewart is the author of two 
books. The first, Seven Miracles That Saved America, received 
an award from the Freedom Foundation at Valley Forge. The 
second book, The Miracle of Freedom: 7 Tipping Points that 
Saved the World, was a New York Times bestseller. He is also 
the sole author of the book, The Mark of a Giant: 7 People Who 
Changed the World.
In his professional career, Judge Stewart has been honored 
with recognition from numerous organizations, including the 
Utah Farm Bureau, various wildlife organizations and the 
Utah Board of Water Resources. He was the recipient of the 
Distinguished Service Award from the Utah Chapter of the 
Federal Bar Association in 2011. In 2014, Utah State University 
honored Judge Stewart with a Distinguished Service Award. 
Judge Stewart resides in Farmington, Utah. He and his wife, 
Lora, are the parents of six children and 17 grandchildren. 
For his many contributions to the state of Utah through his 
distinguished career in public service and to the promotion of 
justice as part of his service to the federal judiciary, Utah State 
University is proud to bestow upon Ted Stewart the honorary 
degree, Doctor of Humane Letters.
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Utah State University alumus Don J. Wang has spent much of his life as a strong community leader in Houston, Texas. 
He continues to distinguish himself as someone dedicated 
to serving his community, in particular helping to better 
conditions for Asian immigrants.
In 1987, Mr. Wang helped found Metrobank to meet the 
financial needs of various ethnic communities in Houston, 
where he served as chairman of the board of the company and 
bank until 2014. He has also served as chairman of the New 
Era Life Insurance Company during that time. 
An active member in a number of business organizations, 
Mr. Wang has been a longtime board member of the Greater 
Houston Partnership, the supervisory board of directors of the 
World Trade Division and the Greater Houston Convention 
and Visitors Bureau. He currently serves on the board of 
directors for both the Greater Southwest Management District 
and the Chinese Senior Estate, a U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development Senior Housing project. 
Mr. Wang takes an active role in enhancing communications 
between Houston’s international business community, 
particularly those of Asian descent, and the city’s local 
government and business leaders. On April 29, 1993, former 
Houston Mayor Bob Lanier proclaimed “Don J. Wang Day” 
in recognition of Mr. Wang’s many achievements in Asian 
community relations. In addition to his business-related 
obligations, Mr. Wang takes the time to serve others having 
served on the Board of Directors for the Harris County Hospital 
District and the Metropolitan Transit Authority. 
Throughout his career, Mr. Wang has received numerous 
awards and recognitions. In 1999, he received the International 
Executive of the Year Award from the Kiwanis Club of Houston 
and the Greater Houston Partnership. In 2004, he took home 
the Arrival Award from the University of Houston Law Center. 
In 2009, Mr. Wang was inducted into the Houston Hall of 
Fame. He has also received Distinguished Service awards from 
Tainan First High School, National Chung Hsing University 
in Taiwan and USU. 
HONORARY DEGREE
Don J. Wang
Mr. Wang has successfully managed to balance his numerous 
achievements in the business world with a strong record of 
giving back to the community. His widely recognized leadership 
ability has been tapped by several city administrations and 
countless community organizations throughout his career. 
After receiving a bachelor’s degree from National Chung Hsing 
University, Mr. Wang went on to earn a master’s in Nutrition 
and Food Sciences from Utah State University.
For his selfless public service and for his commitment to giving 
back to his community and country, Utah State University 
is proud to bestow upon Don J. Wang the honorary degree, 
Doctor of Agriculture.
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A proud Utah resident, Beverly Jean Larson White has held many government positions in local, state and federal 
realms throughout her career. 
A pioneer for women working in the professional arena, Mrs. 
White was the first woman on the Board of Corrections for 
the Utah State Prison. During this time, she created outreach 
programs for inmates to talk to high school students and began 
church services in the prison for inmates and their families. 
Born in Salt Lake and raised in Tooele, Mrs. White’s interest 
in politics blossomed while in high school, where she served 
on the student government. After being appointed to the Utah 
State House of Representatives to fill a vacant seat, she would 
go on to get elected and then serve a consecutive 20 years as a 
woman legislator, longer than any other woman in the state of 
Utah. While in office, she was instrumental in the introduction 
of domestic violence, child abuse and mental health legislation, 
HONORARY DEGREE
Beverly Jean Larson White
as well as the Displaced Homemaker Act. She also helped 
establish the Children’s Justice Center in Tooele and worked 
for the Tooele Adult Probation and Parole Office until her 
retirement at the age of 78. 
As an invested resident of Tooele, Mrs. White was instrumental 
in the establishment of USU-Tooele by assisting in obtaining 
appropriations and serving on the Advisory Board. She also 
helped initiate a nursing program on the campus. 
Although busy in the public service sector, Mrs. White continued 
to pursue areas of personal interest. She authored a book, In 
My Opinion – A Twenty Year Look at the Utah State Legislature 
(1996), and assisted author Delila Abbot with the completion of 
the book, Women Legislators of Utah 1896-1993 (1993), which 
she is currently updating. 
Recognized throughout her many years of service, Mrs. White is 
the recipient of the Susa Young Gates Award (1975), Legislator 
of the Year (1981), Woman of the Year from the Central Women 
Club of Utah (1982), Service in Nursing Award (1988) and 
Democratic Legislator of the Year (1987).
Aside from her many appointments and elections Mrs. White 
maintained an active role with The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints, where her most rewarding positions were 
with the youth activity organizations. She also volunteered in 
the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake. 
Mrs. White’s most cherished legacy is that of her family. She 
married her high school sweetheart, Floyd White, following 
his service in the Army, and the couple raised five children, as 
well as Mrs. White’s half-brother. A firm believer in the value 
of education, all of Mrs. White’s children have graduated from 
college. Today, she is extremely proud that she has been able 
to provide educational funds for her 13 grandchildren and 25 
great-grandchildren. 
For her dedication and service to the state of Utah, Utah State 
University is proud to bestow upon Beverly Jean Larson White 
the honorary degree, Doctor of Humane Letters.
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JoAnn Tschanz, professor in the Utah State University Psychology Department, has shown continuing dedication in 
researching dementia and other cognitive disorders. Her work 
with the Cache County Study on Memory and Aging has become 
well-known with psychology professionals around the world. 
Dr. Tschanz studied at Idaho State University for her 
undergraduate degree and moved on to Indiana University to 
complete her doctoral degree. She continued at the University of 
Washington Medical Center as a postdoctoral fellow, after which 
she joined Utah State in 1994 as a member of the Cache County 
Study team. She became a professor in 1999 in the department 
of Psychology, a position she maintains today. 
Dr. Tschanz continues to work with researchers from Utah 
State, Duke University Medical Center and the Johns Hopkins 
University on population-based studies of dementia progress, 
allowing her to gain a novel perspective on how care and 
D. WYNNE THORNE CAREER RESEARCH AWARD
JoAnn T. Tschanz
environmental factors predict rates of dementia progression 
within three domains: cognition, function and neuropsychiatric 
symptoms. Her expertise has led her to receive numerous grants 
and awards, including the Research Project Grant from the 
National Institutes of Health in 2016 and a Lifetime of Exception 
Achievement Award from Utah Alzheimer’s Association in 2012. 
Her research has been displayed in more than 100 peer-reviewed 
articles that have been cited more than 4,000 times since 2012. 
Along with her remarkable research abilities, Dr. Tschanz has 
taken on the role of mentor to many graduate students and has 
worked to ensure they receive the proper training for future 
research opportunities in psychology. Her work has become a 
great asset to Utah State University and beyond. 
Dr. Tschanz is truly deserving of the D. Wynne Thorne Career 
Research Award because of her continued scholarly efforts in 
psychology research at Utah State University.
15
Matt Omasta serves the Utah State University Department of Theatre Arts as associate professor, assistant department 
head and director of the programs in Theatre Education and 
Applied Theatre. Since elementary school, he has spent his 
lifetime exploring the intersections of theatre and education.
Dr. Omasta studied drama at Ithaca College, where he gained 
a broad understanding of professional theater practices and an 
introduction to theater research. After graduation, he worked 
professionally with Walt Disney Entertainment and Florida 
Studio Theatre before pursuing a master’s in theatre education 
at Emerson College. He went on to earn a doctorate at Arizona 
State University. He arrived at Utah State University in 2010. 
Today, Dr. Omasta’s teaching focuses on preparing students as 
artists, scholars, and citizens in the areas K-12 theater/drama 
education, applied theater and theatre for young audiences. 
His research appears in journals including Research in Drama 
Education: The Journal of Applied Theatre & Performance, Youth 
Theatre Journal, Theatre Topics, Teaching Theatre, and The 
International Journal of Education and the Arts and others. His 
books include Playwriting & Young Audiences (Intellect Press), 
Qualitative Research: Analyzing Life (SAGE Publications), and 
Play, Performance & Identity (Routledge).
ELDON J. GARDNER TEACHING AWARD
Matt Omasta
In addition to his teaching and research, Dr. Omasta is an active 
and creative artist, serving often as a director of theater for 
young audiences and devised, community-engaged productions. 
Recent productions include Seussical Jr! with the Utah Festival 
Opera and Music Theatre Conservatory, Peter Pan with the 
Imagination Stage (MD) Summer Theatre Campus, Wiley and 
the Hairy Man with Logan’s Unicorn Theatre and a number of 
shows at USU including Still Life with Iris.
Dr. Omasta’s work has been recognized by the American Alliance 
for Theatre & Education, the Educational Theatre Association 
and others such as the American Educational Research 
Association and the Kennedy Center America College Theatre 
Festival. He serves on the board of directors of the American 
Alliance for Theatre & Education and as program chair of the 
American Educational Research Association’s Arts & Learning 
Special Interest Group and on the editorial boards of Youth 
Theatre Journal and Arts Education Policy Review.
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Utah State University Extension professor Diane Reese has given her energy, passion and heart to USU through her 
many roles.
The first woman regional director in Utah, Professor Reese has 
been a role model and support to many. She was an Extension 
associate professor and Extension director for the Northern 
Region for 12 years. Prior to that, she was director for the 
Southwest Region for nine years. After 26 years of service, 
Professor Reese is retiring this year from USU Extension. 
The entire state of Utah has benefitted from Professor Reese’s 
leadership and vision. Her thoughtful perspective and 
encouraging words have helped many, and USU Extension is 
a better organization because of her guidance. She has worked 
well with commissioners, stakeholders and county faculty to 
establish county priorities and budgets and has established a 
climate for programming efficiency and teamwork.
Professor Reese started her career with Extension in 1990 as an 
agent. She became an Extension assistant professor in 1996 and 
associate professor in 1999. Throughout her career, she always 
tried to learn from her faculty and staff and did all she could to 
E. G. PETERSON ExTENSION AWARD
Diane Reese
support them. She listened carefully and didn’t form opinions 
until she learned facts and put everything into perspective. She 
made decisions based on what was best for the university, the 
county and the individual. 
A member of multiple state and national organizations, Professor 
Reese was the Western Region Middle Managers chair for Utah, 
where she planned events for Extension conferences for 13 
western states. She has had a large supervisory role in Extension, 
overseeing personnel and programs in 22 of the 29 counties in 
Utah. In addition, she directed 17 continuing education sites. 
Professor Reese received a master’s in Human Environments in 
1995 and worked full-time during the process. She is the mother 
of seven children, four of whom are living, and 16 grandchildren.
Professor Reese is most deserving of the award that recognizes 
outstanding service. It is fitting that she is honored for her 
long-standing dedication to USU Extension by receiving the 
E.G. Peterson Extension Award. 
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Rebecca Lawver is an associate professor in Agricultural Education at Utah State University who began her career 
in the College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences in January 
2010. Prior to coming to USU, Dr. Lawver was a high school 
agriculture teacher in Nebraska. 
In the School of Applied Sciences, Technology and Education, 
Dr. Lawver has been the faculty advisor for the USU Collegiate 
Future Farmers of America Chapter and is currently the faculty 
advisor for the Alpha Tau Alpha organization. She has served 
on several faculty selection committees, the ASTE graduate 
curriculum committee, and is a serving chair and committee 
member for three tenure and promotion committees. Within 
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Rebecca G. Lawver
the College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Dr. Lawver has 
served on faculty senate for five years, including serving three 
years as parliamentarian. At the university level, her service 
includes the Title IX Policy and Process working group, the 
Athletic Council and the Council on Teacher Education. She has 
presented to student groups as part of the Connections panel 
and at A-Day. Dr. Lawver is also on the Empowering Excellence 
in Teaching Committee in Academic and Instructional Services 
that administers the ETE program for all faculty across the USU 
statewide system.
Dr. Lawver’s dedication and service to others provides inspiration 
in her leadership class where students have provided more 
than 100 hours of service to the campus and Cache Valley 
communities. Off campus, Dr. Lawver is a member of the 
Ridgeline High School PTA and chaperoned ten high school 
students on a humanitarian trip to Les Cayes, Haiti, in 2013.
Dr. Lawver received the National New Teacher Award in 
November 2016 at the Association of Public Land‐grant 
Universities meeting in Texas. The recognition for her 
outstanding teaching comes from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and National Institute of Food and Agriculture’s 
National Awards Program for excellence in college and 
university teaching in the food and agricultural sciences. 
In 2015, Dr. Lawver was recognized at the North American 
Colleges & Teachers of Agriculture Conference, receiving 
the NACTA Educator Award, where she was honored for her 
“commitment, excellence and scholarship in college teaching.” 
In 2014, Dr. Lawver was awarded the USU Robins Award as the 
Undergraduate Faculty Advisor of the Year for her hard work 
and dedication to individual student goals, academic and career 
advising and scholarly activities.
Dr. Lawver earned a master’s in leadership education at the 
University of Nebraska and her doctorate in agricultural 
education at the University of Missouri.
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TEACHING ExCELLENCE AWARDS 
Through an extensive selection process involving both students and faculty in the various academic colleges, eight members of the 
faculty have been designated for special recognition for excellence in teaching representing the eight colleges of the University: 
Agriculture and Applied Sciences; Caine College of the Arts; Jon M. Huntsman School of Business; Emma Eccles Jones College of 
Education and Human Services; Engineering; Humanities and Social Sciences; S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources; 
and Science. From all the eight, The Eldon J. Gardner Teaching Award recipient is chosen; the seven remaining follow:
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
S. CLAY ISOM
S. Clay Isom’s success as a teacher can be accredited to his sincere desire to see his 
students learn the material and perform well in his difficult courses. Since joining 
Utah State University’s Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences’ faculty, Dr. Isom has 
re-designed and re-structured multiple classes. While doing so, he has expanded the 
curriculum in animal sciences in many ways.
Students in Dr. Isom’s classes find that, although the curriculum is demanding, his 
variety of teaching methods and contagious enthusiasm relieve some of the stress of 
learning complex material. He continually works to find new and innovative methods 
of presenting information so that students of all backgrounds and skill sets can learn 
the material. Many students note that although Dr. Isom’s classes are challenging, they 
are often their favorite classes because of his passion for teaching.
Dr. Isom gained practical experience with animals growing up in Lyman, Wyoming, 
and working alongside his siblings and cousins on a cattle ranch. His academic 
specialty is reproductive physiology. Dr. Isom’s research focuses on characterizing 
and mitigating the causes of early embryo failure and on improving reproductive 
technology efficiency in livestock. His teaching extends to the laboratory, as he 
involves many undergraduate and graduate students in his research. He received the 
2014 Graduate Research Mentor of the Year Award from the College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences.
An alumnus of Utah State University, Dr. Isom earned a bachelor’s in animal science 
in 2000 and then a doctorate in animal sciences from the University of Missouri in 
2006. He worked as a post-doctoral research fellow at University of Missouri and 
joined the faculty at Utah State as an assistant professor in 2010.
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
STERLING A. BONE
Sterling A. Bone is an Associate Professor of Marketing in the Management Department 
and Director of the Huntsman Sales Academy at the Jon M. Huntsman School of 
Business. 
An alumnus of USU, Dr. Bone was the beneficiary of life-altering mentors while he 
was a student. Paying it forward to his Aggie students, he helps students launch and 
accelerate careers in strategic sales and marketing. Dr. Bone’s students have launched 
sales and marketing careers with Fortune 500 companies and rapidly growing startups.
Dr. Bone received a bachelor’s (2000) and M.B.A. (2001) from Utah State University, 
where he also served on the President’s Leadership Council (1994-1995, 1997-2000). 
He received his doctorate from Oklahoma State University in 2006. 
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Dr. Bone’s research has appeared in the Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of 
Consumer Research, Journal of Service Research, Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, 
Harvard Business Review and other notable journals. 
Dr. Bone currently serves on the Arizona State University Center for Services Leadership 
research faculty network and the editorial review boards of the Journal of Service 
Research, Journal of Public Policy & Marketing and the Journal of Business Research. 
Prior to returning to USU, Dr. Bone taught at Oklahoma State University and Brigham 
Young University, where he earned numerous awards for his research and teaching.
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services
BETH L. MACDONALD
Beth MacDonald is giving an important gift to the world: exceptional math teachers. 
Society needs mathematicians who are both creative and technical, and Dr. MacDonald 
trains educators to respond to diverse student learning needs. The pre‐service teachers 
she trains are often surprised at how much fun math can be. When they go on to help 
their own students to enjoy learning math in the same way, it is a great reward for  Dr. 
MacDonald to know that many students are being positively affected.
Dr. MacDonald encourages future teachers to integrate assessment into daily activities, 
so that they can be constantly updated and aware of the diverse ways their students 
are learning. The ability to communicate and listen effectively when engaging students 
in mathematical discourse is vital.
Teaching for 15 years in elementary classrooms prepared Dr. MacDonald to be an 
advocate for her pre‐service teachers. Delving deeper with her doctoral students,   Dr. 
MacDonald also prepares math education teachers and researchers for academia. They 
learn math educational theory, curricula issues, math teacher education pedagogy 
development and research agenda development in one of the fields about which they 
are most passionate. 
As an assistant professor of math education, Dr. MacDonald teaches undergraduate 
courses to elementary teaching majors and middle‐level math teaching majors. Her 
doctoral courses are in math educational research, math education curriculum theory, 
math education learning theory, math education academic writing, and advanced 
research design in math education. She has published with her students in a variety 
of education and math education journals.
Dr. MacDonald and her husband of 22 years have two children and they love to hike 




Joseph Caliendo has been an associate professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
at Utah State University since 1992. 
Prior to joining USU, Dr. Caliendo worked for seven years with the Florida Department 
of Transportation and served as the State Geotechnical Engineer where he provided 
extensive design and construction experience on large bridges with major foundation 
systems. Concurrently, he was an adjunct professor at Florida State University and 
the University of Florida, where he taught evening engineering courses.
Dr. Caliendo teaches civil engineering courses ranging from undergraduate to graduate-
level classes at USU, and is a short course instructor for the National Highway Institute. 
As an active technical member of the Pile Driving Contractors Association (PDCA), 
Dr. Caliendo is responsible for hosting and organizing the very successful Professor’s 
Driven Pile Institute (PDPI) that has been sponsored by the PDCA since 2002.
Dr. Caliendo’s academic pedigree includes bachelor’s from both the University of 
Detroit, civil engineering (1969) and Humboldt State University, oceanography 
(1974) and a doctorate from USU (1996). A U.S. Navy veteran, Dr. Caliendo was a 
Navy diver and proud former member of Seabee Underwater Construction Team 2. 
Perhaps one of Dr. Caliendo’s greatest legacies to USU is his namesake sandwich 
that has been served at the Hub for many years. The iconic Marv n’ Joe open-faced 
sandwich was co-created by Dr. Caliendo and his colleague Dr. Marv Halling.
Dr. Caliendo and wife, Joyce, have raised five children, four of whom are USU alums.
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
RAVI M. GUPTA
Ravi M. Gupta is an internationally respected scholar of Hinduism and director of 
Utah State University’s Religious Studies Program where he holds the endowed Charles 
Redd Chair of Religious Studies.
Religious Studies is housed in the Department of History and Dr. Gupta was promoted 
to full professor in 2016.
Dr. Gupta received his Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Oxford where he 
remains a Permanent Research Fellow of the Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies. He is 
the author and editor of four academic books including a translation from Sanskrit of 
the Bhagavata Purana, a central devotional text of Hinduism. Dr. Gupta has written 
widely and lectured worldwide on Vaishnava philosophy.
Before coming to USU in 2013, Dr. Gupta taught at the University of Florida, Kentucky’s 
Centre College and the College of William and Mary. He teaches courses on World 
Religions, Hinduism, Religion in Performance and Sanskrit. 
Dr. Gupta is applauded by students for his success in communicating the wide variety 
of religious traditions in an accessible way. 
“Brilliant professor, concise yet quirky and offbeat,” one student reviewer has written; 
adding, “Interesting lectures that welcome questions.” His students have gone on to 
graduate schools and successful careers around the nation.
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Dr. Gupta has received four teaching awards, a National Endowment for the Humanities 
summer fellowship, two research fellowships at Oxford and a book award. He is a 
past president of the Society for Hindu-Christian Studies.
The professor is a native of Boise where he spent many years in his parents’ Indian 
restaurant bussing tables, running the cash register and “introducing customers to 
basmati rice and cabbage pakoras,” he says. He now lives in Logan with his wife, 
Amrita, and their two children. 
S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources
ANDREW KULMATISKI
An assistant professor in Utah State University’s Department of Wildland Resources and 
the USU Ecology Center, Andrew Kulmatiski teaches a broad array of undergraduate 
and graduate courses ranging from vegetation and habitat management and plant 
physiological ecology to range plant taxonomy and function and data analyses and 
communication in plant soil science. But a common thread running through each 
class is Dr. Kulmatiski’s aim of helping students become skeptics and problem solvers.
Noting the “explosion” in the volume of data available to scientists, Dr. Kulmatiski 
guides learners in achieving skills needed to interpret information and understand 
the connection between conceptual ideas and practice.
Students praise Dr. Kulmatiski’s emphasis on hands‐on learning, as well as his 
coordination of frequent field trips that take students beyond the confines of the 
classroom into the outdoors. Stamina, his colleagues say, is one of his outstanding 
traits, as he spends hours scouting and planning trips as well as spending time in the 
field (often in challenging weather) with students. This format allows Dr. Kulmatiski to 
work one‐on‐one with individuals or in small groups, to enhance students’ experiences 
and allow them to fully understand such topics as plant identification.
Dr. Kulmatiski’s enthusiasm for science and easy banter with students creates an 
accessible learning environment and fosters student retention. 
Said one student of Dr. Kulmatiski, “He’s pretty much the coolest guy I’ve ever met.” 
Said another, “Dr. Kulmatiski gave us opportunities to enjoy being outside and a 
good balance between learning what we need to know and fun. He made plants so 




An assistant professor at Utah State University Uintah Basin in Vernal, Benjamin 
J. Burger has taught distance education classes in geology since 2011. Dr. Burger 
teaches courses ranging from paleontology, dinosaurs, the history of Earth and 
sedimentology to petroleum geology and physical science. His enthusiasm for his 
subjects is contagious, as he guides students in learning and challenges them to push 
their intellectual boundaries.
To accommodate students both on and off campus, Dr. Burger has produced hundreds 
of science videos to aid student learning. Brimming with engaging graphics and his 
warm humor, the videos are enjoyed by USU students as well as the public. Students 
praise his innovative teaching styles and describe Dr. Burger as a teacher genuinely 
interested in his students’ success.
Though geographically far from his students, who range from scholars in small 
communities throughout Utah as well as learners overseas in such places as Romania 
and Korea, Dr. Burger remains accessible. 
“Though we never met face‐to‐face,” says one student. “I always received a prompt 
response from Dr. Burger, and he always made an effort to answer my questions 
thoroughly and ensure I understood the coursework.”
With warmth, humor and a passion for science, Dr. Burger exemplifies Utah State 
University’s land‐grant mission to provide access and welcoming service to Utahns 
throughout the state and learners beyond state borders.
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Dear Utah State University Graduate:
Congratulations on your graduation from Utah State University! Your degree is 
a significant accomplishment representing years of hard work and sacrifice. Your 
degree will be awarded during the “Commencement” ceremony, which means 
“beginning.” Why do we call the end of your formal schooling the “beginning”? I 
think it is because the educational process is, and should be, a lifelong proposition.
This also marks the beginning of a new phase in your life – the beginning of a new 
career, the opportunity to apply what you have learned, or perhaps the beginning 
of an advanced degree. All of which are new beginnings.
Another important beginning is your lifelong connection to Utah State University. 
Let it be the commencement of a commitment to a lifetime of continued association 
with USU.
The Utah State Alumni Association seeks to “contribute to the success of USU 
by providing opportunities for meaningful, lifelong involvement for its alumni, 
students and friends.” Opportunities for meaningful involvement are many and 
might include visiting campus as frequently as possible to attend events. You can show your Aggie pride and generate scholarship 
funds for USU students by purchasing an Aggie license plate for your vehicle. You may also want to stay connected through the 
Aggie professional networks or by participating in regional activities sponsored by the Alumni Association. I invite you to keep 
your contact information updated so that we can communicate with you to let you know about all the great things going on at USU. 
I also invite you to take full advantage of all Alumni Association benefits as listed on our website at www.usu.edu/alumni. In 
addition, I’m delighted to announce the opening of the USU Credit Union University Welcome Center. From now on when you 
return to campus there will be a central place for you to check in for information and assistance with your visit by our alumni staff.
Finally, our Alumni Association can be contacted at any time to ensure that your needs as a valued USU alum are met. You can 
reach them by calling 1-800-297-ALUM or sending an email to alumni@usu.edu.
As many commencement addresses have emphasized, it is important to serve a cause greater than ourselves. I hope you are 
inspired to engage as an alumnus. We all have much to offer to the USU community. Please continue your involvement with 
Utah State and find simple ways to “give back” to your alma mater. Your support will ensure that we can continue to live by the 
motto of “Stand Up. Get Involved. You’re an Aggie!”
Good luck and much success.
Proud to be an Aggie,
Lane L. Thomas
Utah State University Alumni Association President, B.S. ’79
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LETTER
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2016-2017 GRADUATING CLASS PROCESSION INTO
WAYNE ESTES CENTER 
INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Brian Warnick, Associate Dean
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
VALEDICTORIAN
Robert John Pettit
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
Valedictorian Faculty Escort: Heidi Wengreen
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Kenneth L. White, Dean
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
2016-2017 GRADUATING CLASS PROCESSION FROM 
WAYNE ESTES CENTER 
2016-2017 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
APPLIED SCIENCES FACULTY AWARD RECIPIENTS
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR 
Noelle Cockett
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Clay Isom
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
 
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Silvana Martini
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
OF THE YEAR 
Bart Tarbet
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences 
 
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR 
David Evans
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning
 
GRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR 
Heidi Wengreen
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
 
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD 
Becki Lawver
School of Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
 
USUSA COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND
APPLIED SCIENCES SENATOR 
Heather Lieber
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences
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CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS CONVOCATION
May 6, 2017





Jason Nicholson, Associate Professor of Music, Director
Steve Buys, Austin Chadwick, Hillary Horne, Jon Kurecki, 
Caesar Perfidio
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
James Pitts, Associate Professor of Biology, Director
Jamie Reynolds, Pipe Major
Joshua Musselman, Pipe Sergeant
Emily Ashcroft, Drum Sergeant
Jamie Reynolds, Joshua Musselman, Spencer Balling, Andrew 
Earl, Matthew Gilbert, Casey Peterson, Jonathon Stott, Pipers
Emily Ashcroft, Steve Buys, Jacob Pedersen, Drummers 
WELCOME
Craig Jessop, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF EMILY JINJU COTTAM
VALEDICTORIAN




INTRODUCTION OF MATT OMASTA
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Craig Jessop, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Matt Omasta, Associate Professor, Theatre
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
David & Kathy Coppin
RECOGNITION OF 2017 CANDIDATES FOR 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES




2017 CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS 
AWARD RECIPIENTS
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Matt Omasta
SCHOLAR/CREATIVE ARTIST OF THE YEAR
Kathy Puzey
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Marissa Vigneault




GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR OF THE YEAR
Madeline Walker
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Joshua Roberts
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Colin Anderson
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW OF THE YEAR
Kimberly Lamping
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Laura Jones Torgeson




ORGANIzATION OF THE YEAR
USUMTSA (USU Music Therapy Student Association)
OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Department of Art & Design
Tiana Godfrey, Allison Guymon, Meg Cook Turner
Department of Music
Abigail Christian, Emily Jinju Cottam, Ellyn Porter
Department of Theatre Arts
Colin Anderson, Allie Baranowski, Max Falls
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JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
CONVOCATION
May 6, 2017














Dean, Jon M. Huntsman School of Business












TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Sterling Bone
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Aaron Brough
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Deanne Brocato
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY
MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Eric Schulz




EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Guy Ballard
Valedictorian Escort: Susan Jones
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EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES CONVOCATION
May 6, 2017
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
2:00 p.m.
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Beth E. Foley, Dean
Edith Bowen Laboratory School Honor Choir *
Choral Director: Jill DeVilbiss
“Read Me a Memory”
“The Scotsman”
COLLEGE VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS
Sheena Chipman, Elementary Education
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMA COVERS
Beth E. Foley, Dean
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Kim Corbin-Lewis
Family, Consumer and Human Development
Scot Allgood




School of Teacher Education and Leadership
Ben Lignugaris-Kraft
Special Education and Rehabilitation
Tim Slocum
CLOSING REMARKS
Beth E. Foley, Dean
2016-17 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
AWARD RECIPIENTS
 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Beth L. MacDonald
School of Teacher Education and Leadership
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Samantha Winward
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Tami B. Hunter
Special Education and Rehabilitation
LEGACY OF UTAH AWARD
Erik Gray
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR




Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
COLLEGE SENATOR
Teigan Beck
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
*The Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human 
Services expresses deep appreciation to the Emma Eccles Jones 
Foundation and to the Sorenson Legacy Foundation for their 
support.
**The U.S. News and World Report has ranked the Emma Eccles 
Jones College of Education and Human Services 26th on its 
annual list of “Best Graduate Schools of Education” in the 
nation. The College took the No. 5 spot on the list for research 
funding, receiving $46.7M to support research, training, and 
service projects that benefit our students, community, state, 
and nation. USU is the only School of Education in Utah to 
place in the top fifty.
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Megan Gordon, Civil Engineering
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Interim Dean
WORDS OF INSPIRATION
Richard Anderson, Vice President, Hewlett Packard (Retired)
AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS
BY DEPARTMENT HEADS
Biological Engineering: Dr. David Britt, Interim
Civil & Environmental Engineering: Dr. Paul Barr
Computer Science: Dr. Daniel Watson
Electrical & Computer Engineering: Dr. Jacob Gunther
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering: Dr. Robert Spall
CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Interim Dean














Darcie Christensen, Biological Engineering
OUTSTANDING SENIOR ACHIEVEMENT
Kade Beck, Civil Engineering
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES CONVOCATION
May 6, 2017  
DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM
4:00 p.m. 
PROCESSIONAL 
James M. Drake, Professor (Retired)
Department of Music
WELCOME 
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF THE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
United States District Court Judge Ted Stewart
 
INTRODUCTION OF KELCI PETERSON
VALEDICTORIAN 
Jason Gilmore, Assistant Professor





INTRODUCTION OF RAVI GUPTA
CHASS TEACHER OF THE YEAR 
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Ravi Gupta
RECOGNITION OF 2017 CANDIDATES FOR
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
AWARD RECIPIENTS
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Ravi Gupta, History
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Courtney Flint, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
LECTURER OF THE YEAR
Stephen VanGeem, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER
Elizabeth Thomas, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH MENTOR
Francois Dengah, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
FACULTY UNDERGRADUATE ADVISOR OF THE YEAR
Christy Glass, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
(LIGHT OF OLD MAIN AWARD)
Monica Ingold, History
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
(TRUE BLUE AWARD)
Natalie Smoot, Dean’s Office
ED GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE
Dan McInerney, History
DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Sun Y. Jeon, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Jaqueline Keating, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
GRADUATE INSTRUCTOR OF THE YEAR
Sherena Huntsman, English
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR AWARD
Eddy Berry, Sociology, Social Work & Anthropology
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR NOMINEE













Molly Van Engelenhoven, 
Environment & Society
Escorted by Dr. Robert Schmidt














Department of Wildland Resources and Ecology Center
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Dan MacNulty
Department of Wildland Resources
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Robert Schmidt
Department of Environment & Society
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Karin Kettenring
Department of Watershed Sciences and Ecology Center
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Jacopo Baggio
Department of Environment & Society
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Bret Mossman
Department of Wildland Resources
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Molly Van Engelenhoven
Department of Environment & Society
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE AWARD
Logan Christian




COLLEGE OF SCIENCE CONVOCATION
May 6, 2017




USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
Director: James Pitts, Associate Professor of Biology
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Maura E. Hagan, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF COREY KIMzEY, VALEDICTORIAN




Maura E. Hagan, Dean
Lisa M. Berreau, Executive Associate Dean
Richard J. Mueller, Associate Dean
Biology
Alan H. Savitzky, Department Head
Graduates announced by Paul G. Wolf,
Associate Department Head
Chemistry & Biochemistry
Alvan C. Hengge, Department Head
Graduates announced by Geri Child, Undergraduate Advisor
Geology
Joel L. Pederson, Department Head
Graduates announced by Thomas E. Lachmar,
Undergraduate Coordinator
Mathematics & Statistics
Christopher D. Corcoran, Department Head
Graduates announced by David E. Brown,
Associate Department Head
Physics
Jan J. Sojka, Department Head
Graduates announced by David Peak, Professor
College of Science Interdisciplinary & General Studies
Graduates announced by Richard J. Mueller, Associate Dean
CLOSING REMARKS
Maura E. Hagan, Dean
RECESSIONAL
2016-2017 COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
OF THE YEAR
Susannah S. French, Biology
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Zachariah Gompert, Biology 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Benjamin J. Burger, Geology
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
E. W. (Ted) Evans, Biology
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Jenna Bouvang, Chemistry & Biochemistry
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW OF THE YEAR
Mikaela Pulsipher, Geology





ASSOCIATE DEGREES IN GENERAL STUDIES CONVOCATION
May 6, 2017
MORGAN THEATRE
CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER
2:00 p.m.
PROCESSIONAL
2017 Graduating Class Procession into Theatre
WELCOME




Department of Languages, Philosophy and Communication Studies
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
RECOGNITION OF 2017 GRADUATES
Janet B. Anderson, Vice Provost
CLOSING REMARKS











Dr. Jennifer R. Reeve
Dissertation: Increasing the 
Sustainability of Utah Farms by 
Incorporating Quinoa as a Novel Crop 




Nutrition & Food Sciences
Dr. Heidi Wengreen
Dissertation: Identifying and Reducing 














Dissertation: Three Essays on US 
Agricultural Insurance





Dissertation: Modeling and Projection 
of the North American Monsoon 






Dr. Jeanette M. Norton
Dissertation: Agricultural Nitrogen 
Management Affects Microbial 
Communities, Enzyme Activities, and 







Dissertation: Precision Drought 
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Domenech-Rodriguez
Thesis: Parenting Styles and Child 





Dr. Thomas S. Higbee
Thesis: Peer-Implemented Script Fading 





Physical and Sport Education
Rosendo, Maria Cecilia
Mendoza, Argentina




























Master of Family and Human 
Development
Scaglione, Lisa






























Dr. Thomas S. Higbee
Thesis: The Effects of Behavioral Skills 


















Thesis: The Development of English 
Learners as Writers of Opinion Pieces
Stander, Carol
St. George, Utah

















Master of Marriage and Family Therapy
Sugiura, Rikki
Atwater, California
















































Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Education
Instructional Technology and Learning 
Sciences
Van Mondfrans, Amanda Evans
















































Dr. Gretchen Gimpel Peacock
Thesis: The Effect of Weight on the 
Perceptions of and Attitudes Toward 
Individuals with Anorexia Nervosa
Williams, Bill
Army, USA
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling
Williamson, Kelly
Salt Lake City, Utah





























Communicative Disorders and Deaf 
Education
Woolf, Lissa K.




West Valley City, Utah
Master of Science










Communicative Disorders and Deaf 
Education
Zemke, Meredith Leigh
Los Alamos, New Mexico
Master of Education








Thesis: Production of Phenol-





Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Marvin W. Halling
Thesis: Determining Natural 
Frequencies using Embedded and 













Civil and Environmental Engineering
























Brito Acosta, Angel Dario
San Juan, Dominican Republic
Master of Science and Master of 
Engineering




Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. William Doucette
Thesis: Pharmaceuticals and Personal 
Care Products in an Effluent-






































Dr. Barton L. Smith
Thesis: Best Practices for Volume Flow 
Rate Measurements Using PIV at the 














Thesis: Exploiting Self-Organization 
in Bioengineered Systems: A 
Computational Approach




Dr. Jason C. Quinn
Thesis: Integrated Life Cycle and 
Techno-economic Assessment of the 
Conversion of High Productivity, Low 


















Thesis: Understanding the 
Characteristics of Successful Projects 






Dr. Jason C. Quinn
Thesis: Synthetic Spider Silk 
Sustainability Verification by Techno-






Thesis: Modified Trajectory Shaping 
Guidance for Autonomous Path 










Dr. Ronald C. Sims
Thesis: Algae-Based Biofilm 
Productivity and Treatment of Dairy 















Dr. Jacob H. Gunther
Thesis: Optimizing the Advanced 



















Thesis: Plasma Velocity Vector 





Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Ziqi Song
Thesis: An Analysis of Airborne Data 






Dr. Jason C. Quinn







Thesis: Alternative Treatment 
Technologies for Cost-effective 






Dr. Bedri A. Cetiner
Thesis: Beam Steerable Reconfigurable 





Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. John D. Rice
Thesis: Laboratory Modeling of 











Thesis: A Parallel Genetic Algorithm 
for Optimizing Multicellular Models 




Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Marvin W. Halling
Thesis: Friction Values for Slide-in 
Bridge Construction using PTRE-




















Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. R. Ryan Dupont
Thesis: Comparing the Effect of 
Carbon Sources, Lactate and Whey, on 
Biological Reductive Dechlorination 





















Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Richard C. Peralta
Thesis: Optimizing Sustainable 
Integrated Use of Groundwater, Surface 
Water and Reclaimed Water for the 
Competing Demands of Agricultural 















Thesis: Wearable Computing: 
Accelerometer-based Human Activity 





Dr. Jason C. Quinn
Thesis: Optimization of Roadway 
Electrification Integrating Wireless 
Power Transfer: Techno-Economic 




Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Ziqi Song
Thesis: A Comprehensive Safety 



















Thesis: Path Following by a Quadrotor 












Civil and Environmental Engineering
Professor Joan McLean
Thesis: Rhizosphere Interactions 
Between Copper Oxide Nanoparticles 
and Wheat Root Exudates in a Sand 
Matrix; Influences on Bioavailability 
and Uptake




Dr. Nicholas A. Roberts
Thesis: Role of Dispersion and 
Functionalization on Mechanical 

















Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore
Thesis: Effects of Radiation Heating on 











Thesis: Ground Vehicle Platooning 









Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi
Thesis: A Risk-Based Assessment of 
Agricultural Water Scarcity Under 













Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Marvin W. Halling
Thesis: Statistical Models of I-15 Bridge 
















Thesis: An Energy-Efficient Semi-
Partitioned Approach for Hard 





Civil and Environmental Engineering
Perry, Suzanne C.
North Salt Lake, Utah
Master of Engineering





Dr. Ronald C. Sims
Thesis: Anaerobic Digestion of 
Wastewater: Effects of Inoculants and 





Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Paul Barr
Thesis: The Long and Short-Term 
Effects of Temperature and Strain on a 












Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Paul Barr
Thesis: Prestress Losses and 





Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Niel Allen
Thesis: Urban Agriculture and Small 







Thesis: Design of Miniaturized Time-
of-Flight Reflectron Mass Spectrometer 






Dr. Robert E. Spall
Thesis: Effects on a Wedge Flowmeter 
Installed Downstream of a Double 





Dr. Amanda Lee Hughes
Thesis: Hidden History: A Mobile 












Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. John D. Rice
Thesis: Study of Levee Underseepage 
through Point Bars using the Response 






Thesis: A Vision-Based Bee Counting 







Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Laurie McNeill
Thesis: Chromium Oxidation by 











Thesis: SSAGA: Streaming 
Multiprocessors (SMs) Sculpted for 
Asymmetric General Purpose Graphics 














Thesis: Real-time Vision-Based Lane 
Detection with 1D Haar Wavelet 





Dr. Robert E. Spall
Thesis: Computational Fluid Dynamic 


















Dr. Jason C. Quinn
Thesis: Microalgae Sorption of 
Ten Individual Heavy Metals and 
their Effects on Growth and Lipid 
Accumulation
Travis, Tyler Alan






















Dr. Nicholas A. Roberts
Thesis: Investigating the Effect of 
Capping Layers on Final Thin Film 
Morphology After a Dewetting Process





Thesis: Design for Manufacturability 
and Assembly of an Assistive 
Technician Creeper, Including Single 










Dr. Barton L. Smith











Thesis: Synergistic Timing Speculation 
for Multi-threaded Programs
Santos Fermin, Randy











Dr. Amanda Lee Hughes
Thesis: MotionScan: Towards Brain 







Thesis: An Electromagnetic Coupling 





Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore
Thesis: Throttleable GOX/ABS Launch 
Assist Hybrid Rocket Motor for Small 
Scale Air Launch Platform
Stansfield, Jacob Tuttle
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Engineering








Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Neilson
Thesis: Development and Application 
of Hydraulic and Hydrogeologic 







Dr. Jacob H. Gunther
Thesis: Adaptive Background Modeling 
with Temporal Feature Update for 









Master of Second Language Teaching
Adair, Alexandria
Logan, Utah
Master of Second Language Teaching
Allen, Melissa
Logan, Utah











Master of Social Work
Archer, Hailey Sarah Woodside
Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Social Work
Barton, D. Kapono
Kearns, Utah











Master of Social Work
Bettinger, Kira N.
Logan, Utah
Master of Social Work
Bishop-Kollar, Christina Ann
Spring Glen, Utah
Master of Social Work
Black, Bronson Michael
Kearns, Utah
Master of Social Work
Bodrero, Michael J.
Hyrum, Utah














Master of Technical Communication
Bury, Jacob G.








Thesis: Anatomy of a Rupture: Identity 








Master of Social Work
Carpenter, Tracy
Monticello, Utah






Thesis: The Art of Devotion: Style, 




Master of Social Work
Cockerham, Lisa
Syracuse, Utah
Master of Social Work
Cooper, Alicia M.
Moab, Utah






Thesis: Symbolic Versus Sustainable: 
Tracking the Apparel Industry’s 
Response to Crisis Over Time
Cressall, Suzanna Gayle
North Salt Lake, Utah















Thesis: Refugee and Employer 
Perceptions of the Effects of Capital on 
Refugee Employability in Utah
Fryer, Kinsey
Ogden, Utah
Master of Social Work
Gardner, Gordon P.
West Valley City, Utah
Master of Social Work
Gardner, Heatherly A.
Vernal, Utah
Master of Social Work
Giles, Curtis John
Layton, Utah





Dr. Lynne S. McNeill
Thesis: The Magic of the Magic 
Kingdom: Folklore and Fan Culture in 
Disneyland




Dr. E. Helen Berry
Thesis: The Ideal Educator: 
Investigating Teaching Culture and 
Teaching Styles through Teacher Self-
Efficacy and Social Acceptance
Glick, Heidi E.
Jenera, Ohio
Master of Technical Communication
Griffith, Charles A. Kip
Magna, Utah







Hall, Judith Ann Giberson
Syracuse, Utah
Master of Social Work
Hamilton, Annie
South Jordan, Utah
Master of Social Work
Hart, Camille
Ogden, Utah
Master of Social Work
Haynes, Crystal
Price, Utah
Master of Social Work
Heck, Brenda
Blanding, Utah
Master of Social Work
Heffron, Sarah Anne
Moab, Utah
Master of Social Work
Hellstrand, Amber Lynn
North Ogden, Utah
Master of Social Work
Hickman-Evans, Colette
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Master of Social Work
Hillis, Alison J.
Moab, Utah






Thesis: “Touched by Time”: 
Geopolitical Themes of Estonian 







Thesis: West Point of the West: A 
History of the Department of Military 
Science at Utah State University
Dickinson, Regina Renee
Logan, Utah







Master of Social Work
Duvall, Aimee Nicole
Stansbury Park, Utah
Master of Social Work
Eberling, Katie
Blanding, Utah
Master of Social Work
Edman Terry, Sara
Spanish Fork, Utah







Master of Social Work
Everett, Gypsie M.
Price, Utah















Thesis: Resource Competition Among 
the Uinta Basin Fremont
Howey, Whitney
Farmington, Utah
Master of Social Work
Huff, Michele Marie
Price, Utah
Master of Social Work
Hung, I-Chiao
Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Master of Second Language Teaching
Jaehne, Eric
Ogden, Utah






Salt Lake City, Utah
Master of Social Work
Karr, Danielle L.
Sandy, Utah
Master of Technical Communication
Kataw, Yasmine
Amman, Jordan






Thesis: The Inevitable Fusion: A Mixed-
Methods Sociological Approach to 




Master of Social Work












Thesis: Frame by Frame: Flash 
Nonfiction in the Comic Form
Lawes, Madilyn Deanne
Salt Lake City, Utah







Master of Social Work
McCombs, Kim
Stansbury Park, Utah
Master of Social Work
Mendenhall, Sylinda L.
Kaysville, Utah







Master of Social Work
Miller, Joan Elyia
Moab, Utah
Master of Social Work
Montoya, Rebecca
Logan, Utah
Master of Social Work
Morley, Alisa
Price, Utah
Master of Social Work
Mortensen, Nancy L.
Layton, Utah
Master of Social Work
Neel, Lorilyn
Kaysville, Utah






Thesis: Foreign Fighter Recruitment 
Messaging and the ‘Islamic State’
Nielsen, Stephanie L.
Kaysville, Utah
Master of Social Work
Norman, Jason Lee
Roosevelt, Utah
Master of Social Work
Olsen, Magen





Master of Social Work
Randall, Brittany
Bountiful, Utah
Master of Social Work
Reynolds Garcia, Katie Lyn
Logan, Utah
Master of Second Language Teaching
Roberts, Alice Fisher
Centerville, Utah
Master of Social Work
Rowley, Johnathan D.
West Jordan, Utah
Master of Social Work
Ruggeri, Jennifer Jackson
Moab, Utah




Master of Social Work
Willey, Tempe Mabe
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Master of Second Language Teaching
Wilson, Brad
Ridgway, Colorado
Master of Technical Communication
Woolley, Danielle
Tooele, Utah






Thesis: Labor Market Integration of 
Returned Educational Migrants in 
Turkmenistan
S. J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY 




Master of Natural Resources
Berry, Ryan S.




Thesis: Rapid Savanna Response to 
Changing Precipitation Intensity
Binder, Christopher M.
South Lake Tahoe, California
Master of Natural Resources
Boswell, Rhett
Nephi, Utah






Thesis: Changes in Floodplain 
Inundation under Non-Stationary 







Thesis: Quantifying the Potential 
Impacts of Pelican Predation on 






Dr. Karin M. Kettenring
Thesis: Control of Large Stands of 






Dr. Eric T. Thacker









Dr. James A. Lutz
Thesis: The Utah Forest Dynamics Plot: 
Long-Term Ecological Monitoring 






Dr. Julie K. Young
Thesis: Urban Bobcat (Lynx rufus) 








Master of Natural Resources
Saccomano, Meranda
Price, Utah
Master of Social Work
Sagers, Amber Camille
Granstville, Utah
Master of Social Work
Salgado, Aaron J.
Simi Valley, California
Master of Second Language Teaching
Samels, Jillian
Fayetteville, Georgia







Master of Social Work
Sigler, Tycen Scott
Hyrum, Utah
Master of Social Work
Stacey, Christina Anne
Woodruff, Utah
Master of Social Work
Stewart, Joseph Douglas
Providence, Utah
























Thesis: Quantifying Riverbed Sediment 






Dr. S. Nicole Frey
Thesis: Influence of Disturbance on 




Master of Natural Resources
Hoyt, Dillon Burke
Orderville, Utah






Thesis: The Performance of a 
Bioenergetics Model in a System with 
an Abundant Population of Salmonids: 




Master of Natural Resources
Johnston, Andrea Farnsworth
Crested Butte, Colorado












Dr. Karin M. Kettenring
Thesis: Revegetation of Bulrushes 
Bolboschoenus maritimus, 
Schoenoplectus acutus, and S. 
americanus in Great Salt Lake 
Wetlands: Seed Biology and Influence 





Dr. S. Nicole Frey
Thesis: Seasonal Distribution of Sage-
grouse in Hamlin Valley, Utah and the 







Thesis: Effects of Environmental Water 
Rights Purchases on Dissolved Oxygen, 





Dr. Julie K. Young
Thesis: Spatial Ecology and Captive 




Master of Natural Resources
Pressett, Jacie L.
Price, Utah






Thesis: The Influence of Wind Energy 
Development on the Breeding Season 








Human Dimensions of Ecosystem 
Science and Management
Dr. Joanna Endter-Wada
Thesis: Balancing Agricultural and 







Thesis: Modelling Survival of a Widely 







Thesis: Invasive Coqui Frogs Serve as 










Thesis: A Data-Driven Regional Model 







Thesis: Discharge-Suspended Sediment 
Relations: Near-channel Environment 
Controls Shape and Steepness, Land 







Dr. W. David Liddell
Thesis: Sequence Stratigraphy, 
Chemostratigraphy, and Biostraigraphy 
of Lower Ordovician Units in 














Thesis: A Stochastic Model for Water-



























Thesis: Magmatic Evolution of Early 
Subduction Zones: Geochemical 
Modeling and Chemical Stratigraphy of 














Thesis: First-row Transition Metal 
Sulfides and Phosphides as Competent 






Thesis: Crustal Architecture of the 
Snake River Plain, Idaho, Through 
Geochemical Investigation of Crustal 









Thesis: Spatio-temporal History of 


















Dr. Randolph V. Lewis
Thesis: Spider Aggregate Glue Sequence 
Characterization and Expression
Bullard, Abigail R.




Thesis: New CA-ID-TIMS Detrital 
Zircon Constraints on Middle 
Neoproterozoic Sedimentary 
Successions, Southwestern United 
States








Thesis: Elucidating Molecular 
Interactions of Shigella Type Three 







Thesis: (U-Th)/He Thermochronologic 
Constraints on Secondary Iron-Oxide 








Thesis: Spatiotemporal Evolution of 
Pleistocene and Late Oligocene-Early 
Miocene Deformation in the Mecca 






Dr. Timothy A. Gilbertson
Thesis: The Role of the Fatty Acid 






Dr. Alvan C. Hengge
Thesis: Conservative Tryptophan 
Mutations in Protein Tyrosine 
Phosphatase PTP1B and its Effect on 






Thesis: Heterogeneous and 
Homogeneous Nickel-Based 
Electrocatalysts for Oxygen Evolution 










Thesis: Investigating Patterns of 
Fluvial Form and Incision Near the 
Yellowstone Hotspot - Alpine Canyon 










Thesis: Hydrocarbon and CO2 
Emissions from Oil and Gas 
Production Well Pad Soils Comparative 
to Background Soil Emissions in 
Eastern Utah
Williams, Trevor K.









SPECIAL HONORS AND CERTIFICATES
VALEDICTORIANS
A valedictorian has been selected by 
each college of the University. Each 





Caine College of the Arts
Emily Jinju Cottam
Escort, Cindy Dewey
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
Breanne Yamauchi
Escort, Susan Jones











S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney








Presented annually to the graduating 
senior female and male student who 




















































































































The quality of performance in academic work enables the following to be graduates with distinction. Those who have met the 
residence requirement and have maintained a grade point average of 3.95 to 4.00 are graduated Summa Cum Laude; those 
whose average is 3.80 to 3.949, Magna Cum Laude; and those whose average is 3.50 to 3.799, Cum Laude. High Honors and 
Honors apply to those receiving Associate Degrees or Certificates. Those who have maintained a grade point average of 3.75 to 
4.00 are graduated with High Honors; those whose average is 3.5 to 3.749, Honors.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION 
Names listed in the program do not constitute graduation.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND APPLIED SCIENCES 
Kenneth L. White, Dean
Agriculture Systems Technology 
and Education 
Alfuwairs, Feras Jamal A, BS
Alghamdi, Ahmed Abdullah, BS
Alghamdi, Amro Saeed, BS
Alghamdi, Naif Abdullah, BS
Allinson, Autumn M, AAS, BS
Alnassar, Abdulrahman 
  Mohammed A, BS
Angawi, Yousof, BS
Atene, Lane, CC
Aurin, Alice Peyton Avery, BS
Banks, Benjamin Joseph, BS
Barker, Kevin Alex, BS
Barney, Ryland Jay, CC
Barratt, Megan Fankhauser, BS
Bartholomew, Jordan Lynn Lynn, BS
Bartlett, Cody E, AAS, BS
Baune, Chase Allen, AAS, BS
Baxter, John Robert, BS
Beck, Dylan T, AAS, CP
Beckstead, Jakob Tony, AAS
Bowers, Tyson Michael, AAS
Bradshaw, Steven Mark, AAS
Bresee, Ryley, BS
Broome, Megan Sara, BS
Brown, Richard Mason, BS
Browning, Joshua Kay, BS
Burks, Curtis Jeffrey, BS
Burton, John Andrew, BS
Call, Jordan A, BS
Chaparro, Rigo Andres, BS
Clark, Megan Rachelle, BS
Coffin, Nicholas Alan, BS
Cronin, Kevin Thomas, BS
Davies, Savannah B, BS
De Leon Compres, Frank Marino, BS
Devitry-Smith, Addison, BS
Dietrich, Aaron Daniel, BS
Donaldson, Natalie, BS
Doty, Nicholas Gregory, BS
Dutson, Carrie, BS
Ellis, Tyler Lee, BS
Elwood, Kylie, BS
Falslev, Kayd Kevin, BS
Farmer, Rachel Corina, BS
Feigt, Bridger C, BS
Follett, Brooklynn, AAS
Fox, Leann, BS
Gardner, Phillip Wayne, BS
Gasik, Steven Ronald, BS
Gilbert, Brandon R, BS
Godfrey, Cole Joseph, BS
Goodwin, Jacob T, BS
Gowdy, Lauren Cassidy, BS
Guymon, Tyler Dale, BS
Hansen, Jordan, AAS
Hatch, Sterling Barry, BS
Hitchcock, Joshua Kenneth, BS
Horrocks, Qyncee Mia, AAS
Jenkins, Hugh Rdell, BS
Jensen, Ashley Margaret, BS
Jewkes, Calvin S, AAS
Johnson, Jesse T, BS
Johnson, Zachary Robert, BS
Joosten, Matthew A, BS
Jorgensen, Joseph Brandt, AAS, BS
June, Jessica Mamie, CC
Killpack, Anna Christine, BS
Kim, Hong Jun, BS
King, Josie, BS
Larsen, Spencer John, BS
Lasorsa, Nick Paul, BS
LeBaron, Bryce Joseph, BS
Legris, Sheldon, BS
Leonard, Rebecca M, BS
Lucas, Melissa, BS
Luna, Alfonso Jr, BS
Malan, Desiree Dawn, BS
Martinez, Ashley Katrine, BS
May, Holden Cade, BS
McCarthy, Sean Gregory, BS
McPherson, Erica Dawn, BS
Norcutt, Quinn J, BS
Norton, Tyson Calvin, BS
Olson, Patrick Larry, BS
Owens, George Allen, BS
Parkinson, Michael Allen, BS
Penner, Matthew Dominique, BS
Peterson, Alyssa Shakespear, BS
Peterson, Ivy Janel, BS
Pilling, Matthew B, CC
Porter, Colton Kade, BS
Powell, Dylan Jeffrey, AAS
Raich, Phillip Daniel, AAS
Raymond, Andrew T, AAS
Reeve, Cameron Jessie, AAS
Reinhardt, Randal Nathan, BS
Richards, Parker W, BS
Richens, Jessica, AAS
Rigby, Gabriella Patricia, BS
Ritchey, Kirk Robert, BS
Rogers, Alexandra M, AAS
Schevenius, Makena Rae, BS
Schnapp, Matthew Stewart, BS
Schreiber, Anthony Joseph, BS
Scott, Alex Timothy, BS
Simper, Brian Davis, BS
Smithey, Travis Craig, BS
Staheli, Winston Stewart, AAS
Stephens, Tyrell Scott, BS
Stevenson, Kyle Wayne, AAS, BS
Taylor, Raquel, BS
Thompson, Makenzie Radell, BS
Tibbitts, Trent Alton, BS
Trapp, Whitney Ann, BS
Watts, Austin Joseph, BS
Whitaker, Cameron N, BS
Whittington, Jeremy J, BS
Williams, Benson Reid, BS
Wilson, Brynn Lea, BS
Wray, Joshua Allen, BS
Wright, Quentin Layne, AAS, BS
Yates, Daniel Robert, BS
Young, Justin Tyrel, AAS, BS
 
Animal, Dairy and 
Veterinary Sciences 
Andersen, Jason Paul, BS
Bennett, Sarah Emily, BS
Blanchard, Codie L, BS
Boehme, Paul Troy, BS
Boyer, Chance Russell, BS
Brown, Jacob Ryan, BS
Calhoun, Mallory Noel, BS
Cardon, Richard L, BS
Carrillo, Randi Danielle, BS
Carter, Mckynzi Lynn, BS
Casdorph, Lauren Glenn, BS
Collier, Crystal Grace, BS
Collins, Preston Adam, BS
Corbett, Ryan Michael, BS
Cox, Nichole R, BS
Dixon, Whitley, BS
Eddy, Forest Rose, BS
Fitzgerald, Alyson Hope, BS
8180
Fitzgerald, Landon Wayne, BS
Forsberg, McKenzie Leigh, BS
Fry, Michelle, BS
Gibb, Bryce Brinker, BS
Goldhardt, Joseph Lincoln, BS
Hadfield, Jacob Allan, BS
Hansen, Brady K, BS
Huffman, Katelyn Marie, BS
Ineck, Nikole Elizabeth, BS
Jones, Kent Russell, BS
Joseph, Jamee Ann, BS
Kwok, Arlinda AhLai, BS
Lilly, Nicholas Adam, BS
Limb, Angela C, BS
Mastroluca, Nicole Paige, BS
Mathews, Natalee Jo, BS
Maxwell, Jean Marie, BS
Moscoso, Erica Nicole, BS
Mower, Cade Lewis, BS
Norcutt, Kenneth Clay, BS
Olsen, Casey Ammon, BS
Olsen, McKenzie, BS
Pollard, Breauna McKail, BS
Porter, Ethan Graham, BS
Pugsley, Brooke, BS
Reutzel, Austin Paul, BS
Robb, Emily Lynn, BS
Romney, Lauren Christine Jones, BS
Saxton, Lynzee Marie, BS
Sears, Austin P, BS
Smart, Jaxon H, BS
Smith, Brandon I, BS
Sorensen, Kaia Lyn, BS
Sroufe, Ian Alexander, BS
Stones, Jeannie Marie, BS
Thornton, Ashleigh Kay, BS
Ustach, Adam Gerald, BS
Wadsworth, Tyler Brett, BS
Wengert, Dallin Clay, BS
White, Arieanna Kate, BS
 
Applied Economics 
Ames, Lindsey Elaine, BS
Baird, Jasmine Masina, BS
Barclay, Jacob W, BS
Burrows, Amber Lee Josephine, BS
Darrington, Adam Taylor, BS
De La Cruz Aquino, Nathalie, BS
Dobson, Carey Dalton, BS
Gillman, John David, BS
Hansen, Mathew Jeffrey, BS
Henrie, Brayden Rory, BS
Jensen, Michael Reed, BS
Kunzler, William Dee, BS
Major, Casey John, BS
Molsee, Kaleb Wayne, BS
Mortensen, Chelsey, BS
Openshaw, Fred Allen, BS
Recio Lopez, Miguel Alessandro, BS
Reeder, Bronson Shawn, BS
Robinson, Codi Lyn, BS
Romney, Dylan Cole, BS
Shelton, Trevor Michael, BS
Simper, Porter, BS
Stevenson, Grant Albert, BS
Tracy, Jacob Orin, BS
Tye, Dallen Bradley, BS




Brawders, Stephen Andrew, BS
Cisco, Storm Nycole, BS
Croft, Andrew James, BS
Crose, Thomas Jack, BS
Farnsworth, Tyler Scott, BS
Jenkins, Shaunie Daniels, BS
Jensen, Jordan D, BS
Krause de Arruda Palmeira, 
  Matheus, BS
Lane, Jason Paul, BS
Lunde, Cody Fox, BS
McDougal, Keith L, BS
Nelson, Braydan Cody, BS
Rindlisbacher, Justin Lane, BS
Rindlisbaker, Nathan B, BS
Spence, Trevor Jay, BS
Thompson, Tiffany Kari, BS
Widmier, Kolby Jordan, BS
Withers, Neil, BS
Woozley-Muller, Destry Holden, BS
 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Aposhian, Tamra O, BS
Case, Austin Brett, BS
Christensen, Mark Robert, BS
George, Gabrielle Tyann, BS
Hanson, Laurel Elizabeth, BS
Harrison, KailCee Jo, BS
Hill, Sarah Nichol, BS
Huerta De La Vega, Maria Jose, BS
Lawrence, Mark J, BS




O’Quinn, Amber Michelle, BS
Rasmussen, Erica Huber, BS
Rasmussen, Megan, BS
Thompson, Kimara Sue, BS
Warr, Fay Taylor, BS
Wirth, James Robert Sears, BS
 
Landscape Architecture and 
Environmental Planning 
Avalos, Mario Bryant, BLA
Baker, Nolan Milo, BLA
Borden, Haley Claire, BLA
Burt, Spencer J, BLA
Clarke, Nathan H, BLA
Criss, Megan, BLA
Crockett, Kendall Jay, BLA
Durfee, David Dennis, BLA
Hansen, James K, BLA
Hiatt, Jared A, BLA
Ho, Po Yu, BLA
Hoffer, Brett Von, BLA
Locke, John Michael, BLA
Mayberry, Ashley Brier, BLA
Nielson, Joseph Michael, BLA
Ostergaard, Kendrick Sid, BLA
Parkinson, Jason G, BLA
Quebbeman, Andrew Michael, BLA
Rhodes, Alonzo Jason, BLA
Vance, Seth Allen, BLA
Virgi, Jillian Emma, BLA
Williams, Darci Ann, BLA
Wilson, Leslie Bryan, BLA
Womack, Nicolette Caron, BLA
 
Nutrition, Dietetics and 
Food Sciences 
Aardema, Niklas, BS
Aguilar, Alissa K, BS
Archibald, Emma Elaine, BS
Astle, Kolten Joseph, BS
Bailey, Warren DeWitt, BS
Bedke, Adelaide Ann, BS
Bedke, Amber Elizabeth, BS
Blackner, Aubree Lee, BS
Brandley, Daniel Curtis, BS
Checketts, Thomas Rees, BS
Chen, Yu-Wen, BS
Cheng, Qinting, BS
Clampitt, Kesley Shana, BS
Davidson, Samuel C, BS
Day, Breton Alex, BS
Dominguez, Marily, BS
Dwiggins, Marquessa Egbert, BS
Fairbourn, Jason David, BS
Feller, Chelsea Elizabeth, BS
Gibbons, Kelly, BS
Green, Zachary A, BS
Hansen, Regan Kay, BS
Heap, Shelley Rae, BS
Hoopes, Kyle Gary, BS




Jorgensen, Mary Ann, BS
Kapp, Sarah L, BS
Kimball, Michael Christian, BS
King, Elizabeth, BS
Lee, Juhee, BS
Maguire, Sarah Steed, BS
Marsh, Chandra Louise, BS
Miller, James Coleman, BS
Murray, Kristalee E, BS
Nickerson, Hannah Faith, BS
Olsen, Marianne Croft, BS
Palmer, Lea Caroline, BS
Peterson, Linzy Jae, BS
Pettit, Robert John, BS
Rees, Katie Marie, BS
Reynolds, Sandra Lyn, BS
Rowlan, Sarah Kay, BS
Safsten, Jessany Ann, BS
Spendlove, Mallory Brianne, BS
Staley, Miranda, BS
Stoker, Darla Lee Ferry, BS
Temple, Rachel Marie, BS
Thackeray, Lindsay, BS
White, Anna-Marie, BS
Williams, Nicole Christensen, BS
 
Plants, Soils and Climate 
Aadil, Hanifa Bebe, BS
Allred, Justin A, BS
Andersen, Trevis Donniel, BS
Augustine, Laura M, AAS
Barlow, Brian James, BS
Boyko, Kayleb, AAS
Bradfield, Jeanette, CERU
Briggs, Angela Sophia, BS
Cameron, Justin Michael, CERU
Carpenter, Dallas McKay, BS
Cox, Brian J, BS
Derricott, Rachel A, AAS
Duran, Andy J, CERU
Farley, Alisa Bennion, AAS, BS
Fatongia, Olivia Manutala’aho, AAS, BS
Free, Angela, CERU
Freitas, Leslie, BS
Godderidge, Kade Lynn, BS
Griffin, Killian Morgan, BS
Hamilton, Elizabeth Anne, AAS, BS
Hansen, Bobbi Marie, CERU
Hendrickson, Ellary, BS
Johnson, Kathryn Chas, BS
Juhasz, Rebekah Christensen, BS
Koller, Jenny Lynn, BS
Madison, Jade Nicole, AAS, BS
Mills, Dylan Rich, BS
Milne, Tyler Anthony, BS
Monson, Nathan Grant, BS
Moote, Justin Lee, AAS
Nielsen, Christopher Spencer, BS
Nunes, Ann Urie, CERU, AAS
Olson, Jennifer Morgan, BS
Ovard, Gina Sue, BS
Oyler, Tannon Jon, BS
Pedersen, Kristiane Washburn, BS
Perez, Arturo M, BS
Petersen, Amanda Brook, AAS, BS
Poole, Scott Clifford, BS
Port, Jordyn Nichole, AAS
Prows, Anna Nichole, CERU
Rawlings, Shay Lynn Petterson, BS
Rider, Benjamin, BS
Robertson, Brandon Adam, BS
Schoenefeld, Erica Glazier, BS
Simmons, Lyn Kristine, AAS
Simondi, Andrea, AAS
Singh, Cynthia A, AAS
Sotyn, Jessica Ann, CERU, AAS
Stout, Lawrence Daniel, BS
Thomas, Chelsea Elizabeth, BS
Udy, Sandra Kay, BS
Van Wagoner, Mark Steven, AAS
Vanderlinden, Amber Lynn, BS
Werkhausen, Lisa, BS
White, Joshua R, AAS
Willis, Jazmin Kayla, CERU, AAS
Wilson, Alan Francis, BS
CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS 
Craig D. Jessop, Dean
 
Art and Design 
Allen, Romney, BA
Anderson, Leah, BFA
Andrus, William Loyal, BFA
Ashby, Natalie Rose, BFA
Ashton, Ruth Wiser, BFA
Baird, Tarah Luciena, BFA
Baisch, Sommer Lynn, BFA
Barton, Jessyka Lyn, BS
Bland, Richard W, BFA
Brantly, John Paul, BFA
Brantly, Rebekah Leigh, BID
Butts, Theodore William, BFA
Carbajal, Michelle Nicole, BID
Carpenter, Nicholas Michael, BFA
Chiu, Ka Kin, BS
Cook, Megan Jane, BID
Damjanovich, Emily Stone, BS
Davis, Landon RKay, BFA
Deelstra, Whitney, BFA
Dodd, Madeline, BS
Field, Jadelyn Donze, BID
Flick, McKell, BFA
Foster, Morgan, BID
Gage, Kaylie Asbill, BFA
Gonzalez, Angelica Brianna, BS
Gundersen, Sydney, BFA
Guymon, Allison Marie, BID
Hales, Christopher James, BFA
Hall, Anndee Denae, BS
Harmon, Rebecca Katharine, BID
Heber, Cali Elizabeth, BS
Hillman, Lauren Leigh, BFA
Horton, Alyssa D, BS
Houskeeper, Aubrey Merilyn, BFA
Howes, Kathryn Lynn, BFA
Ihli, Camille Sparks, BID
James, Russell B, BFA
Jeppsen, Amber, BID
Johnson, Jenna E, BS
Kienitz, Rebecca Ann, BFA
Lowry, McKenzie R, BS
Moore, Anna Christine, BFA
Morris, Aubra Ann, BFA
Neuenswander, Kourtney, BS
Owen, Hailey Marin, BID
Parrish, Meredith Anne, BFA
Patten, Chelsey Kim, BS
Pena, Brandon Baltazar, BFA
Pesina, Joseph Steven, BFA
Petersen, Jared W, BFA
Porras, Orlando P, BFA
Rock, Megan Jane, BID
Roper, Hailey Cheyenne, BFA
Schwanke, Kelsey Ann, BFA
Shakespear, Autumn, BID
Sharp, Benjamin Jay, BFA
Shiveley, Savannah Kate, BID
Stoddard, Laura C, BS
Stokes, Meili LaPriel, BS
Summers, Kalie, BFA
Tevis, Philemon Duane Jr, BID
Thaxton, Emily, BID
Tucker, Meghann Elizabeth, BFA
VandeMerwe, Cambria Lucia, BA
Waldron, Newell Thomas, BFA
Wallace, McKenzie, BS
Webster, Christianna Marie, BFA
Williams, Madeline, BS
Woo, Suji, BS
Woodhouse, Chloe Victoria, BS
Word, Lauren Rhea, BA
 
General Studies 
Johnson, Zachary Andrew, BA
 
Interdisciplinary Studies 




Alder, Kelsey Lynn, BA
Bailey, Kathleen Michelle, BS
Berg, Laura Rose, BS
Bowler, Christopher Kenton, BM
Brandow, Kassandra L, BM
Burton, Eric Peart, BM
Campbell, Jared Scott, BS
Chadwick, Corinne Elizabeth, BS
Cheatham, Robyn Aimee 
  Abrahamson, BM
Cordes, Josiah Yechiel, BM
Costley, Jacqueline Rose, BM
Cottam, Emily Jinju, BM
Craig, Caitlin, BM
Dibbins, Cassandra Elizabeth, BS
Ewell, Carly E, BM
Favero, Rebecca Joy, BA
Ganoe, Holly Ann, BM
Griffin, Taylor Jacob, BM
Hansen, Emma Taylor, BS
Harvey, Chandra, BM
Haubner, Cathryn Mareille, BM
Hauck, Nathan Steven, BM
Hess, Kelsey, BM
Hoffman, Carly Nicole, BS
Hoyle, Nina Iola, BM
Jarman, Brittany Michelle, BM
Jones, Robert Paul, BM
Lechner, Michael Donald, BM
Lindsay, Ashton Marie, BS
Marshall, Amanda, BM
McDowell, Tanner C, BS
Monsen, Jennifer, BS
Mortensen, Sarah Anne, BS
Ostermiller, Rebecca Lynne, BM
Porter, Ellyn Sydney, BM
Rellaford, Shanelle W, BM
Rhodes, Estelle Louise, BM
Ruby, Lance Ray, BM
Rust, Lucile, BM
Schofield, Kelli, BS
Scott, Jessica Ann, BM
Simmons, Kaylee Ann, BM
Soelberg, Rebecca, BM
Summers, Bradley Kent, BM
Tellez, Enrique, BM
Wadsworth, Laura Wride, BA
Walker, Eric Tyler, BM
Weiss, Ashley Marie, BM
Theatre Arts 
Allen, Brendan Michael, BFA
Anderson, Colin Maxwell, BFA
Bangerter, Rachael Ellen, BFA
Baranowski, Alexandra Mae, BFA
Boston, Clarissa Lieselotte, BFA
Cameron, Molly Elizabeth Rivera, BFA
Carter, Daniel Thomas, BFA
Cespedes, Alexandra Maria, BFA
Chavez, Paul Vincent, BFA
Cone, Wesley A, BFA
Driggs, Kenneth Keiser, BFA
Duerden, Eric Wayne, BFA
Erdoes, Grant Charles, BFA
Falls, Maxamos C, BFA
Francis, Michael W D, BFA
Hall, Scott E, BFA
Horch, Tiffany Dawn, BFA
June, Darian Marie, BFA
Lamping, Kimberly Nicole, BFA
McCabe, Kinsey May, BFA
Meyers, Diana Lynn, BA 
Perez, Christopher, BFA
Peters, Sean Michael, BFA
Price, Jenner Marin, BFA
Stallings, Breylen R, BFA
Wood, Heather, BFA
 
JON M. HUNTSMAN 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS




Anderson, Samuel Roy, BA
Andreason, Wendy L, BS
Archibald, Brennon Vernon, BA
Barlow, Kacy Wolfe, BS
Beck, Brae William, BS
Bennett, Taylor D, BS
Bluth, Parker L, BS
Brewer, Joseph Edward, BA
Call, Zane J, BS
Christensen, Rachel Smith, BA
Clark, Austin Rigby, BS
Clark, Jason Lane, BA
Coil, Taylor Brook, BS
Daines, Bryan Jay, BA
Daniels, Elvia, BS
Datwyler, Kayla, BS
Davis, Hyrum Kyle, BS
DeGraw, Sarah Michelle, BA
D’Ewart, Amy Marie, BS
Dickerson, James Russell, BS
Dickson, Alan Gary, BS
Dickson, Austin Dale, BS
Doig, Kendall Mark, BS
Douglas, William, BS
Droesbeke, Derek Richard, BS
Drollinger, Rachel Leigh, BS
Eldridge, David Earl, BS
Erickson, Derek Keith, BS
Farfan, Monica, BS
Fiala, Annie Christine, BS
Foster, Jaycee, BS
Frank, Trevor Bladen, BS
Garcia, Alma Mercedes, BS
Gillespie, Daniel Tyler, BA
Gold, Scott John, BS
Graves, Eric Richard, BA
Griffin, Sariah Montana, BS
Gurule, Monica Theresa, BS
Haag, Jerica, BS
Hall, Brandon W, BA
Hepworth, Chelsea, BS
Heslop, Paige, BS
Hilton, Seth M, BS
Hixson, Timothy James, BS
Horner, Joseph Eaton, BS
Humphreys, Skyler Cole, BS
Illario, Matthew Stephen, BS
Jaggi, Nicole, BS
Jenkins, Jacob, BA
Jeppsen, Ted Herman, BS
Johnson, Brandon Timothy, BS
Johnston, Kaitlin Morgan, BS
Jolley, Matthew Bryce, BS
Kane, Michael George, BS
Kapple, Nathan B, BS
Kitchen, Sammuel Richard, BS
Klemm, Kiera Anne, BS
Klinger, Daniel Edwin, BA
Laird, Dallin Paul, BA
Lamb, Cameron Wayne, BS
Larkin, Natalie Rae, BS
Larkin, Sandra T, BS
Larsen, Brett Lloyd, BS
Leavitt, Megan Melissa, BS
LeFevre, Julie A, BS
Lewis, Cole Blaine, BS
Lindquist, Samuel, BS
Lindsey, Mckay Wayne, BS
Livermore, Andrew Norman, BS
Lund, Marci, BS
Major, Casey John, BS
Malloy, Ciara, BS
McGarry, Devin Lott, BS
Merrill, James Matthew, BS
Mickelson, Kolby Vaughn, BS
Moore, John Michael, BS
Moore, Travis Morgan, BS
Morrill, Matthew, BA
Morrison, Joseph Scott, BS
Nelson, Katelyn, BS
Nelson, Kelly P, BS
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Niederhauser, Alex W, BS
Nielsen, Benjamin Lynn, BS
Noto, Takemichi, BS
Peery, Taylor, BS
Pham, Kyle T, BS
Porritt, Logan J, BS
Preece, Matthew Semling, BS
Richins, Braiden Steven, BS
Rothwell, Kiarra Lynn, BS
Rottman, Austin Scott, BS
Rowley, Jeffrey P, BA
Schenk, Gregory Alan, BS
Schneider, Lorianne, BS
Skeen, Lex D, BA
Smedley, Kirk B, BS
Smith, Everette Schofield III, BS
Spaulding, Taylor Max, BS
Steele, Monica Lyn, BS
Stoker, Chaia Rachel, BS
Tanner, Kristal A, BA
Tietjen, Melanie, BS
Tracy, Colby Bryce, BS
Valdez, Antonio Andres, BA
Wadsworth, Mathew G, BS
Wallace, Ronald Timothy, BS
Wilcox, Darin T, BS
Wilde, Emily Lynn, BS
Wilding, Thomas James, BS
Williams, Susan P, BS
Wright, Larry Martin, BS




Bailey, Kelsey Lynn, BS
Bowcutt, Kimilee K, BS
Carrigan, Cameron Odell, BS
Garvin, Thomas Brady, BS
Hamby, Denice Michelle, BS
Hennessy, Tyler John, BS
Silva, Ian C, BS
Stringham, Tiffani Monique, BS
Economics and Finance
Adair, Elliott Leonard, BS
Ahmed, Junaid, BS
Allred, Kyle Stephen, BS
AlQahtani, Abdulaziz Saad, BS
Anderson, McKell, BS
Archibald, Brennon Vernon, BA
Arshad, Shaziah, BS
Bair, Heather M, BS
Baraiolo, Joseph Weston, BS
Bassett, Steven T, BA, BS
Beck, Jackson Thomas, BS
Bentall, Ryan Oliver, BA
Beyene, Israel Y, BS
Bloecher, Eric James, BS
Blotter, Joshua Thomas, BS
Brown, Jason Kim, BS
Brown, Tyler J, BS
Bullard, Evan Eugene, BS
Butterfield, Colton Jaye, BS
Cabanilla, Lyndsey Raye, BS
Cabanilla, Marc K, BS
Cai, Ying, BS
Cai, Ziwen, BS




Chan, Tsz Kin Fergus, BS
Chang, Ho Yi Ivy, BS











Cheng, Hiu Man, BS
Chow, Hiu Fu, BS
Christensen, Steven Brian, BS
Christensen, Tyler David, BS
Christiansen, Britt Dean, BA
Christiansen, Nicole Marie, BS
Clark, Mitchell, BS
Clason, Nickoles Kenji, BS
Comer, Cameron Jay, BS
Conger, Jonathan Biggs, BS
Connelly, June E, BS
Corbridge, Landon Dee, BS
Cortazzo, Ethan Michael, BS
Cox, Ryan J, BS





Dahlin, Jason Peter, BS
Dai, Mengjia, BS
Dallon, Joshua J, BS
Damron, John Paul, BS
Davis, Hyrum Kyle, BS
De Los Santos Arias, Laura Marie, BS
De Oliveira Crevelari, Hane 
 Emanuelle, BS
Despain, Nathanael Rex, BS












East, Shad Christensen, BS
Edlund, Cristina Carol, BS





Farley, Alexander Owen, BS
Fay, Jourdan Caley, BS
Fetahi, Ramy Jamal, BS
Fife, Madelyn McCall, BS
Fillmore, Royce Caden, BS
Fok, Leong, BS
Folts, Nicholas Patrick, BS
Forsythe, Dalton Kaoao, BS





Garner, Connor Del, BS
Ge, Shuwei, BS
Gesang, Zhuoma, BS
Godderidge, Abbigail Whitesell, BS
Goetz, Holly Alise, BS
Goetz, Nicholas Tyler Haines, BS
Gong, Yiwei, BS
Granstrom, Colby James, BS
Greer, Marshall LaMar, BS
Griffeth, Aubrey Lynn, BS










Hansen, Daniel Hans, BS
Hansen, Riley Rod, BS
Harmer, Camille, BS
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Henderson, Gregory Alan Jr, BS
Henrie, Levi Warner, BS
Hepworth, Chelsea, BS
Herrera, Abraham Gulzar, BS
Heslop, Casey B, BA
Holguin Fernandez, Joel, BS
Holyoak, Brandon, BS
Holyoak, Gary Lovell, BS










Humpherys, Cody Rick, BS
Hung, Chun Hin, BS
Huo, Chang, BS
Illario, Matthew Stephen, BS
Izatt, Nicolas Zeb, BS
Jardine, Parker Evan, BS
Jenkins, Jacob, BA











Jones, Garrett Michael, BS
Jones, Matthew Brian, BS
Ju, Hu, BS
Kane, Michael George, BS
Kaufman, Ethan Matthew, BS
Kent, Robert Q, BS
King, Nathaniel John, BS
Knowles, Carrie Denise, BS
Knowlton, Conner J, BS
Kuykendall, Vicky Lynn, BS
Lai, Tsz Ting, BS
Lam, Tsz Ting, BS
Lan, Yixin, BS
Laramie, Ashlee Fern, BA
Larson Freyre, Charles David, BS
Lee, Amanda, BA














































Lo, Chun Chuen, BS
Loftis, Robert Charles Daniel, BS
Long, Ce, BS






Lyman, Blake Thomas, BS






Madsen, Dax Lane, BS
Marlowe, Bryan David, BS
Marshall, John, BS
McAllister, Alton, BS
McCarty, Brendan John, BS
Mckenna, Jacob Quinn, BS
McPherson, Madyson D, BA
Meier, Mark Austin, BS
Meifert, Diane Marya, BS
Meng, Xiangji, BS
Meyer, Jacob Alan, BA
Mi, Kemiao, BS
Miller, Haylie Brooke, BS
Ming, Zhao, BS
Montgomery, Aaron C, BS
Na, Naiwen, BS
Na, Sen, BS
Naegle, Derek Conrad, BA
Naylor, Gregory Grant Christian, BS
Nelson, David Joseph, BS
Nelson, Emma A, BS












Perkins, Taylor A, BS
Phillips, Joshua Douglas, BA
Pohl, Alexander Fleming, BS
Primavera, Scott, BS












Richards, Andrew Steven, BA
Rigby, Rachel Lynne, BS
Rodriguez Perez, Christopher, BS
Roper, Jacob Wayne, BS
Rose, Parker Davis, BS
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Ruan, Yuan, BS
Sainz, Daniel Mario, BS
Schindler, Austin Tanner, BS
Scholes, Seth B, BA






Shipley, Jordan C, BS
Shumway, Jack Burdett, BS
Simonich, Madison Elisabeth, BS
Skalla, Bradley Dean, BS




Sorenson, Cody John, BS
Stephens, James Charles, BS















Thompson, Colton Kent, BS
Thompson, John Ronald III, BA, BS
Tian, Senyan, BS
Tong, Chun Hin, BS
Tong, Ke, BS
Townsley, Meranda Jo, BS
VanDeLinder, Brian Christopher, BS
Vera, Benjamin Ascencion, BS


































Wardenburg, Barrett James, BS
Wardle, Arthur Raymond, BS
Warren, Mark Victor, BS
Watts, Scott Michael, BS
Weaver, Christina N, BS
Weese, Tyler Jay, BS
Wei, Tao, BS
Wells, Nicholas Deverle, BS
White, Garrett Roy, BA
Whitten, Steven T, BS
Wilding, Kyle Barch, BS
Wilhelmsen, Delayna Chere, BS
Wilkinson, Travis Robert, BS
Wilson, Benjamin Pratt, BS
Wong, Shing Chau, BS
Wood, Colton Roy, BA
Wu, Chenjian, BS
Wu, Jialin, BS

















Yates, Christopher Brian, BA























































Allred, Nikolas Thatcher, BS
Amero, Thomas Steven, BS
Anchling, Julianne Lea Cecile, BS
Andersen, Trevor Kade, BA
Anderson, Dallan Quade, BS
Anderson, Devon Bruce, BS
Anderson, McKell, BS
Anderson, Reilly W, BS
Anderson, Samuel Roy, BA
Anderson, Seth D, BS
Archibald, Charles Calden, BA
Astle, Joshua Brent, BS
Ayotte, Brodie Jase, BA
Bailey, Dallas John, BS
Baird, Adam M, BS
Baldwin, Shane Gregory, BS
Ballard, Tanner James, BA
Barney, Christopher Cardon, BA
Beck, Zackary Hardy, BS
Bennett, Alecia Ann, BS
Benson, Alan Richard, BS
Bergeson, Hannah, BS
Birch, Cassie Scanlon, BS
Birch, Tiffany Brianna, BS
Birky, Dalton Don, BA
Black, Abbie, BS
Black, Herbert Lynn, BS
Bodily, Krista, BS
Boring, Wade LaVar, BA
Boswell, Bryce Daniel, BS
Boudreaux, Mitchell G, BS
Bowe, Jeremy Jordan, BS
Bown, Zachary Paul, BS
Brown, Anthony Robert, BS
Brown, Jason Kim, BS
Brown, Jordan Larson, BS
Bruno, Jaycey Kaye, BS
Burgoyne, Abril Andrade, BS
Buswell, Spencer Don, BS
Butters, Nathan Paul, BS
Bywater, Spencer Gene, BS
Caldwell, Michael Park, BS
Carter, Morgan Marisa, BS
Casanova, Peggy Maria, BA
Centers, Devin Larrence, BS
Cheney, Austin Harrison, BS
Christensen, Gary Michael, BS
Christensen, Tyler David, BS
Chugg, Zachary Geddes, BS
Comer, Eliza A, BA
Comstock, Brandon, BS
Copier, Christopher S, BS
Cornia, Eric Lynn, BS
Corona, Leticia, BS
Correa, Nicole A, BS
Cox, D Whitney, BS
Crandal, Jamie Elizabeth, BA
Cronquist, Kelton Robert, BS
Crosbie, Tyler Hale, BS
Curwen, Eric, BS
Dahlin, Jason Peter, BA
Dale, Thomas Kirk, BA
Dart, Caleb Lee, BA
De Oliveira Crevelari, Hane 
  Emanuelle, BS
Decker, Bryce Andrew, BA
Denison, Michael B, BS
Dinsdale, Caleb, BS
Doonan, Ashlee May, BS
Drage, Preston Marshall, BA
East, Shad Christensen, BS
Eckardt, Jamie Ann, BS
El-Bakri, Jonathan Kamal, BS
Epperson, Brandon Jacob, BS
Erickson, Travis Boyd, BS
Evans, Jordan Daniel, BA
Evans, Lew Averett, BS
Fillmore, Royce Caden, BS
Fisher, Janalynn A, BS
Flores, Luis A, BA
Foy, Trais Corbin, BS
Frett, Erin R, BS
Furlong, Brayden Todd, BS
Gallacher, James Matthew, BS
Garcia, Kyle S, BS
Garcia Ventura, Jose Aneury, BS
Genther, Bryce Andrew, BS
Goetz, Holly Alise, BS
Gold, Scott John, BS
Gordon, Benjamin Chamberlain, BS
Gordon, Dakotah Ross, BS
Graham, Jake Kristopher, BS
Greener, Alex Lynn, BS
Grena, Jacqueline Rae, BS
Griffis, Kiera L, BS
Groll, Robert K, BS
Gutke, Jacob David, BA
Hacking, Kathryn Cherry, BS
Hale, Sadie, BS
Hammon, Sarah Marie Danielle, BS
Hancock, Sarah Anne Huber, BS
Hansen, Austin James, BS
Hansen, Bret Thomas, BS
Hansen, Timothy James, BS
Harper, David Scott, BS
Harvey, Timorie E, BS
Hawes, Austin Gary, BS
Heap, Hayden Alan, BS
Hemphill, Weston R, BS
Henrie, Scott Anthony, BS
Hewlett, Jason Kary, BS
Higgs, Gary Allen, BS
Higley, Skyler Mark, BS
Hill, Kevin Smith, BS
Hislop, Sharon Ann, BS
Hoffmann, Corbit T, BS
Holgate, Courtney Dawn, BS
Holman, Hillary Elise, BS
Holmes, Dakotah, BS
Hosford, Eric Michael, BS
Hougaard, Benjamin Ted, BS
Hudson, William Andrew, BS
Huskinson, Cade Basil, BA
Israelsen, Anthony Lyle, BA, BS
Jayamaha Mudalige Don, Sheron 
 Chathuranga, BS
Jeffery, David Ryan, BS
Jensen, Austin John, BS
Jensen, Hadley Elaine, BS
Jensen, Matthew Howard, BS
Jensen, Megan Celisia, BS
Jeppsen, Kamron, BS
Jeppson, Todd Leon, BS
Johnson, Amber Jean, BS
Johnson, Leslie Gladys, BS
Johnston, Jason A, BS
Jorgensen, Jeffrey Tew, BS
Kartchner, Sean Allen, BA
Kase, Laura Marie, BS
Kent, Robert Q, BA
Knight, Dakota Quinn, BS
Kohler, Justin, BS
Kraczek, Justin W, BS
Kress, Casey Darren, BS
Lake, Crystal Lynette, BS
Lake, Jacob Andrew, BA
Lancaster, Savannah Marie, BS
Laramie, Ashlee Fern, BA
Larsen, Paul S, BS
Larsen, Zack Randy, BA
Larson, Jay Stephen, BS
Lasater, Preston Bradley, BS
LaSpina, Makenzie Rae, BS
Lavender, Cassandra Leigh, BS
Lee, Sulki, BS
Leishman, Derek Paul, BA
Lenz, Christopher Edward, BS
Lewis, Erica Dawn, BS
Lian, Xin, BS
Lish, Marcy Lyn, BS
Littledike, Erica Jaclyn, BS
LoPatriello, Mandy Nicole, BS
Lovato, Victoria Rose, BS
MacDonald, Chalyce Margaret, BS
Maloney, Connor Michael, BS
Marsh, James Robert, BS
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Marsh, Saige Kylie, BS
Marshall, Shayna Olsen, BS
Martell, Jacob Terry, BA
Mason, Braydon Scott, BA
Maylett, Andrew Merrill, BS
Mayombe, Kaly Lutonadio, BS
McPherson, Madyson D, BS
Mears, Tyson Kenneth, BS
Meifert, Diane Marya, BA, BS
Metz, Samuel T, BS
Meyer, Jacob Alan, BA
Michials, Sean Allen, BS
Middaugh, Wyatt Frank, BS
Miller, Adam Charles, BS
Mills, Jaxon Parker, BA
Miner, Cameron Sheldon, BS
Miola, Anne Marie, BS
Money, Lorena Torres, BS
Morgan, Hannah, BS
Morgan, Quinten Cole, BS
Morrissey, Timothy Joseph, BS
Moss, Christopher, BS
Mun, Seong Gu, BS
Munguia, Taylor Nelson, BS
Naegle, Andrea B, BS
Nelson, David Joseph, BA, BS
Nelson, Dustin John, BS
Nelson, Haydn Michael, BS
Newton, TaKelle J, BS
Nielsen, Adam J, BS
Nielson, Gentry Alan, BA
Nieves, Phillip Jordan, BS
Noyes, Taylor McKenzie, BS
Olsen, Peter Milton, BS
Ortiz, Erika Rubi, BA
Owen, Scott Cameron, BA
Pabst, Loren C, BS
Packer, Bryce, BA
Parkin, Ruby J, BS
Parkinson, Isaac Paul, BS
Pavlov, Viktor O, BS
Payne, Zachary Taylor, BA
Perkes, Madyson, BS
Perkins, Mitchell G, BS
Peters, Alissa, BS
Petersen, Lauren Kay, BS
Phelps, Benjamin Lee, BA
Pohl, Alexander Fleming, BS
Pratt, Jonathan Allen, BS
Pugmire, Samuel James, BS
Pugsley, Jordan Roy, BS
Putt, James M, BS
Ramirez Rijo, Massiel Marie, BS
Rasmussen, Wade Hansen, BS
Redd, Steven Michael, BS
Reid, Jason Travis, BA
Rich, Cody K, BS
Richins, Rachel Ann, BS
Rigby, Nicholas Bret, BS
Rodee, Sydney Marie, BS
Rodriguez-Garcia, Alexis, BA
Rogers, Thomas K, BS
Root, Taylor Emerson, BS
Ruefenacht, Michael Joseph, BA
Sahely, Camron E, BS
Salsberry, Alexander Thomas, BS
Samia, Ammon Kala’apau, BS
Sanchez Baez, Emely, BS
Sanders, McKayla, BS
Sangster, Rebecca Caitlin, BS
Saxton, Brady Tugg, BS
Schiess, Shaunell K, BS
Scholes, Jacob Daniel, BS
Schoniger, Andrew Bruce, BS
Schott, Katherine Mary, BS
Schroeder, Matthew Kay, BA
Scott, Zane, BS
Seamons, Natasha Calista, BS
Shelley, Devin Lee, BS
Sigman, Cody Nichols, BS
Smalley, Megan D, BS
Smith, Dallon D, BS
Sonnenburg, Annette Calveri, BS
Sorensen, Bryce Allen, BS
Sparkman, Jacob Albert, BS
Spencer, Samuel H, BA
Sproul, Steven Andrew, BS
Stafford, Paige, BS
Steck, Kenley, BS
Steiner, Kristen A, BS
Stone, Jennifer D, BS
Stranski, Eric Michael, BS
Swenson, Ethan Don, BA
Tait, Cameron Scott, BS
Tatton, Carson J, BA
Thain, Madison Marcia, BS
Thompson, Jacob J, BS
Thorpe, Cami C, BS
Tippets, Rodney Derek, BA
Todd, Andrew Michael, BS
Treseder, Lauren, BS
Tristan, Jaqueline Noel, BS
Truex, Jordan, BS
Valdez, Antonio Andres, BA
Vaughn, Jacob Bennett, BS
Vazquez, Kelley Jo, BS
Videto, Christofer Douglas, BS
Walton, Blake John, BA
Wang, Mincong, BS
Watson, Morgan J, BS
Wayman, Angie Louise, BS
Wells, Megan Lynnlee, BS
White, Sydnie Elaine, BS
Whitley, Brandon James, BS
Wilcox, William Steven, BA, BS
Williams, Allison Lydia, BS
Winslow, Kimbralee Anne, BS
Woodruff, Dixon Taylor, BS
Yamauchi, Breanne, BA
Yang, Hyeonseok, BS
Yeates, Bradley Richard, BA
Ygoa, Michele Lynn, BS
Zajac, Michael Jacob, BS
Zu, Rui, BS
Management Information Systems 
Alldredge, Nathan Joseph, BS
Allen, Taylor Alysa, BS
Anderson, Angela R, BS
Archibald, Hayden Wayne, BS
Barney, Jacob Charles, BS
Barney, Mitchell Ted, BS
Barrett, Bridger Jordan, BS
Blatchford, Stephen Samuel, BA
Bowen, Matthew Clifton, BS
Briggs, Benjamin Joseph, BS
Bringhurst, Riley Steven, BS
Broadbent, Eric Shaun, BS
Broderick, Steven Ronald, BS
Brown, Kameron Tyler, BS
Buchanan, Blake L, BS
Buhler, Caldy James, BS
Cannon, Dylan John, BA
Carter, Colin, BS
Christensen, Alex C, BA
Christensen, Cody Jay, BS
Christiansen, Christopher William, BS
Conidaris, Kyle, BS
Curtis, Jonathan David, BS
Davidson, Mark Robert, BS
Dean, Terri L, BS
DeHart, Kyle, BS
Denkers, Zackary K, BS
Doig, Kendall Mark, BS
El-Bakri, Jonathan Kamal, BS
English, Kelson James, BS
Epstein, Robert Claiborne, BS
Fagg, John Thomas II, BS
Figgins, Kyler T, BS
Gardner, Cameron Darrell, BS
Gillespie, Daniel Tyler, BA
Green, Tyson Lane, BS
Gu, Xianxing, BS
Gustafson, Jeffery Allen, BS
Hamblin, Miekle Aubrey, BS
Hanks, Kaden Urban, BS
Hansen, Brandon Jay, BS
Hardy, Raymon Nielson, BS
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Hernandez, Tomas O, BS
Himes, Tyler Joseph, BS
Horrocks, Logan Alan, BS
Hovey, Cody Arlan, BS
Hyde, Evan Warren, BS
Ivins, Annura Christine, BS
Johnson, Michael Ryan, BS
Jones, Courtney Lloyd, BS
Kleinman, Darin Gene, BS
Knudsen, Rachael, BS
Lam, Amanda, BS
Leachman, Nathan Gregg, BS
Lifferth, Matthew Bradley, BS
Long, Caitlin Alverda, BS
Lundberg, Benjamin Allan, BS
MacDonald, Chalyce Margaret, BS
Martin, Anne, M, BS
Mascher, Charles, Anthony, BS
Mayes, David, Rodney, BS
McCulloch, Benjamin Q, BS
Monson, Hayden Paul, BS
Mortensen, Brandon Taylor, BS
Naylor, Brian R, BS
Nielsen, Jordan, BS
Nielsen, Thomas Neal, BS
Paulsen, Chandler McKell, BS
Peterson, Evan Brent, BS
Rawson, Landon, BS
Redding, Patrick M, BS
Rock, Jason Taylor, BS
Rodee, Sydney Marie, BS
Rogers, Brian Colten Pierce, BS
Rogers, Hillary J, BS
Schmidt, John William, BS
Stringham, Chad Peter, BS
Summit, Scott Joseph, BS
Swainston, Daniel Wayne, BS
Tamashiro, Aaron Sanra, BA
Thomson, Samuel C, BS
Ward, Eric Shawn, BS
Whitaker, Adam Harper, BS
Wilkinson, Caleb Roland, BS
Wilson, Austin J, BS
Wong, Darren Gin, BS
Yu, Ting, BS
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Alford, Rachel Elisabeth, BS 
Allison, Colette Marie, BS 
Alsol, Cindy, BS 
Altema, Jerusa Makeda, BS 
Alvarado, Karmen Lorena, BS 
Arboleda, Mary Frances, BS 
Ariaz, Ashlee, BS 
Arnold, Caitlin, BS 
Arrington, Krischa Rachel, BS 
Avelino, Michelle Sentosa, BS 
Baadsgaard, Amanda Mae, BS 
Baggett, Victoria, BS 
Bailey, Jennifer Jean, BS 
Bangerter, Hadley Rae, BS 
Barnachia, Alyssa, BS 
Barnes, Sarah, BS 
Basman, Jenna Paige, BS 
Beard, Sarah Elizabeth, BS 
Beck, Teigan R, BA 
Belnap, Stefanie Jai, BS 
Bennett, Cassie Elise, BS 
Bennion, Shayla A, BS 
Bensimon Tree, Naguine Simonetta, BS 
Benson, Kelsey Rae, BS 
Bentsen, Markus Paul, BS 
Bergan, Molly Denise, BS 
Bermudez, Melissa, BS 
Berry, Wendy Ann, BS 
Biesinger, Mekena Renee, BS 
Bigby, Jamilla Christine, BS 
Bird, Makaylee Aleece, BS 
Braga, Rachel Lee, BS 
Brand, Stacy L, BS 
Brooks, Krista Nixon, BS 
Brooks, Nicole Annmarie, BS 
Brow, Ariel N, BS 
Budisch, Kerstin Elise, BS 
Cardenas, Adriana, BS 
Carpenter, Cassandra Gale, BS 
Carr, Katherine Marie, BS 
Carter, KaraLynn P, BS 
Case, Britlyn Compton, BS 
Case, Julian H, BS 
Castillo, Alejandra, BS 
Castillo, Esmeralda, BS 
Castro, Samantha Stephanie, BS 
Cavalli, Valentina, BS 
Chamberlain, Lauren, BS 
Champagne, Emily Joan, BA 
Chate, Erin P, BS 
Chau, Brittany Meagan, BS 
Chavez, Sulma Patrica, BS 
Checketts, Rebecca Jo, BS 
Chipman, Ciera Cox, BS 
Choi, Caroline, BS 
Clark, Brandon, BS 
Clay, Hillary Joy, BS 
Cleverley-Wardell, Vicki Lynn, BS 
Cole, Chandler Elizabeth, BS 
Collins, Cassandra Lee, BS 
Combiths, Shifrah Elizabeth, BS 
Compau, Kristie Kasey, BS 
Cook, Katherine Elizabeth, BS 
Cornett, Sarah Elizabeth, BS 
Coronel, Cristina S, BS 
Crep, Elizabeth Hannah, BS 
Cross, Veronica Marie, BS 
Cundick, Emily Anne, BS 
Cushing, Jason W, BS 
Davies, Ashley, BS 
Davis, Abigail Katherine, BS 
Davis, Claire Marie, BS 
Del Castillo, Nicole Caburian, BS 
D’Onofrio, Jennifer Louise, BS 
Douglas, Karee F, BS 
Dowdy, Meghan Elizabeth, BS 
Duke, Debra, BS 
Duvall, Emily Nicole, BS 
Dyess, Jamie Lynn, BS 
Edwards, Alyssa Lee, BS 
Eftekhari, Naficeh, BS 
Eggins, Erin, BS 
Evans, Dana Lea, BS 
Evans, Tiffany Lynn, BS 
Evenson, Nicole Elaine, BS 
Eyre, Meagan Jan, BA 
Fahrni, Josslyn, BS 
Fair, Rachel Louise Sheridan, BS 
Farnsworth, Amanda Jo, BS 
Favaloro, Shelby Claire, BS 
Fawcett, Danielle C, BS 
Field, Brigitta Nicole, BA 
Fietkau, Angela Morine, BS 
Flores, Marina Sunset, BS 
Flygare, Ashlee, BS 
Forbes, Mary R, BS 
Foster, Mishayla Ann, BS 
Fraley, Allie Susan, BS 
Franco, Jared Isaac, BS 
Fredricks, Alison Lea, BS 
Galvan, Magan Lizette, BS 
Garcia, Javier Alejandro, BS 
Garcia, Lizette, BS 
Gatherum, Kenzee Taylor Jardine, BS 
George, Molly Camilla, BS 
Gillespie, Genevieve Analisa, BS 
Goetz, Tanya Michelle, BS 
Gonzalez, Kristen Ann, BS 
Gray, Erik J, BS 
Gresham, Brandee Lea, BS 
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Gross, Joia Monieka, BS 
Grow, Kylee Ann, BS 
Guerrero, Stephanie Nicole, BS 
Gutierrez, Carmen Y, BS 
Hall, Katie, BS 
Harland, Kelsey Brynn, BS 
Harrington, Angie, BS 
Hatfield, Whitney Michelle, BS 
Hazlett, Claire McCormack, BS 
Heinz, Brooke Nicholle, BS 
Henry, Kristina Lane, BS 
Hepworth, Megan Susannah, BS 
Hernandez, Maria Guadalupe, BS 
Herron-Valenzuela, Ana Patricia, BS 
Heywood, Krista Brown, BS 
Hibbetts, Laura Jean, BS 
Hildreth, Amy Hilburn, BS 
Hill, Jordan Price, BS 
Hill, Kendall Paige, BS 
Hill, Sarah Katherine, BS 
Ho, Ashley Anh-Phuong Tuong, BS 
Hooper, Stacey Marie, BS 
Horlacher, Cheyenne, BS 
Hunt, Mallory Erin, BA 
Hyllested, Krista Jill, BS 
Irza, Kristie Lynn, BS 
Israelsen, Emily A, BA 
Ivey, Kristina L, BS 
Jackson, Candace Ann, BS 
Jacobson, Mylisa Rose, BS 
Jacquez-Jaramillo, Shannon Nicole, BS 
Jessup, Kimberly Diane, BS 
Johnson, Brittany Graham, BS 
Johnson, Sharalyn, BS 
Johnson, Tammy Jean, BS 
Jones, Hannah, BS 
Jones, Rebecca Ann, BS 
Jordan, Kiersten, BS 
Keate, Megan Brown, BS 
Keatley, Lisa, BS 
Keith, Doris, BS 
Keller, Jolene Marie, BS 
Kernen, Hannah Elizabeth, BS 
Kiley, Cheryl, BS 
Kim, Paige Nicole, BS 
Kimber, Kendra, BS 
King, Kristin Ann, BS 
Klewin, Jessie Nicole, BS 
Knight, Hannah Elizabeth Scoresby, BS 
Koehn, Natalee Rae, BS 
Kroeger, Amber Layne, BS 
Labe, Kristin Nicole, BS 
Ladd, Kristin Yoshiko, BS 
Lalonde, Alyssa Rosa, BS 
Lang, Bradly, BS 
Larsen, Makynzie, BS 
Laster, Demetrius Quantis, BS 
Laurente, Nadja Abigail Saguiguit, BS 
Ledingham, Chantelle Marie, BS 
LeGrand, Kaya, BS 
Lest, Heather, BS 
Lewis, Carpia, BS 
Liggins, Neema S, BS 
Liles, Jacqueline, BS 
Lindstrom, Mark David, BA 
Louder, Terra, BS 
Mancillas, Anya Katzina, BS 
Marchant, Amelia Johanna, BS 
Margeson, Angela Briana, BS 
Martin, Crystal Renee, BS 
Martin, Danielle Rhea, BS 
Martinez, Dionna S, BS 
Mason, Megan, BS 
McAvoy, Debra, BS 
McCook, Jacqueline Evelyn, BS 
McCormick, Hallie Renee, BS 
McCusker, Veronica Luan, BS 
McGrath, Donna Michelle, BS 
McGrath, Katie Joanne, BS 
McKee, McKenzie, BS 
Mendoza, Christina Marie, BS 
Meservy, Elizabeth Jean, BS 
Metz, Lindsay Rachelle, BS 
Meyer, Lindsay, BS 
Middlemas, Amanda Marie, BS 
Miller, Marissa, BS 
Miranda-Celestino, Fernanda 
 Helena, BA 
Mizrahi, Leah, BS 
Mohammed, Kimberly Majcher, BS 
Money, Mikayla Ann, BS 
Montgomery, Alecia A, BS 
Moore, Jasmine, BS 
Muela, Shannon Leah, BS 
Myers, Linda Cathleen, BS 
Nastaskin, Isabelle Rose, BS 
Nazimova, Kristina, BS 
Nelson, Julie Evans, BS 
Nelson, Morgan Dawn, BA 
Ness, Rayana, BS 
Nielsen, Patricia Ann, BS 
Noceda, Olivia N, BS 
Noyes, Karen Dyches, BS 
O’Dea, Kenneth Daniel, BS 
Olsen, Collin Mark, BA 
Park, Joo Hye, BS 
Pascarella, Stefania, BS 
Pasek, Donald Henry, BS 
Passey, Emily Grace, BS 
Payne, Theresa Ann, BS 
Pearson, Nicole Josephine, BA 
Pehrson, Heather Lucille, BS 
Peterson, Ane Christine, BS 
Pettijohn, Karli Jaye, BS 
Plummer, Rebecca Louise, BS 
Pommerville, Amber, BA 
Powell, Bryan Deshawn, BS 
Pratt, Caroline Marie, BS 
Punperk, Nutanit, BS 
Raymond, Paula, BS 
Reed, Jamie Lynne, BS 
Reeder, Melany, BS 
Reichel, Chelsea Alana, BS 
Reyes, Holly Jean, BS 
Reynolds, Bailey Rae, BS 
Rhoads, Lynda M, BS 
Rhodes, Caprice R, BS 
Riley, Caroline Marie, BS 
Robokoff, Noel, BS 
Rodriguez, Jessica Renai, BS 
Rogers, Cassandra Lee, BS 
Ross, Lauren, BS 
Rowan, Brandon Jarrod, BS 
Sandifer, Katelann Marie, BS 
Sandoval, Ingrid Adela, BS 
Sandoval, Lydia Graciela, BS 
Sands, Allison Chelsey, BS 
Sanford, Mercedes Danielle, BS 
Saunders, Amanda, BS 
Saunders, Jamie Elizabeth, BS 
Sawyers, Shonta N, BS 
Scappini, Daniela Alessandra, BS 
Schley, Gabrielle Allison, BS 
Schneiderman, Natalie Harrell, BS 
Schulten, Dustin Michael, BS 
Sessions, Elizabeth Ferrell, BS 
Sharp, Mary E, BS 
Short, Heather, BS 
Sierra, Marisa Oralia, BS 
Simms, Cameron Celeste, BS 
Simonson, Wynter Holtman, BS 
Slocum, Corinne Michelle, BS 
Snijman, Matthew Cade, BS 
Sottilo, Tonya, BS 
Southwick, Sierra Martin, BS 
Stahl, Dianne Marie, BS 
Starkey, Ashley Elizabeth, BS 
Steed, Savanna Lucille, BS 
Stevens, Janette, BS 
Stevens, William Angelo, BS 
Stewart, Kassondra, BS 
Suh, Jane, BS 
Sumsion, Rebecca Suzanne, BS 
Teague, Nicole Kathleen, BS 
Tharp, Jill Evelyn, BS 
Thatcher, Jennie Marissa, BS 
Thiede, Nicole Marie, BS 
Thomas, Bonny Kay, BS 
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Thomas, Heather, BS 
Thompson, Jessica Irene, BS 
Tilson, Audrey, BS 
Tingesdahl, Kelley Christina, BS 
To, Sophia Madeline, BS 
Toller, Anne Joy, BS 
Trujillo, Marielis, BS 
Ulrich, Maren, BS 
Umali, Maureen, BS 
Underwood, Taylor Marie, BS 
Ung, Sarah, BS 
Ure, Kathleen, BS 
Vadukul, Sonal, BS 
Valencia, Melony Denise, BS 
Van Etten, Rebecca Sarah, BS 
VanGenderen, Jennifer L, BS 
Venzon, Kiah Simone, BS 
Wadsworth, Heather Louise, BS 
Ward, Clovis Matthew, BS 
Watkins, Eric Michael, BS 
Way, Joanna, BS 
Weaver, Jessica, BS 
Weaver, Lisa Ann, BS 
Weed, Miranda S, BS 
Wettstein, London, BS 
Whiting, Justen Brooke, BS 
Wilkes, Chelsea Marie, BS 
Williams, Helen, BS 
Williams, Lindsey Faith, BS 
Williams, Madeline Rebecca, BS 
Williamson, Rebecca Lynn, BS 
Wilson, Ashley, BS 
Winkler, Lyssa Dawn, BS 
Winkler, Stacie Kay, BS 
Winward, Samantha, BS 
Yowell, Julia Ann, BS 
Yzaguirre, Anthony S, BS 
Zambrano, Myrna Lagrosa, BS 
Zarrabi, Sara, BS 
 
Family, Consumer and 
Human Development 
Acquah, Stephanie Hardcastle, BS 
Adamson, Lauren, BS 
Allen, Danielle Ellis, BA 
Andersen, Nicole, BS 
Anderson, Melanie Faye, BS 
Anderson, Rebecca Grace, BS 
Ayala, Vanessa Esmeralda, BS 
Baczuk, Chloe Lyn, BS 
Bair, Madison, BS 
Bakker, McKenna Marie, BS 
Bankston, Johnathan Michael, BS 
Bednar, Staci Camille, BS 
Bell, Alyson Kristen, BS 
Bell, Nichole JoAnn, BS 
Belnap, Samantha Joyce, BS 
Bennett, Makenzye Kara, BS 
Berry, Ashley Dyan, BS 
Bills, Sarah Kelly, BS 
Birky, Savannah DeLeen, BS 
Blaylock, Donna Lanae Snow, BS 
Bodily, CieAra Lee, BS 
Boehme, Lacey, BS 
Bowman, Sydnee, BS 
Boxx, Lynn R, BS 
Brinton, Ashley Lynn, BS 
Brockbank, Tiffany Lyn, BA 
Brown, Kallie Kay, BS 
Buhler, Makenzie Marie, BS 
Busenbark, Rachel Lee, BS 
Canepa, Steffani Ann, BS 
Chamberlain, Kaitlyn Jill, BS 
Chevalier, Hailey D, BS 
Chlarson, Harley, BS 
Christensen, Lindsey LouNell, BS 
Christensen, Logan Jacob, BS 
Christensen, Madison Claire, BS 
Christopherson, Shari Ellen, BS 
Coe, Jamie M, BS 
Commeree, Chandice Marie, BS 
Condos, Alexis, BS 
Cooley, McKenzie Dawn, BS 
Cooper, Kyle Jourdan, BS 
Cooper, Marri, BS 
Cornelius, Brooke Leigh, BS 
Cottrell, Kelsi Lee, BS 
Darley, Elisse, BS 
Davies, Sierra C, BS 
Davis, Julie D, AAS 
Day, Madison Jayne, BS 
Deakin, Darci Packer, BS 
DeGraw, Jessica Nicole, BS 
Devitry-Smith, Marisa Robin, BS 
Dinsdale, Kayla Maree, BS 
Diotaiuti, Elisa Vincenza, BS 
Dissinger, Margaret Shellene, BS 
Dopp, Austin Alan, BA 
Duke, Mallorie Rose, BS 
Dutson, Spencer B, BS 
Dutton, Lindsay Brooke, BS 
Ellett, Tawny M, BS 
Engberg, Tonya Bethany, BS 
Fall, Latrisha Mae, BS 
Ferguson, Melissa MaShea Green, BS 
Feuz, Courtney Ellen, BS 
Fjelstrom, Sadie Marie, BS 
Floyd, Erin Michelle, BS 
Fry, Chantay Elyse, BS 
Ganowsky, Anita Beth, BS 
Garcia, Maria Adilene, BS 
Germer, Madison Marie, BS 
Gilbert, Megan Amber Bingham, BS 
Gleed, Jamie Lynn, BS 
Gottschalk, Catherine M, BS 
Granado, Stephanie Marie, BS 
Grosland, Heather Janae, BS 
Hadlock, Bailee, BS 
Halverson, Audrey, BS 
Hansen, Elisa Beth, BS 
Hansen, Erika, BS 
Hansen, Linda Bowmer, BS 
Harmon, Lauren, BS 
Harrison, Bailey Rose, BS 
Haskell, Brock Dan, BS 
Heninger, Jennifer, BS 
Hilse, Alexandria Carla, BS 
Hinrichsen, Katrina LaPriel, BS 
Holloway, Edward Martin, BS 
Hope, Samantha Marie, BS 
Horlacher, Emily Diane, BS 
Hulse, Kimberly Jean, BS 
Hulse, Kirsten Janeen, BS 
Jackson, Jilien, BS 
Jelitto, Kate, BS 
Jenks, Amanda Rose, BS 
Jennings, Shannon Rose, BS 
Jensen, Sarah Louise, BS 
Jones, Jasmine Grace, BS 
Kayl, Crystal, BS 
Kerr, Miranda Rose, BS 
Killian, Tasha Mae, BS 
Lamb, Madyson, BS 
Lamb, Savanah Kay, BS 
Larsen, Rebecca Nicole, BS 
Lembke, Kiera L, BS 
Lloyd, Keelye Augusta, BS 
Lovell, Adelyn, BS 
Malone, Kiela Jackman, BS 
Matthews, Elizabeth Marie, BS 
Maxfield, Amber E, BS 
May, Kailee Lynn, BS 
McKee, Kelsey L, BS 
McMullin, Kaitlyn Diane, BS 
Megli, Jessica L, BS 
Melde, Nicole Rose, BS 
Meyer, Sheree, BS 
Miles, Kellie Dawn, BS 
Millerberg, Kiera Lynn, BS 
Monson, Kayla Hampton, BS 
Moore, Samantha Autumn, BS 
Nelson, Kelsee Kae, BS 
Nielsen, Kayli Deborah, BS 
Nielson, Kelli June, BS 
Nilson, Katherine Michelle, BA 
Norwood, Morgan D, BS 
Olschewski, Brinli Sue, BS 
Olsen, Rebecca Ann, BS 
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Orr, Jenni Lyn, BS 
Pederson, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Pendleton, Amber D, BS 
Perkins, Lucy Ann, BS 
Peterson, Jordyn Mikelle, BS 
Peterson, Kaycey Lyn, BS 
Poulsen, Brandi Germaine, BS 
Price, Khristine, BS 
Racker, Katelyn, BS 
Reid, Megan Watkins, BS 
Reyhani, McKenna Evett, BS 
Richardson, Shylie Nichole, BS 
Richins, Kaylie Young, BS 
Ringle, Olivia Tueller, BS 
Robison, Kelani Kiyono, BS 
Romano, Carla Maria, BS 
Romney, Caitlin Jane, BS 
Ross, Kimra, BS 
Ross, Molly, BS 
Rounkles, Mandy Cheree, BS 
Russon, Christie Vanessa, BS 
Salmon, Candice Marie, BS 
Saunders, Aurelia Mara Quinlan, BS 
Sceili, Jamie, BS 
Scheafer, Jenny Victoria, BS 
Schick, Kalvin Pearson, BS 
Shakespear, Lindsey, BS 
Shenton, Shaelie Kaye, BS 
Sidwell, Sarah Marie, BS 
Simper, Megan Nicole, BS 
Sims, Shelley Aragon, BS 
Skousen, Elisabeth, BS 
Smith, Anya Katharina, BS 
Smith, Brielle Hannah Jensen, BS 
Smith, Emily Elizabeth, BS 
Smith, Kelcee Lyne, BS 
Smith, Madeline Mary-Jane, BS 
Son, Hayoung, BS 
Sorensen, Ashley Gay, BS 
Sorensen, Heidi Brianne, BS 
Steed, Lindsay Joy, BS 
Stefanakos, Kate Micheal, BS 
Stephens, Shaylyn, BS 
Stout, Benjamin Caleb, BS 
Stoven, Natalie, BS 
Su, Kuan-Ting, BA 
Sutherland, Carolyn F, BS 
Swan, Melissa Kae, BS 
Taggart, Tanner Curtis, BS 
Tebbs, Jason Michael, BS 
Tubbs, Sidney, BS 
Van Leeuwen, Zach Taft, BS 
Vance, Elizabeth Chloe, BS 
Vasquez, Natalie Marie, BS 
Wakley, Chelsey Dawn, BS 
Wangsgard, Demiree Lindsey, BS 
Warburton, Sara, BS 
Ward, Steffany Ranae, BS 
Washburn, Brittany Leah, BS 
Welling, Katie Lynn, BS 
Wences, Iveth Ramirez, BS 
Wennergren, Tori Lyn, BS 
Wheeler, Chelsey Rene, BS 
Whitaker, Leah Marie, BS 
Wilcox, Amanda Marie, BS 
Wilcox, Shelby Skye, BS 
Williams, Kierstin Rose, BS 
Wilson, Teara Shay, BS 
Wiscombe, Shenay Denise, BS 
Woolston, Sierra, BS 
Wray, Kaisha, BA 
Wynder, Sydney, BS 
Yorgason, Caroline Nancy, BS 
Young, Kaylee, BS 
 
General Studies 
Abovyan, Meri, BS 
Aliifua, Ricky Poamo, BS 
Anderson, Makenzie Lynn, BS 
Beard, Michael Devin, BS 
Birch, Ashley T, BS 
Bird, Mindy Yausminda, BS 
Brown, Arlando Levell Jasper, BS 
Brown, Elizabeth, BS 
Bush, Mckenna Walker, BS 
Cabrera, Makenzie L, BS 
Caines, Jennifer DeAnn, BS 
Callihan, Shane Allen, BS 
Chadburn, Amy B, BS 
Christensen, Pamela Sue, BA 
Cowdin, Tyke Reb, BS 
Daines, Meg Olivia, BS 
De Paulo, Angelica Amancio, BS 
DeMelo, Angela Michelle, BS 
Despain, Jasmine, BS 
Dolny, Madeline, BS 
Elder, Ryan, BS 
Eldredge, Sierra Dean, BS 
Fontaine, Derek John Lazuras, BS 
Garcia, Mae-Lynn, BA 
Greene, Tyler J, BS 
Guido, Alicia Mariana, BS 
Hall, Addison Miles Toca, BS 
Hansen, Kayla Ann, BS 
Hawkins, Laura K, BS 
Hendrickson, Logan Mckenzie, BS 
Hernandez, Hailee Elizabeth, BS 
Hinckley, Cierra Shiree, BS 
Houskeeper, Brian B, BS 
Johnson, Alysia N, BS 
Johnson, Danny August, BS 
Keller Barker, Megan Mariah, BS 
Kinsey, Tristan M, BS 
Kirk, Kristi Marie, BS 
Lambert, Sherrie Ann, BA 
Lantis, Anna Louise, BS 
Limb, Cooper Steven, BS 
Luce, Alexa Denae, BS 
Mayorga, Maria Eugenia, BS 
Merrill, Jeremy Frederick, BS 
Nielsen, Whitney Zoe, BS 
Olsen, Kevin James, BS 
Petersen, Ren, BS 
Robinson, Seleena Marie, BS 
Saddler, Mckenzi Nicole, BS 
Sites, Lindsey Nicole, BS 
Smith, Jake Logan, BS 
Sprague, Prescilla Ann, BS 
Tart, Lauren Ivory, BS 
Teo, Lauren Kaiminaauao, BS 
Terukina, Shyani 
 Kealaulalaua’eokalaeloa Ann, BS 
Thompson, Jeffrey Scott, BS 
Thompson, Keith L, BS 
Wade, Julie, BS 
Yazzie, Taime S, BS 
 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Albrecht, Austin, BS 
Barello, Jeanette Lee, BS 
Bean, Heather Anne, BS 
Black, Taylor Martin, BS 
Boully, Alexander J, BS 
Bowman, Leslee A, BS 
Brown, April Kay, BS 
Carmen, Brock Christopher, BS 
Correa, Jeana Michele, BS 
Cox, Anne Elizabeth, BS 
Dean, Cody J, BS 
Doerflein, Caitlin B, BS 
Faimalo, Edmund Kurene Tulafono, BS 
Gathercoal, Rebecca Ann, BS 
Gleed, Jodi Gayle, BS 
Goodworth, Allison Marie, BS 
Hansen, Darren William, BS 
Hansen, Richard Kyle, BS 
Hartzog, Jesse David, BS 
Jessen, Christine Marie, BS 
Johnson, Lynette Flora Lee, BS 
Landreth, Elizabeth K, BS 
Magalogo, Daniel Samasoni, BS 
Mays, Devante Roshard, BS 
Morris, Jennifer Elizabeth, BS 
Olsen, Morgan, BS 
Olson, Dylan James, BS 
Perkins, Darius Devonte, BS 
Potts, Nicholas Charles, BS 
Robertson, Jordan Quincy, BS 
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Uasike, Steven S, BS 
Warner, Melissa Maria, BS 
Wilkins, Lindsey N, BS 
Willey, McCoy, BS 
Williamson, Kendra Lyn, BS 
Wylie, Anne, BS 
Younger, Morgan Breanne, BS 
 
Kinesiology and Health Science 
Ahart, Allison Kamille, BS 
Allen, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Alles, Kirstie, BS 
Alvarez, McKenzie Elizabeth, BS 
Anderson, Drew Todd, BS 
Anderson, Stanley Scott, BS 
Anderson, Tonya Shay, BS 
Annes, Jessica Nicole, BS 
Argyle, Megan Bell, BS 
Babcock, Rachel, BS 
Baggs, Ashlee, BS 
Bailey, Paige Elizabeth, BS 
Bankhead, Lynne Mary Rose, BS 
Barnes, Connie Nicole, BS 
Barson, Jordan Dennie, BS 
Barton, Marissa Hope, BS 
Beagley, Anna A, BS 
Bell, McKenna Leigh, BS 
Belliston, Charly Marie, BS 
Bennett, Damon Anthony, BS 
Bennett, Kij David, BS 
Bennington, Cole Bart, BS 
Berrett, Natalie M, BS 
Bingham, Morgan Elizabeth, BS 
Bitner, Raygan Lynne, BS 
Bitters, Kaitlyn, BS 
Black, Kyle Michael, BS 
Boelter, Lindsey Kaye, BS 
Bohman, Megan Ashley, BS 
Boman, Kaitlan Treva, BS 
Botello, Graciela, BS 
Brailsford, Catherine Blakeslee, BS 
Bringhurst, Andrew W, BS 
Brinkerhoff, Tyson James, BS 
Broadhead, Colton Grant, BS 
Brooksby, Jessica, BS 
Brown, Kathryn M, BS 
Browne, Kathryn LeIsle, BS 
Brunner, Michael James, BS 
Brunson, Keri L, BS 
Buhr, Patrick Matlock, BS 
Bundy, Jonathan LaVan, BS 
Caldwell, Tayler Alyse, BS 
Camp, Caleb C, BS 
Carley, Joseph Daniel, BS 
Carr, Colton Rodney, BS 
Carr, Matthew Cevin, BS 
Carter, Callie, BS 
Carter, Kassidy Brooke, BS 
Castro, Melanie Diane, BS 
Catron, Emily Jane, BS 
Cefalo, Aarone Moroni, BS 
Cevering, Jessica K, BS 
Chappel, Jillian Elizabeth, BS 
Christensen, Jeni Scarlett, BS 
Christensen, Jennifer Egbert, BS 
Christensen, Maegen, BS 
Christensen, Steven James, BS 
Christensen, Wesley Kent, BS 
Christensen, William N, BS 
Christiansen, Nicollette Lee, BS 
Coles, Richard Jacob, BS 
Combe, Tyler Andrew, BS 
Coombs, Natalie Marie, BS 
Cram, Whitney LaDawn, BS 
Crane, Haley, BS 
Crane, Joshua Sean, BS 
Critchlow, Colton Joseph, BS 
Crosland, Dalin T, BS 
Cuba, JoAnna Renee, BS 
Curfman, Clarke Andrew, BS 
Daniel, Sadie A, BS 
Datwyler, Hayden Glen, BS 
Davis, Jessica Ann, BS 
Davis, Kersey, BS 
Despain, Kelsey Rae, BS 
Deuel, Jordan L, BS 
Dickey, Cortland Kyle, BS 
Dobrijevic, Tamara, BS 
Downs, Adria, BS 
Doxey, Emily Grandstaff, BS 
Duncan, Courtnie, BS 
Dutson, Angela Sharie, BS 
Dyslin, Kevin, BS 
Egbert, Kasey Dean, BS 
Estes, Malia Kailey, BS 
Ewing, Shaylee Rose, BS 
Felix, Mariana Alexandra, BS 
Fenton, William D, BS 
Ferguson, Natalie Lynn, BS 
Ferrara, Monica Marie, BS 
Fessler, Jairon W, BS 
Fieldsted, Whitney Ann, BS 
Filiaga, Dillon Lotolelei, BS 
Flippence, Marissa Ellen, BS 
Ford, Kirsten Amber, BS 
Fuhr, Heather June, BS 
Gager, Rebecca L, BS 
Galeai, Richard S, BS 
Gallart, Beth Lauren, BS 
Garces, Keven Jay, BS 
Gardner, Mandi Rose, BS 
Garner, Carson Jo, BS 
George, Breckan Rain, BS 
Gifford, Karly, BS 
Giles, John Beau, BS 
Gleason, Hannah Michelle, BS 
Godfrey, Perry, BS 
Gordon, Marquessa, BS 
Groll, Austin Reed, BS 
Grow, Jessica Ann, BS 
Hansen, Allison, BS 
Hansen, Haley Kitt, BS 
Hansen, Shane Richard, BS 
Harrison, Caleb Thomas, BS 
Harrison, Haylie Marie, BS 
Hart, Rebecca Christine, BS 
Hart, Sydney Rae, BS 
Hatch, Corbin Philip, BS 
Hauck, Madison Ann, BS 
Hendriks, Christine, BS 
Herbert, Andrea Coleen, BS 
Hill, Richard Keaton, BS 
Hills, Linzie Nicole, BS 
Hockel, Jude Thomas, BS 
Hockwald, Arthur, BS 
Hodgson, Hannah Noelle, BS 
Holloway, Edward Martin, BS 
Holubar, Tyler Joseph, BS 
Holyoak, Benjamin Lloyd, BS 
Honeycutt, Jordan Christine, BS 
Horn, Dallas, BS 
Howard, Jessica Lynn, BS 
Howe, Jesse Marshall, BS 
Howes, Jenny Blair, BS 
Hyde, Holly Michele, BS 
Ivie, Triton James, BS 
Jack, Katrien, BS 
Jackson, Whitney Saunders, BS 
Jacobson, Jordyn Lee, BS 
Jelke, Tyler, BS 
Jenkins, Jeremy John, BS 
Jepsen, McKenna Blaire, BS 
Johnson, Chelsee Lynn, BS 
Johnson, Mckenzie L, BS 
Jones, Ashley Marie, BS 
Joyce, Christopher David, BS 
Kamalu, Kaylie Lani, BS 
Kauwe, Caroline Kamakea, BS 
Keady, Sarah Michal, BS 
Keicher, Mackenzie, BS 
Keith, Zachery D, BS 
Kelley, Marissa Anne, BS 
Kidman, Casey L, BS 
King, Skyler B, BS 
Kipp, Jessie Lyla, BS 
Kite, Joshua James, BS 
Klepich, Sarah Anne, BS 
Klingberg, Kayla Jean, BS 
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Knight, Brynn Michele, BS 
Kochendorfer, Lars Dashiell, BS 
Konakis, Zak, BS 
Korth, Natalie, BS 
Labosky, Haley Ruth, BS 
Lamborn, Courtney Lyn, BS 
Lane, Jordan Lawrence, BS 
Latimer, Alyssa, BS 
Lawrence, Katie, BS 
LeBaron, Autumn Nicole Johnson, BS 
Lee, Ann Marie, BS 
Lee, Timothy Brian, BS 
Lemon, Tyler Glen, BS 
Lofthouse, Brooke Marie, BS 
Lords, Brock R, BS 
Lusk, Shellie, BS 
Marlor, Mckell, BS 
Marshall, Callee, BS 
Martineau, Bryn Clarissa, BS 
Martinez, Alejandra, BS 
Martinez, Mckinzey K, BS 
Mcrory, Tiffany Nicole, BS 
Meredith, Arielle Christine, BS 
Merrill, Kent Christian, BS 
Moore, Brooke Taylor, BS 
Moore, Jalen Dwaine, BS 
Moulding, Anna Helene, BS 
Mozingo, Shane W, BS 
Nageli, McKenzy L, BS 
Naylor, Tristan Xavier, BS 
Noall, Breeana Lyn, BS 
Noland, BreAnne, BS 
O’Brien, McKell Diana, BS 
Oxborrow, Melissa, BS 
Pack, Mandy, BS 
Painter, Jentz Mckay, BS 
Parker, Christine Van Brocklin, BS 
Paxton, Cory Gordon, BS 
Pectol, Hilari, BS 
Peery, Shiloh James, BS 
Pena, Ismael, BS 
Penrose, Dana Michele, BS 
Petersen, Jordan R, BS 
Petersen, Riley K, BS 
Pinter, Alyssa Ashley, BS 
Plaizier, Luke Robert, BS 
Pocock, Aubree Jaylene, BS 
Pope, Megan A, BS 
Poulsen, Craig Thomas, BS 
Prows, Jessica Emalee-Grace, BS 
Ramirez, Nefi, BS 
Randall, Dustin Jeff, BS 
Ransley, Hailey Anne, BS 
Rapp, Nikole Ida, BS 
Rawlins, Brittany L, BS 
Raymond, Alek William, BS 
Reeder, Kyle Edward, BS 
Reid, Jaxson Paul, BS 
Richards, Neil John, BS 
Robinson, Tyler B, BS 
Robison, Parker Ashton, BS 
Rogers, Cassandra Taggart, BS 
Rogers, Elijah Paul, BS 
Roundy, Anastasia R, BS 
Schultz, Saranne, BS 
Sheets, Amanda Dawn, BS 
Shegrud, Kyle Allen, BS 
Siddoway, Ashley Dawn, BS 
Simoneau, Nicole Lee, BS 
Smedley, Breanne Hope, BS 
Smith, Christian Nicole, BS 
Smith, Devin John, BS 
Smith, Hayley Marie, BS 
Smith, Jordan, BS 
Smith, Kristan J, BS 
Smith, Mariah, BS 
Smuin, Deven Craig, BS 
Snyder, Joshua A, BS 
Soelberg, Matthew William, BS 
Sorensen, Lynzie, BS 
Speight, Wesley Vaughn, BS 
Stats, Ian Michael, BS 
Steadman, Eric J, BS 
Steinicke, Brett Andrew, BS 
Stephens, Andrew Quinn, BS 
Stephens, Bryant John, BS 
Stephens, McKelle Sparks, BS 
Stevenson, Corde Aaron, BS 
Stewart, Christopher Robert, BS 
Stott, Hyrum Jay, BS 
Stradling, Natalie J, BS 
Sumsion, Jordan Robert, BS 
Swenson, Tyler James, BS 
Tansock, Kyle Alan, BS 
Taylor, Chelsey Lourien, BS 
Taylor, John David, BS 
Thomas, Bailey Dee, BS 
Tibbitts, Tera Kaye, BS 
Turley, Alexis, BS 
Vance, Devin LaMont, BS 
Vankampen, Derek S, BS 
Vasquez, Sarah D, BS 
Wadsworth, Katelin Eliza, BS 
Wall, Shelsea Lynne, BS 
Wardell, Jessica Renee, BS 
Warr, Chaise Steven, BS 
Warren, Autumn, BS 
Webb, Colby Alexander, BS 
Wells, Ashley Nicole, BS 
Westergard, Kristine Nicole, BS 
Weston, Kalon J, BS 
Wheelwright, Dallen S, BS 
White, Alisa Carol, BS 
White, Courtney Kristine, BS 
Whitlock, Chandler McRae, BS 
Wickel, McKinzey RaKell, BS 
Wood, Garrett Paul, BS 
Woolston, Elizabeth Kathryn, BS 
Worley, Jacob C, BS 
Worwood, Hayden S, BS 
Wray, Elizabeth Anne, BS 
Young, Shelby Nicole, BS 
Zamudio, Emilio, BS 
Ziesman, Sierra M, BS 
Zollinger, Michelle, BS
Nursing and Health Professions 
Begay, Katelynn A, AAS 
Sayetsitty, Joletta L, AAS 
Stream, Kylee Mckenzie, CC 
Psychology 
Allsop, McKenzie Ann, BS 
Argyle, Thomas Mark, BS 
Baird, Jessica Lynn, BS 
Ballash, Nathan Robert, BS 
Barker, Tristen Eloise, BS 
Barnes, Russell W, BS 
Beach, Shannon Elizabeth, BS 
Bell, Mark Alan, BS 
Benney, Chandler Madison, BS 
Bills, Corry Alan, BS 
Bills, Samantha Michelle, BS 
Bishop, Erica D, BS 
Boatright, Melanie Jean, BS 
Bowen, Kayla Annette, BS 
Brassaw, Kevin Thomas, BS 
Broadhead, Steven, BS 
Burrows, Jordan Thomsen, BS 
Campbell, Andrea, BS 
Campbell, Lauren Alyssa, BS 
Childs, Stephanie, BS 
Christensen, Jeni Scarlett, BS 
Cooley, Ryan Allan, BS 
Crandall, Caryn, BS 
Crowder, Rowan Elizabeth, BS 
Daines, Jameson Samuel, BS 
Daniels, Jaclyn E, BS 
Davis, Kalen Mitchel, BS 
Dearden, Marly Rae, BS 
Decker, Michelle Renee, BS 
Delker, Alyssa Ruth, BS 
Dixon, Kelli, BS 
Dixon, Matthew John, BS 
Dodge, Megan Bell, BS 
Doxey, Luke Williams, BS 
Droge, Rebecca Jean, BS 
Dyches, Karl Grayson, BS 
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Dyreng, Ashley Lyan, BS 
Escalante, Joanna, BS 
Ezzell, Lauren Elaine, BS 
Fairbanks, Jennifer Michelle, BS 
Flinn, Blake Robertson, BS 
Fluegel, Ashley Rae, BS 
Foulger, John McCloskey, BS 
Gage, Brent Melvin, BS 
Garcia, Ryan A, BS 
Gardner, Cassandra, BS 
Gartas, Sarah F, BS 
Ghazaryan, Gayane, BS 
Griffin, Daniel Jacob, BS 
Griswold, Teri L, BS 
Grondel, Bryson Thomas, BS 
Grover, Tanja Marianne, BS 
Hall, Lindsey, BS 
Hammer, Cherea, BS 
Hanson, Kiana Lauren, BS 
Harker, Annika Claire, BS 
Heiner, Tausha Lee, BS 
Hendrickson, Kaitlyn Leslie, BS 
Heninger, Samuel Joseph, BS 
Heninger, Scott Thane, BA 
Hernandez, Evelyn Marlene, BS 
Hickey, Emily Rebecca, BS 
Higbee, Bryan D, BS 
Hinckley, Connor William, BS 
Horton, Landon C, BA 
Hovey, Randi, BS 
Hudson, Cami Janet, BS 
Hudson, Joshua Daniel, BS 
Hunt, Cazzie Justeen, BS 
Hutchinson, Andrew Scott, BS 
Hyatt, Sausha Nichole, BS 
Janes, Emily Elizabeth, BS 
Jensen, Garrett S, BS 
Jensen, Mary E, BS 
Jensen, Tiniesha L, BS 
Johnson, Kathleen Anne, BS 
Johnson, Serena, BS 
Keller, Erica Lois, BS 
Kelly, Darlene, BS 
King, Tyrell Brian, BS 
Kodel, Teighlor J, BS 
Layton, Ashley Lynn, BS 
Lee, Courtney, BS 
Lehman, Leah Ann, BS 
Lyon, Thomas E, BS 
Lyons, Drey Timothy, BS 
Mabey, Katelyn Beth, BS 
Magana, Ashley Marin, BS 
Martineau, Kade Leigh, BS 
Maw, Alexis Noelle, BS 
Maylett, Cameron Matthew, BS 
Mayoh, Levi Ray, BS 
McCormick, Madison, BS 
McIntire, Bailey Rae, BS 
Mendenhall, Hamilton, BS 
Miles, Andrew J, BS 
Morgan, Matthew Brock, BS 
Mortensen, Sara Ann, BS 
Murphy, Emily Susan, BS 
Naylor, Emily RaeAnn, BS 
Nellis, Gabriella M, BS 
Nelson, Jeffrey, BS 
Nelson, Stefanie Margaret, BS 
Newville, Devanne Marie, BS 
Nielsen, Porter James, BS 
Nilson, Hunter Shane, BA 
Olson, Kandice Jaclynn, BS 
Pacheco, Alvilda Olivia, BS 
Painter, Paislee Layne, BS 
Parker, David Karl, BS 
Parker, Jason Lewis, BS 
Parkhurst, Emily P, BS 
Partington, Aaron B, BS 
Payne, Josie Lyn, BS 
Petersen, Lashae K, BS 
Poulsen, Brandi Germaine, BS 
Provost, Paxton Rae, BS 
Psalto, Taylor Joette, BS 
Pyfer, Katelin Christensen, BS 
Rasmussen, Davis Quinn, BS 
Richards, Morgan Ashley, BS 
Richens, Alexandria Teresa, BS 
Rindlisbacher, Kelli, BS 
Robinson, Bradley Scott, BS 
Robinson, Monica Margurite, BS 
Rogers, Kira Jocee, BS 
Rozzell, Kaitlin Nicole, BS 
Sanchez, Levi Ray, BS 
Sandoval, Kylie Sue, BS 
Shugart, Caroline Lee, BS 
Sias, Damon Shane, BS 
Smith, Madeline Mary-Jane, BS 
Sorenson, Kalli Shea, BS 
Sparks, Kira, BS 
Stone, Julie Michelle, BS 
Summers, Lindsay Katharina, BS 
Swainston, JaeAnne, BS 
Swensen, Cheltsea J, BS 
Thurman, Brandon Scott, BS 
Tippetts, Katelyn, BS 
Tracy, Cynthia, BS 
Van Den Akker, Amy, BS 
Van Orden, Shelby Ann, BS 
Wallace, Chelsea Ann, BS 
Ward, Meganleigh, BS 
Watteyne, Samantha Nicole, BS 
Webb, Nathan Terry, BA 
Welch, Clayton Boyd, BS 
Whitlock, Chandler McRae, BS 
Whitworth, Josiah Merrill, BS 
Williams, Kennedy, BS 
Williams, Michael J, BS 
Wilson, Kelsey Anne, BS 
Wilson, Rebecca Ann, BS 
Wixom, Miriah Loosle, BS 
Woodbury, Kirsten Marie, BS 
Wright, Dalton B, BS 
Young, Heather A, BS 
Special Education and Rehabilitation 
Ahlstrom, Sarah Kelsey, BS 
Austin, Selicia, BS 
Bainbridge, Alyssa Kristine, BS 
Burt, Rebecca Ann, BS 
Clarke, Brenna Angeline, BS 
Culbertson, Mary Eileen E, BS 
Dalley, Trina Belle, BS 
Gunter, McKenzie, BS 
Hall, Heather Ann Skeehan, BS 
Hancey, Shanna Larae, BS 
Hansen, Paige, BS 
Hardman, Holly Irene, BS 
Harwood, Lora, BS 
Jensen, Sara, BS 
Johnson, Alicia, BS 
Johnson, Alyssa Marie, BS 
Johnson, Courtney Middlebrook, BS 
Kidd, Kate, BS 
Larson, Heather Nichole Boone, BS 
Leavitt, Cheri Lynn, BS 
Lloyd, Katherine Marie, BS 
Loos, Ashleigh Nicole, BS 
Lundberg, Allyson, BS 
Marsaw, Devanie Sue, BS 
McBride, Suzanne S, BS 
McGonegal, Jennifer, BS 
Middleton, Mckenzie Marie, BS 
Naulu, Caitlin Marie, BS 
O’Crowley, Marcy Jo, BS 
Pedry, Alexandrea, BS 
Peterson, Megan Dawn, BS 
Pooler, Lindsey Wilson, BS 
Poulsen, Amanda, BS 
Robertson, Megan Elizabeth, BS 
Sheanshang, Hollie Nichole, BS 
Steele, Amie Dawn, BS 
Stevens, Natalie Breanne, BS 
Urmston, Katie Swenson, BS 
Waite, Abigail Anne, BS 
Warburton, Jessica, BS 
West, Telia Mikkell Everett, BS 
Winiger, Darlene Marie, BS 
Young, Lisa Marie, BS 
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Teacher Education and Leadership 
Aebischer, Jessica R, BS 
Ahlstrom, Sarah Kelsey, BS 
Anderson, Cynthia Marie, BS 
Anderson, Jaime, BS 
Anderson, Katelyn, BS 
Anderson, Valerie Gibson, BS 
Andreasen, Lindi, BS 
Baggaley, Cassandra Merilee, BS 
Bainbridge, Alyssa Kristine, BS 
Banks, Jennifer Nicole, BS 
Banner, Brianna Janae, BS 
Barker, Kimberly Helen, BS 
Barton, Carol Ann, BS 
Beck, Natalie Danielle, BS 
Beckmann, Joslin June, BS 
Bennett, Jerika, BS 
Bennett, Rebecca Dee, BS 
Benson, Charlene, BS 
Betz, Cayla Marie, BS 
Bond, Janessa Lynn, BS 
Bowden, Matthew Braun, BS 
Bowers, Elizabeth, BS 
Braithwaite, Anne Watson, BS 
Brito, Kayli Aurelia, BS 
Brown, Meaghan, BS 
Browning, Rochelle Nichole, BS 
Burningham, Sidney Marie, BS 
Carpenter, Haydn Leigh, BS 
Casperson, Jessica Elise, BS 
Chamberlain, Megan A, BS 
Cheney, Natalie, BS 
Cheng, Yuen Ling, BS 
Chipman, Sheena, BS 
Christopherson, Justin Blake, BS 
Cloward, Sterling Jordan, BS 
Clyde, Jessica Gari, BS 
Coburn, Charlotte Ann, BS 
Coil, Britton Kody, BS 
Combe, Nicole Paige, BS 
Cook, Janet, BS 
Cox, Brittany Fay, BS 
Croft, Crystal Ann, BS 
Croshaw, Jenny Dance, BS 
Crowther, Garett Ryan, BS 
Daneker, Paul John Clayton, BA 
Dawson, Jaime Lynne, BS 
DeMille, Sarah Marie, BS 
Dopp, Audrey Danae, BS 
Doty, Danae Emma, BS 
Dredge, Jessiqa Nicole, BS 
Duncan, Catherine Marie, BS 
Dutdut, Jennifer Anne, BS 
Earl, Cassandra Winward, BS 
Eborn, Kinsey Amanda, BA 
Ercanbrack, Alicia Lyn, BS 
Evensen, Ashley Spring, BS 
Eyre, Makenzie Lee, BS 
Farley, Emma Lee, BS 
Ferre, Myriam Jean, BS 
Fitzgerald, Whitney N, BS 
Foster, Andrew Harold, BS 
Foster, Kaylee Rae, BS 
Frost, Kira Helene, BS 
Godfrey, Brittany Nichole, BS 
Gomm, Danielle M, BS 
Graff, Mindy Sue, BS 
Gray, Ashley Marie, BS 
Greager, Charlotte Lucille, BS 
Grossman, Jacob C, BS 
Hale, Rachael Ann, BS 
Hansen, Markasa Lyn, BS 
Hansen, Timothy Daniel, BS 
Hercules, Samantha Jane, BS 
Hicken, Stephanie Ann, BS 
Higgs, Jessie Marie, BS 
Holbrook, Sherida Dawn, BS 
Holloway, Grace, BA 
Holyoak, Morgann Kae, BA 
Howerton, Kaitlyn Gail, BS 
Hulse, Rachel Jannette, BS 
Hunt, Caleb, BS 
Hunter, Tami Brianne, BS 
Ipson, Joshua, BS 
Jardine, April S, BS 
Jensen, Rachel Lynne, BS 
Johnson, Angeline Gail, BS 
Johnson, Courtney Middlebrook, BS 
Johnson, Joseph Kirkland, BS 
Johnson, Mary Katherine, BS 
Johnson, Maxine Denise, BS 
Jorgensen, Kasidee Christensen, BS 
Keller, Abbie Rae, BS 
Kenison, Laura Rust, BS 
Kleinwaechter, Colene Alexandria, BS 
Koeven, Kathryn Ann, BS 
Latimer, Mallory Dawn, BS 
Lauritzen, Emily, BS 
Lawson, Emily A, BS 
Lind, Cody Shane, BS 
Lindgren, Bayley Rae, BS 
Mackay, Janessa Mae, BS 
Mackliet, Rachel, BS 
McPhail, Brianna Janet, BS 
Mecham, Troy Baugh, BS 
Meldrum, Sarah Kay, BS 
Meservey, Rachel K, BS 
Morgart, Jonnie Rebecca, BS 
Mott, Megan Marie, BS 
Muller, Abigail F, BS 
Murphy, Mandi S, BS 
Murray, Arianne Elise, BS 
Mygrant, Olivia Jordan, BS 
Newbry, Kathryn L, BS 
Niebergall, McKenzie Anne, BS 
Nield, Celeste Jennifer, BS 
Odle, Rebecca Kathleen, BS 
Ogrin, Kathleen M, BS 
Ormond, Emma Johannah, BS 
Owen, Shaunie Lyn, BA 
Paul, Madelyn Nicole, BS 
Penn, Katherine R, BS 
Petersen, Brittany Paige, BS 
Peterson, Candice Anne, BS 
Peterson, Jessica Margaret, BS 
Pfeifer, Michelle Ruth, BS 
Plant, Kelsey Ann, BS 
Powers, Alison B, BS 
Radford, Madison Lynn, BS 
Rasmussen, Casey Lee, BS 
Rasmussen, Kiera, BS 
Reeder, Jessica Marie, BS 
Rees, Jacob Kirt, BS 
Reese, Chad Arvel, BS 
Rigby, Mickaila Leah, BS 
Ross, McKenzie Ann, BS 
Schill, Hannah Elizabeth, BA 
Schmid, Morgan, BS 
Schwendiman, Angela, BS 
Sitterud, Brandi Sue, BS 
Smith, Cassidy Rae, BS 
Stewart, Tristin, BS 
Stocks, April, BS 
Sturdevant, Haley, BS 
Syndergaard, Asia Marie, BS 
Thomas, Paige Alexandra, BS 
Thompson, Tori Alecia, BA 
Throop, Teresa, BS 
Tracy, Haley Voeller, BS 
Turek, Ashleigh Morgan, BS 
Turner, Alicia, BS 
Turpin, Breanna Ashley, BS 
Vargas, Courtney Malyn, BS 
Wade, Sarah Lynn, BS 
Walk, Sarah Colleen, BS 
Ward, Jessica Marie, BS 
Ward, Kathryn Melissa, BS 
Whitaker, Jessica, BS 
Widerburg, Kristina K, BS 
Willes, Brock James, BS 
Wilson, Janessa Ann, BS 
Wilson, Mallory, BS 
Winter, Bailey Marie, BS 
Woodbury, Alyse, BS 
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Jagath J. Kaluarachchi, Interim Dean
Biological Engineering
Adams, Joshua Lynn, BS
Anderson, Kaitlyn Charlene, BS
Baldwin, Sarah Betty, BS
Bonebrake, Michelle Lavonnie, BS
Briggs, Samuel Thomas, BS
Bunn, Spencer J, BS
Caldwell, Lori, BS
Christensen, Darcie, BS
Clark, Justus Shaw, BS
Cobia, Jordan R, BS
Day, Brianna May, BS
Draper, Scott Neil, BS
Durfey, Dallon Wayne, BS
Dykes, Annelise, BS
Ecsedy, Colin Jozsef, BS
Eggertsen, Taylor Grant, BS
Erickson, Daniel Vincent, BS
Fica, Zachary, BS
Gaztambide, Danielle, BS 
Glaittli, Katherine, BS
Hancock, Celeste Belle, BS
Hart, Arther Paul, BS
Hazard, Aubree Hansen, BS
Hebert, Nathan L, BS
Hodges, Alan, BS
Hoffmann, Brian David, BS
Hunt, Tanner Steven, BS
Jarvis, John Luke, BS
Johnson, William L, BS
Kerns, Timothy Andrew, BS
King, Jacob John, BS
Licon, Ana Laura, BS
Madsen, Emilee Ann, BS
Marlar, Tyler James, BS
Marriott, Justin Porter, BS
Myers, Larissa A, BS
Nielsen, Chad Lawerence, BS
Parker, Andrew Alarcon, BS
Paskett, Michael David, BS
Patterson, Brittany Ann, BS
Peterson, Jason J, BS
Rupp, Steven Clint, BS
Sherman, Elizabeth Laurelle, BS
Sherman, Logan Trent, BS
Smith, Lucas Dan, BS
Stoudt, Amanda Rae, BS
Theurer, Jared Scott, BS
Thomas, Zachary Fisher, BS
VanDarlin, Jessica Mae, BS
Wanlass, Jordan Michael, BS
Wendel, Hyrum J, BS
Wilson, Dirk Taylor, BS
Wooley, Donald Joseph, BS
Zabriskie, Cameron Patrick, BS
 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Alder, Tyson Scott, BS
Allen, Zachery J, BS
Anderson, Alex Kent, BS
Ashcroft, Brandon Charles, BS
Banks, Kiri Taylor, BS
Beck, Kade J, BS
Bellon, Weston Chad, BS
Bliss, Jeremy David, BS
Booth, Nathan Alexander, BS
Boudrero, David Louis, BS
Bown, Curtis William, BS
Brinkerhoff, Klark Darryl, BS
Buckley, Ira Douglas, BS
Clyde, Kendall, BS
Cooper, Bryse Jay, BS
Corbett, Bradley N, BS
Cox, Brandon Lee, BS
Curtis, Kedric Wayne, BS
Day, Joseph William, BS
Delgado, Jonathan Ricardo, BS
Dickinson, Thomas L, BS
Erickson, Caitlyn Marie, BS
Fisher, Eldon, BS
Gillespie, Matthew C, BS
Glover, Tyson Mathew, BS
Gordon, Megan Nicole, BS
Gudmundson, Jason M, BS
Hall, Mitchel Robert, BS
Harker, Sean Michael, BS
Henderson, Katie Lynn, BS
Holley, Jeffrey Kelson, BS
Horlacher, Dustin Jay, BS
Howell, Jacob Allen, BS
Hulse, Timothy Wayne, BS
Jarrett, Jordan Clark, BS
Jensen, Jeremy Carl, BS
Johnson, Daniel T, BS
Jones, Adam Richard, BS
Judd, Freeman Thomas, BS
Kilmer, Colton Robert, BS
Kirk, Benjamin, BS
Larsen, Colby James, BS
Liechty, Kory Brent, BS
Lincoln, Tyler Lee, BS
Maughan, Michael Martin, BS
Mills, Collette, BS
Morrill, Jake Leroy, BS
Morris, Tyler Daniel, BS
Munk, Tyler R, BS
Nedelkov, Sarah L, BS
Ogata, Jordan Iori, BS
Olsen, Robert Lynn, BS
Pace, Justin Michael, BS
Park, Caitlin Elizabeth, BS
Petersen, David Jon, BS
Pickett, Ethan, BS
Powell, Johnathon James, BS
Powelson, Phillip Sterling, BS
Reed, Tomsen Lee, BS
Reiner, Nathaniel James, BS
Richins, Colby Grant, BS
Rojas Martinez, Eddy Alexander, BS
Samranjit, Pattrapan, BS
Saunders, James Mitchell, BS
Sheridan, James Scott, BS
Slick, Lucy Maria, BS
Spilker, Kylie Deborah, BS
Stead, Roman Carl, BS
Steeneck, Zachary Gilbert, BS
Stephenson, Garrick David, BS
Stophlet, Drew Michael, BS
Syndergaard, Parker Scott, BS
Taylor, Caden James, BS




Wegelin, Rashelle Caroline, BS
Weight, Tucker Fielding, BS
Weller, Ryan Paul, BS
West, Jordan Michael, BS
White, Jaxon Parker, BS
Wood, Camylle Kimberlyn, BS
Young, Nathan L, BS
Zubeck, Trevor Thomas, BS
 
Computer Science 
Ahmed, Jewairia U, BS
Andrus, Shane Brian, BS
Arrieta, Francisco J, BS
Bates, Andrew Reed, BS
Bennett, Kason Levi, BS
Benowitz, Ethan Aaron, BS
Bertlshofer, Seth Heber, BS
Bingham, Reese Alan, BS
Blakeslee, Randy Alan, BS
Bowles, Brian C, BS
Carter, Dane Craig, BS
Case, Zachary Lynn, BS
Chauhan, Aditya, BS
Christensen, Samuel A, BS
Clark, Kristin Ann, BS
Clegg, Ammon Isaiah, BS
Davenport, Michael Jay, BS
Despain, Whitney Marie, BS
Fairbourn, Shawn William, BS
Fjeldsted, Gordon B, BS
Fryar-Ludwig, Kenneth James, BS
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Gallagher, Michael James, BS
Gibbons, Benjamin J, BS
Gottlicher, Keano F, BS
Hansen, Michael Loren, BS
Hansen, Richard C, BS
Heinrich, Scott Alan, BS
Hershberger, Justin R, BS
Jensen, Benjamin William, BS
Jensen, Garrett Albert, BS
Jensen, Kyler Steven, BS
Kelley, Sam J Jr, BS
Kiesel, Anthony Ivan, BS
Killpack, Joseph William, BS
Knight, Yancy Boyd, BS
Koyle, Jonathon Hyrum, BS
Larsen, Dax M, BS
Larsen, Vance Wade, BS
Lenberg, Everett Robert, BS
Light, Aaron Samuel, BS
McGary, Matthew Vern, BS
Merrill, Nathan Taylor, BS
Merritts, Marshall Franklin, BS
Miller, Nelson Jacob, BS
Myers, Kyle Austin, BS
Nelson, Jason Kenneth, BS
Neubert, Zachary Lamon, BS
Nicoll, Alexander Lloyd, BS
Nielson, Bryant Thomas, BS
Olsen, Lyle E, BS
Pickett, Kevin W, BS
Porter, Bryan D, BS
Riddle, Brady James, BS
Scheelke, Peter Alexander, BS
Schwartz, Samuel David, BS
Sharp, Patrick Wayne, BS
Sheridan, Andrew Alma, BS
Smith, Tylen L, BS
Sorensen, Scott William, BS
Southwick, Karl Ryan, BS
Spackman, Kendall Jake, BS
Thompson, Jesse A, BS
Vanoyan, Vahe, BS
Vernon, Gregory A, BS
Wagner, Christopher William, BS
Walter, Whipple Neum, BS
Wellings, Anne Elisa, BS
Wells, Ian, BS
Westover, Hadley, BS
Wilkins, Robert Ellsworth, BS
Wood, Rulon Sean, BS
Yearsley, Caleb Nathanial, BS
Young, Justin Everett, BS
Young, Mikaila Jayne, BS
 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Bailey, Kory Randall, BS
Barker, David William, BS
Carter, Trevor Douglas, BS
Chester, David Benjamin, BS
Clark, Braydn J, BS
Cook, Blaine William, BS
Costley, Austin Daniel, BS
Cowley, Skyler David, BS
Cox, Justin Neil, BS
Cox, Wade LaVerl, BS
Echols, Allon Mark, BS
Elmer, Nathan Richard, BS
Froerer, Daniel R, BS
Gramse, Jason Reese, BS
Green, Eric Michael, BS
Guerrero, Mahli Demaris, BS
Harris, McKord Kirk, BS
Haws, Jordan Michael, BS
Henson, Dusty Jack, BS
Hinton, Garrett Wesley, BS
Holtman, Jeffrey Edward, BS
Hyatt, Zachary S, BS
Jaynes, Ryan Steven, BS
Jensen, Weston Michael, BS
Johansen, Thomas Adams Jaques, BS
Kunz, Aaron Merrill, BS
Kunz, Nathan Chase, BS
Larson, Sara Elizabeth, BS
Lynn, Joshua Alan, BS
Mickelsen, Madison L, BS
Miller, Jaden Davis, BS
Mitchell, Samuel Alan, BS
Moody, Cade Aubry, BS
Olsen, Tanner Dean, BS
Perkins, Joshua Ray, BS
Raisor, Kenneth William, BS
Rasmussen, Eric Clark, BS
Riggs, Dallin Lance, BS
Sargent, James Michael, BS
Schena, Michael Luigi, BS
Scott, Chance J, BS
Shelley, Spencer C, BS
Sills, Kenneth Lee, BS
Swenson, Anthony Peter, BS
Tousley, Jonathan S, BS
Walker, Jonathan Sheldon, BS
Wells, Michael B, BS
Zeller, Benjamin James, BS
 
Pre-Engineering 
Reid, Ryan Kaye, APE
Sicilia, Ashton A, APE
 
Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering 
Allen, Neal C, BS
Anderson, Justin Richard, BS
Beckstrom, Braden Dale, BS
Bennett, Steven R, BS
Bird, Trevor John, BS
Bohne, Eric Len, BS
Bolduc, Ammon Matthew, BS
Bolton, Megan, BS
Bourgeois, Rene Dominic, BS
Bradford, Jeremy Alan, BS
Brenner, Timothy Craig Jr, BS
Bresee, Ryley, BS
Broadhead, Leland Ken, BS
Bulcher, Marc Anthony, BS
Cameron, William Keith, BS
Carver, Paul Robert, BS
Cevering, Colton B, BS
Church, Kason C, BS
Coombs, Ryan Curtis, BS




De Mill, Chad Ricky, BS
Devey, Christine E, BS
Devey, Jaren C, BS
Dietrich, Nathan, BS
Dimond, Joshua Stevenson, BS
Erickson, Jacob Jon, BS
Fataei Bolourchi, Alireza, BS
Floyd, Trevor Creighton, BS
Ford, Preston Lee, BS
Forsyth, Jacob W, BS
Francis, Leonard Thatcher, BS
Fullerton, Rebekah Hana, BS
Garvin, Corbin Bryce, BS
Giblette, Ted Norman, BS
Gibson, Devin Michael, BS
Goates, Joshua T, BS
Gray, Joshua David, BS
Grisenti, Brian Jay, BS
Hamann, William Michael, BS
Hamblin, Joshua D, BS
Hansen, Robert Scott, BS
Hansen, Robert G, BS
Hansen, Ruger J, BS
Harris, Tate Glen, BS
Hartvigsen, Peter W, BS
Haslam, Jacob K, BS
Hatch, Skylar Lewis, BS
Heart, Kai Bauer, BS
Hermansen, Ryan Ward, BS
Hicken, Blake Scott, BS
Hicken, Matthew Scott, BS
Hildreth, Matthew Ryan, BS
Hinrichsen, Mark Patton, BS
Holmes, Kyle John, BS
Howes, Nathan Robert, BS
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Jelitto, Austin Oliver, BS
Jenson, Lars Erik, BS
Jones, Matthew Brian, BS
Jowers, Emily Leigh, BS
Kearl, Levi J, BS
Kelleher, Sean P, BS
Knight, Brianne, BS
Knight, Corrick Ken, BS




Limb, Braden J, BS
Lindholm, Eric Alan, BS
Lloyd, Robert M, BS
Lopez Rodriguez, Omar, BS
Lowry, Jared P, BS
Lundgren, Spencer, BS
Lyman, Mark Anderson, BS
Manis, Devan, BS
Martinez, Christopher Joseph, BS
McBride, Jason Steven, BS
Montgomery, Zachary Seth, BS
Montoya, Paul D, BS
Mortola, Patrick Ross McElroy, BS
Munns, Matthew Bryan, BS
Nelson, Matthew Earl, BS
Nickerson, Ethan K, BS
Noble, Daniel R, BS
Ogden, Gabriel Douglas, BS
Ormsby, Spencer Robert, BS
Ostberg, Joshua Dale, BS
Parkinson, Dallin Clinton, BS
Pope, Orrin, BS
Rackliffe, Moriah Celeste, BS
Rau, Paul Wilhelm, BS
Reidhead, Wendel Tyrell, BS
Rigby, Brandon D, BS
Rimington, Kevin Lee, BS
Robinson, David Anthony, BS
Rodriguez, Chase Ryan, BS
Rogers, Jonas E, BS
Ruiz, Miguel Angel, BS
Russell, Nicolas Warren, BS
Sagane, Hajime, BS
Schaap, Robert Michael, BS
Schlicher, Colin David, BS
Scoggins, Michael Luke, BS
Setzer, Thomas James, BS
Shaw, Megan, BS
Shupe, Blake Robert, BS
Simmons, Conner Richard, BS
Soelberg, Nathan Scott, BS
Sorensen, Adam Joseph, BS
Spencer, Jonathan Ray, BS
Stoddard, Rob L, BS
Stoker, Theron McKay, BS
Stone, Jordan Todd, BS
Stratford, Benjamin Rex, BS
Taylor, Jeffrey D, BS
Taylor, Zachary Robert, BS
Thompson, Bradley Scott, BS
Trujillo, Mercedes Pilar, BS
Turner, Cameron Tyson, BS
Veenendaal, Garrett, BS
Ventura Lugo, Awilma Paola, BS
Voie, Ren Vox, BS
Wardell, Joseph R, BS
Weaver, Dustin S, BS
Williams, Braydon Jean, BS
Wing, Anson Smith, BS
Wiser, Skyler Douglas, BS
Young, Andrew Clayton, BS
Zorn, Zachary David, BS
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Joseph P. Ward, Dean 
 
English 
Anderson, Shaun Michael, BS
Andreasen, Mariah Michelle, BS
Atkinson, Parker Z, BA
Bailey, Sara, BS
Banks, Becky R, BS
Barker, Joshua Michael, BS
Barnett, Ashley Nichole, BS
Beaman, Kelsey Ann, BS
Bennett, Marlee Kate, BS
Bentley, Abigail Taylor, BS
Black, Krista Larsen, BS
Bluth, Kirsten Mathewson, BS
Boley, Torrey Jo, BA
Brevard, Aubri Marie, BS
Brimley, Talysa Ann, BS
Bronson, Morgan Tamar, BA
Brown, Joshua Gardner, BA
Burnham, Bryan Douglas, BS
Christensen, Clifford Corey, BA
Clark, Kimberly Anderson, BA
Coats, Jennifer Faith, BA
Cook, Savannah Clare, BS
Coppieters, Jessica Kaye, BS
Crosby, Benjamin John, BA
Crummitt, Jason Nelson, BA
Davis, Christopher, BS
Dickerson, Jessica Emily, BS
Feuz, Emily, BS
Field, Brigitta Nicole, BA
Fisher, Kiley, BS
Floyd, Jordan, BS
Francis, Kimberly Ann, BS
Gallagher, Kristine Slaughter, BA
Gardner, Katherine, BS
Gomm, Danielle M, BS
Goodsell, Kym Delila, BS
Green, Danielle Haley, BA
Griffeth, Jessica, BA
Hackley, Challis, BS
Hale, Erica Cathleen, BS
Hammons, Moira Ann, BS
Hansen, Chloe Alice, BS
Hansen, Jaxson, BS
Heggie, Brittney Rae Ann, BS
Hill, Shantae Hansen, BS
Hunter, Lauren Abigail, BS
Johnson, Clarissa Rae, BS
Johnson, Kelsie Brooke, BS
Johnson, Lee Maxwell, BS
Jones, Tracy L, BS
Kapp, Haley Marie, BS
Ketchum, Alissa E, BS
Lee, Soeun, BA
Leiva, Angie Jocelin, BA
Lundberg, Amanda, BS
Manley, Mallory Gail, BS
Martin, Brady Daniel, BS
McClish, Molly Anne, BS
McDonald, Brittney Skye, BA
Mortensen, Melanie, BS
Mosdell, Erin Michelle, BS
Muller, Saebra Anne, BA
Myers, Kenneth William, BS
Nemelka, Jeffrey R, BS
Neuner, Madison, BS
Newhouse, Abigail, BS
Nolte, Isabella Clair, BS
Olsen, Bowyn Jacob, BS
Pack, Richard Allen, BS
Paletta, Angel N, BS
Paskett, Aubrie Waldron, BS
Peacock, Korinne, BS
Peterson, Beau Blauer, BS
Peterson, Justin Lewis, BS
Pollaehne, Lauren, BS
Pulver, Taylor Joseph, BA
Rakowski, Julia Mary, BS
Ramsey, Selina Teressa, BA
Reeve, David Orlas, BS
Richardson, Lela, BA
Richins, Caden T, BS
Riley, Adria Elaine, BA
Robinson, Amelia Christine, BS
Sales, Joshua Craig, BS
Schulz, Leona Mae, BS
Shepard, James Robert III, BS
Shuck, Thomas, BS
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Simmons, Julia Christine, BS
Simmons, McKenna Lyn, BS
Smith, Justin T, BA
Smith, Zachary Paul, BS
Steed, Danielle Nicole, BS
Steel, Braden Scott, BA
Stembridge, Barbara Jean, BA
Stokes, Meili LaPriel, BS
Struve, Sharon Janene, BS
Taylor, Lisa Leilani, BS
Topham, Kimberly, BS
Trunnell, Ethan S, BS
Tullis, Hannah Camille, BA
Vellinga, Kristen McCall, BA
Walton, Kristen, BS
Washburn, Byron Tait, BS
Watson, Nisheal Lynn, BS
Webster, Margaret Glenn, BS
Wesemann, Terri Deanna, BS
White, Lauren Mykel, BS
Wilding, Elise Danielle, BA
Willmore, Emily Marie, BA
Wolford, Jacob Glenn, BS
Yost, Tracie Anne, BS
Zollinger, Heather Lila, BS
 
General Studies 
Berrett, Nikita Joy, BS
Burke, James Patrick, BS
Call, Ruth Giselle, BS
Grundvig, Bethany-Ann Smith, BS
Huish, Steven Keith, BS
Hull, Brenton Jordan, BS
Hunter, Kolton Chance, BS
Lovelady, Bethany Rose, BS
Maeda, Charity Yurie, BS
Maughan, Lucas Arol, BS
Pedersen, Michael Clark, BA
Riddle, Hannah Marie, BS 
Robinson, Antoina, BS
Roller, Sandra Estelle, BS
Searle, Kylie Theresa, BA
Skaggs, Jeanne M, BA
Smith, Chandler Don, BS
Stephenson, Rebecca Morgan, BS
Taylor, Sierra Marie, BS
Vigil, Nicholas Alfonso, BS
 
History 
Acker, Terryn Vaughn, BS
Anderson, Colin Maxwell, BA
Anderson, Jacob Gustaf, BA
Atencio, Lisa Elizabeth, BS
Baldwin, Andrew Dean, BA
Barney, Katherine Mae, BA
Bond, Victoria Dell, BS
Buist, Cassidy, BS
Burgess, Austin Steven, BS
Burton, Sarah E, BS
Call, Jared Nevitt, BA
Carpenter, Kent Ryan, BA
Checketts, April Leora, BA
Coil, Britton Kody, BS
Collins, Jarred Daniel, BS
Connors, Mary Elisabeth, BA
Cox, Jedd Spencer, BS
Crossley, Jaimee Lynne, BS
Cunningham, Ian Stewart, BS
Delap, Sarah Lynette, BA
Duffin, James Marlo III, BA
Eborn, Kinsey Amanda, BA
Essex, Heidi Sue, BS
Farnsworth, Emily, BA
Farnsworth, Jillian Liddell, BS
Fuhriman, Jay Earl, BA
Garcia, Ryan A, BS
Genereaux, Kyler J, BS
Gittins, Nicholas S, BA
Greener, Devin Tovey, BA
Grover, Jesse Glen, BA
Hall, David Zachery, BA
Hall, Evan David, BA
Hamblin, Michaela Donn, BS
Hatch, Shyanne Lyn, BS
Hill, Karlee Jan, BA
Horrocks, Brenda Marie, BA
Jacobsen, Kyle David, BA
Jewkes, Sydni Brook, BS
Johnson, Tatyanna Joy, BA
Joyner, Edward Tell, BA
Leavitt, Melissa Jane, BA
Leis, Hans Christian, BS
Love, Colton James, BA
Lowder, Brandon Carlyle, BS
Makin, Danielle Marie, BA
Morton, Ross Everett, BS
Palfreyman, Kelsie Nikkol, BS
Peterson, Austin Tyler, BS
Post, Alexandra, BS
Randall, Chase Noble, BA
Rex, Jacie D, BA
Rigby, Shannon Ruth, BS
Roberts, Alan D, BA
Shreeve, Samuel T, BS
Sisson, Nathan David, BA
Tarbet, Alex Miller, BA
Thompson, Jessica Don, BS
Underwood, Taylor Carson, BS
Vincent, Mckayla Sue, BS
Wilkey, Landon Owen, BA





Bates, Stewart Clark Jr, BS
Benson, Shanna Lyn, BS
Bressel, Taldon Court, BS
Bright, Christopher, BS
Buffi, Tayler Elaine, BS
Burbidge, Jill, BS
Canova, Rachel Maree, BS
Clark, Travis Eugene, BS
Colston-Green, Jaren Michael, BS
Dikos, Lauren Ashley, BA
Eborn, Samantha, BS
Fie’eiki, Julia Angelica, BA
Flores, Oscar E, BA
Gilley, Sonnet Elizabeth, BS
Gittins, Nicholas, BS
Goodrich, Tresa Leontine, BS
Gustafson, Michael, BS
Hardy, Danielle Nicole, BS
Hayes, Bryant I Jr, BS
Henline, Dallas Hayes, BS
Hiatt, Airaka Jo, BS
Humpherys, Natalie Kae, BS




Lindley, Emily Shae, BS
Lovell, Zachary James, BS
Malanga, Grace Kinde, BS
Milligan, Carrie, BS
Mortenson, Meagan Ellis, BS
Mower, Thomas Austin, BS
Nielsen, Emily Ann, BS
Parker, Shawn Dean, BS
Peterson, Kip Wade, BS
Rathbun, Mitchell Dennis, BS
Rector, Shane Legend, BS
Robertson, Jumanne, BS
Seeholzer, Ian Harold, BS
Silcox, Carrie Ann, BS
Smiley, Adam George, BS
Smith, Keaton David, BA
Smith, Sharlee K, BS
Tahi, Naufahu, BS
Taylor, Kendal Lyn, BA
Timothy, Wallace Clark, BA
Todachinnie, Vivian, BS
Triptow, Chase Christopher, BS
Watterson, Paige, BS
Weiser, Bruce Paul, BA
Wilde, Andrea Michele, BS




Journalism and Communication 
Adams, Kelsey Schwab, BS
Albrecht, Ashlie Janelle, BS
Atkinson, Parker Z, BA
Bonner, Breana Joel, BS
Brimhall, Samantha, BS
Brown, Devin Wayne, BS
Burnham, Michael John, BA
Checketts, Chase C, BS
Christensen, Melanie Christina, BS
Cobabe, Aimee Camille, BS
Comeau, Connor Michael, BS
Condie, Taylor Michelle, BS
Craven, Dallin B, BS
Damjanovich, Brock Spencer, BS
Dodd, Hillary, BS
Farrow, Amber M, BS
Fillingim, Janessa Karin, BS
Floyd, Jordan, BS
Fox, Leann, BS
Glaittli, Christopher Joseph, BS
Griffeth, Emily Tess, BS
Harlow, Dylan Jordan, BS
Heywood, Bethany, BA
Keyes, Sarah Dawn, BS
King, Claire Elise, BS
Kiser, Samantha Noel, BA
Larsen, Haley Anne, BS
Lawrenson, Chase Andrew, BS
Leach, Kathryn Binnaz, BS
Lewis, Abbie Dean, BS
Mccarthy, Jillian Nicole, BS
Murray, Taylor Dee, BS
Nielsen, Benjamin C, BA
Nix, Natalie, BS
Pahl, Bianca Adrianna, BS
Piula, Katelyn Leilani, BS
Pratt, Morgan Shae, BS
Purser, Gary Bennett, BS
Ringle, Chase Daniel, BA
Rowe, Conrad Hazard, BS
Sorenson, Thomas Kelly, BS
Steiner, Kristen A, BS
Stewart, David Matthew, BS
Stilson, Ashley Ruth, BS
Strong, Camille, BS
Swenson, Kayla Anne, BS
Tuckett, Anna Elizabeth, BS
VandeMerwe, Cambria Lucia, BA
Watanabe, Kayla, BS
Wells, Bradley Donald, BA
Wheatley, Rebecca Lee, BS
Woodfield, Michael Floyd, BA
 
Languages, Philosophy and 
Communication Studies 
Allred, Ariell Natae, BA
Alvarado, Jose David, BA
Anderson, Dawna Serene, BA
Arave, Karlie, BA
Arias Feliz, Jairo David, BA
Armenta, Luis Fernando, BS
Askerlund, Samantha Marie, BS
Awada, Victoria S, BA
Baldwin, Andrew Dean, BA
Barger, Travis James, BS
Barnett, Ryan Timothy, BA
Beames, Rachel Mary, BA
Beaty, Loretta Ann, BS
Beck, Aubrey Lyn, BA
Benson, Max Allan, BS
Bernards, Beth Ann, BA
Blake, Ian Gabriel, BS
Blakely, Daniel J, BS
Bodkin, Miranda Janel, BS
Braithwaite, Bryce Barry, BA
Bridgewater, Sierra Rachelle, BA
Bryan, Joshua Michael, BA
Budge, Kevin L, BA
Burk, Michael, BA
Burnham, Michael John, BA
Call, Jared Nevitt, BA
Cannon, Robert Dall, BA
Chadwick, MaKayla, BS
Charlesworth, BrieAnn, BA
Christenson, Jaron J, BS
Christopherson, Kylie Nicole, BA
Clark, Makinzie Hunter, BS
Clement, Jeffrey, BA
Compton, Stephen Patrick, BS
Cook, Merin A, BA
Cottrell, Tucker Ray, BS
Crowther, Chelsea B, BA
Crump, Ashton Patricia, BS
Davis, Nina Melissa, BS
De Leon Divison, Juan Jarlin, BA
Diaz, Lisa Miller, BA
Dimond, Erin Michelle, BS
Dove, Matthew R, BS
Earnshaw, McKall Christina, BS
Egbert, Matthew Gary, BA
Esparza, Della T, BA
Esplin, Kaleb Clark, BS
Falslev, Corynn A, BA
Foster, Kyrie Alexandra, BA
Frandsen, Eric Michael, BA
Fredrickson, Benjamin Francis, BS
Freeman, Corinne Schofield, BA
Glover, Rebecca, BS
Godinez, Katherine, BA
Grow, Dallin Bruce, BA
Hale, Richard Whitney, BA
Hall, Casey Wells, BA
Hall, Natalie Rae, BA
Hammons, Cody Seamus, BA
Hicken, Melanie Lucille, BA
Hislop, Ginger Vanessa, BA
Hixson, Timothy James, BA
Hopkin, Kylee Marie, BS
Howes, Amy, BA
Huff, Aaron J, BA
Hughes, Felicity Renee, BA
Hunsaker, Bryce Calvin, BA
Hunsaker, Haylee, BS
Hunt, Brandolyn C, BA
Hurtado Ruiz, Lidya Catherine, BA
Iverson, Dakota Jeremy, BA
Jardine, Marley, BA
Jensen, Baylee Lynn, BS
Jensen, Ryan Shores, BA
Jeppson, Nicholas Jeffery, BA
Johansen, Myles, BS
Johnson, Trent D, BA
Jones, Joshua Lewis, BA
Kendall, Julie, BA
Kiernan, Jamie Lynne, BA
Lamborn, Erika L, BS
Latham, Quinn Kathryn, BS
Lee, Rebecca Packard, BA
Light, DeBryn Saunders, BA
Lindley, Zachary Clyde, BA
Lindquist, Cortney Cay, BA
Linton, Karlie Marie, BS
Louder, Savanna Lee, BS
Lundberg, Kade J, BA
Lyman, Ashlee Lorraine, BA
Maeda, Ashley S, BA
Manning, Michael Wayne, BA
Mason, James Todd, BA
Maxwell, Emily Anne, BS
McAllister, Sarah Valerie, BA
Mckay, Analisa, BA
Meadows, Joseph Andrew, BS
Merrill, Christopher Taylor, BA
Mikkelsen, Daniel Glen, BA
Miller, Peter Eric, BS
Miner, Jeremy Thomas, BA
Monjar, Michaeline Olivia, BA
Moss, Madison Dae, BA
Mourra, Peter Antonio, BA
Mozingo, Cody Robert, BA
Muller, Jennifer S, BA
Noyes, Cirie Monique, BA
Nyman, Reggie Paul, BA
Parry, Kellie Jennette, BS
Pearson, Heather Ann, BA
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Peck, Christian Shaun, BA
Pedersen, Brandon Arne, BA
Perry, Justin, BS
Peterson, Beau Blauer, BS
Ponting, Brenna Rae, BS
Pope, Audrey Mackelle, BS
Prusak, Laura Kathryn Nielson, BS
Roberts, Alan D, BA
Roberts, Ashton Gene, BA
Robertson, Caitlin Machi, BS
Robison, Garrett Chad, BA
Rupp, Austin Paul, BA
Sainsbury, Bert Joseph, BA
Santistevan, KC Dallas, BA
Scheelke, Miriam Jeanne, BA
Schramm, Kaitlin Renee, BS
Smith, Sharrod Delante, BA
Snow, Shaylen Kathleen, BS
Solis Gil, Francia Yluminada, BA
Solorio, Brooke, BA
Sorensen, Chris V, BS
Sparks, Jordan Dale, BA
Stansel, Kristen Lindsay, BA
Steele, Makayla Rochelle, BA
Steele, Wesley Michael, BA
Stevens, Bryson Val, BA
Stewart, Mariby, BA
Sullivan, Reece B, BA
Swanson, Trevor Dane, BA
Tarbet, Alex Miller, BA
Thompson, Brady Odell, BA
Thompson, Jennilee J, BA
Tullis, Hannah Camille, BA
Ustach, Kalyn Paige, BA
Von Niederhausern, Serena 
 Stephanie, BA
Wade, Whitney Lyn, BA
Walker, Aurora Marie, BA
Walker, Megan Rose, BA
Wardle, Maxwell Donald, BA
Watson, Madison Leigh, BA
Watts, Landon L, BA
Weed, Matthew H, BS
Williams, Kierstin Rose, BS
Wilson, Sara Elizabeth, BA
Wride, Mikala, BA
Wright, Emma Jane, BA
Wright, Sean Nicholas, BA
Wyatt, Aaron Matthew, BA
Yates, Ashley, BS
Zynda, Bradley D II, BA
 
Political Science 
Arnes, Andrew Aaron, BS
Banks, Jared Nathan, BA
Barnes, Carlie Janiel, BS
Bastian, Spencer G, BA
Belliston, Thomas Biorn, BS
Bodine, Tori A, BS
Brown, Ashley, BA
Burt, Jade Mckay, BS
Chavez, Angela Vanessa, BS
Clason, Nickoles Kenji, BS
Comer, Cameron Jay, BS
Connors, Mary Elisabeth, BA
Crandal, Jamie Elizabeth, BA
Crane, Zachary Shane, BS
Echeverry, Daniel, BA
Egles, Christopher James, BS
Fendt, David Renard, BA
Fife, Madelyn McCall, BS
Fronk, Daniel Cole, BA
Fuhriman, Jay Earl, BA
Genereaux, Kyler J, BS
Heiner, Tausha Lee, BS
Hemmert, Logan Glenn, BS
Horrocks, Brenda Marie, BS
Hunt, Adam Timothy, BS
Ishizuki, Saeri, BA
Jacome, Oscar Antonio II, BS
Johns, Renae, BS
Kidd, Andrew James, BA
Kimball, Daniel Anthony, BS
Lehenbauer, Eric Logan, BS
Loosli, Braxton David, BS
Lopez, Alvaro Israel, BA
Lopez, Antonio M, BS
Ludlum, Sam, BS
Mahamat, Ali Zeni, BA
Marshall, Kate C, BS
McCan, Hannah Sophia, BS
Meppen, Anna Elizabeth, BA
Mindrum, Camille, BS
Montgomery, Robert, BA
Morse, Ashlee Louise, BS
Moss, Madison Dae, BA
Moulton, Chad E, BS
Nemelka, Ian Joseph, BS
Novakovich, Emily Elaine, BS
Nunez, Alan, BA
Orr, Emily Lisbeth, BS
Palmer, Kylee Nicole, BS
Parkinson, Cole Cory, BS
Perkes, Kohle Brett, BA
Peterson, Kelci Kaye, BA
Pickett, Riley Mitchell, BS
Pruden, Meagan Margaret, BA
Quesada Andrade, America, BA
Roundy, Mathew, BS
Sande, Cadi, BS
Schmutz, Zachary Paul, BA
Smith, Breana, BS
Smith, Joshua Thomas, BS
Speirs, Lydia, BS
Thomas, Caden George, BS
Tidwell, Skyler Craig, BS
Tolhurst, Rachel R, BA
Tomenou, Emmanuel Fidele, BS
Van Engelenhoven, Molly Rose, BS
Walgamott, David Nickolas, BS
Wall, Levi Michael, BA
Watkins, Alayna Lynn, BA
Webb, Alexander Jefferson, BS
White, Blake J, BA
Whitely, Anna Alyssa, BS
Whitley, Trace, BS
Wills, Dani Jayde, BS
Wood, Jedediah H, BS
 
Sociology, Social Work and 
Anthropology 
Acord, Kayla Lorraine, BS
Allridge, Melinda L, BS
Anderson, Keli Rae, BS
Anstine, Megan, BS
Arrowood, Sara, BS
Bennett, Caleb Christopher, BS
Bennett, Shae Lee, BS
Benson, Kailee Sharee, BS
Benson, McKinley Kashae, BS
Berghout, Kirsten Tiffany, BS
Betz, MaKayla Anne, BS
Bianchini, Michael Dylan, BS
Bingham, Elizabeth, BS
Bingham, Rebecca L, BS
Bishop, Julia, BA
Blotter, Amelia Mann, BA
Bowen, Kayla Annette, BS
Bowers, Wendy, BS
Bowman, Andrew Scott, BS
Bracken, Denice Abagail, BS
Brewer, Kelland Jay, BS
Bridges, Emily Jean, BS
Bronte, Allyson Ann, BS
Brown, Nicholas Allen, BS
Callahan, Dakota Jack, BS
Carlisle, Sami, BS
Carver, Melinda Lundgreen, BS
Casagrande, Katlyn Marie, BS
Christensen, Kaylyn Nichole, BS
Christiansen, MaKena, BS
Collins, Hannah Marie, BS
Craven, Dallin B, BS
Crowther, Janea Louise, BS
Cubias, Tori, BS
Curtis, Keasha Monique, BS
Davis, Holly Edna, BS
Davis, Jill Lianna, BS
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Dayton, Merinda, BS
De Minck, Rashail Louise, BA
Dean, Kent Taylor, BS
Ditzel, Taylor Patrick, BS
Dutson, Joseph Smith, BS
Dutson, Talon, BS
Ellison, Marquan Delray, BS
Fackrell, Melissa Ann, BS
Farnsworth, Rebecca Ann, BS
Farris-Delgado, Estrellita Marchelle, BS
Fife, Casey Paul, BS
Fillerup, Rebecca Ruth, BS
Flandro, Jared Paul, BA
Floyd, Tyler Lemaun, BS
Foust, Braxton Curtis, BS
Francis, Kristen Madeline, BS
Gallegos, Felicia Marie, BS
Garcia, Jesus Alvarez, BS
Giles, Amanda Bree, BS
Gill, Lance Noel, BS
Gray, Daniel Lamont Jr, BS
Greer, Teisha Lyn, BS
Greer, Tyler Emmett, BS
Griffin, Kiersten Melissa, BS
Groo, Jessica Kaylee, BS
Hampton, Kade S, AC
Hanson, Claire, BS
Harrison, Jaycee Dayle, BS
Hase, Jenna Lynn, BS
Hawes, Brooke Larue, BS
Hawvermale, Erica Michelle, BS
Hendrix, Megan Lyn, BS
Hereth, Crystal Roberta, BS
Hereth, Jacob L, BS
Hernandez, Celeste Robinson, BS
Hernandez, Evelyn Marlene, BS
Heyrend, Wyatt Ray, BS
Higgins, Callie Rose, BS
Holguin Fernandez, Joel, BS
Hollenback, Kendra Danielle, BS
Hoskins, Heidie Jane, BS
Houston, Wyatt Gabriel, BS
Humpherys, Cassidy Elaine, BS
Hunt, Adam Timothy, BS
Huppi, Rebecca, BS
James, Amanda Alexander, BS
Jaramillo, Sarina Marie, BS
Jarman, Kiley Michelle, BS
Jensen, Clayton Bram, BS
Jessee, Danielle, BS
Jiang, Tianjing, BA
Johnston, Amanda Renee, BS
Jolley, Christopher Wayne, AC, BS
Jones, Julie Ann, BS
Jones, Vicki A, BS
King, Emily, BS
Kitchen, Chaille M, BS
Larsen, Katrina Lynne, BS
Law, McKayle, BA
Leezer, Allie T, BS
Lenkersdorfer, Bradley, BS
Lomu, Ashley LaVon, BS
Lopez, Monica Yarixsa, BS
Lundell, Phillip Keith, BS
Luscher, Heidi L, BS
Mabey, Kachina Marie, BS
Magliari, Jesse Anna, BS
Manning, Andrea, BS
Marcum, Virgil, BS
Matern, Francesca Julie-Nicole, BS
Mecham, Tara R, BS
Mickelsen, Alexandria, BS
Midgley, Chandler, BS
Miller, Tennille Fawn, BS
Moen, April Lilly, BS
Mullen, Jesse, BS
Murphy, Jacob, BS
Nelson, Ashley M, BA
Nelson, Rebecca A, BS
Nudd, Kassidi Lyn, BS
Obray, Alexie L, BS
Odekirk, Savannah Fay, BA
Osborne, Teddy Nicole, BS
Palange, Joseph Philip, BS
Palomino, Gabriela, BS
Parry, Hank, BS
Payne, Madisen Katherine, BS
Peart, Emmalee, BS
Pensamiento, Ashley Anne, BS 
Pingree, Paul Connor, BS
Prettyman, Jessica Ann, BS
Riggs, Alison Kay, BS
Saafi, Amelia Pafusi, AC, BS
Saunders, Dakyn Mosiah, BS
Scovill, Shanna L, BS
Smith, Deanna Lee, BS
Smith, Kathryn Jean, BS
Somers, JoAnne Marie, BS
Sonderegger, Cassidy Elizabeth, BS
Sorensen, Mary, BS
Stratton, Jessica, BS
Taufa, Siua Mafi, BS
Taukeiaho, Maloni Brandon Jr, BS
Thomas, Kelsey Lynn, BS
Thomas, Richard D, BS
Titensor, Brittany Jo, BS
Tolman, Haley R, BS
Toth, Megan E, BS
Townsend, Holly Lynn, BS
Ulrich, Emily Louise, BA
Underwood, Taylor Carson, BS
Valverde, Genesis Denise, BS
Vance, McKayla Ann, BS
Vargas, Cecilia, BA
Vernon, Deborah K, BS
Wagner, Emily Jeanne, BS
Weiss, Jasmine Nichole, BS
Whitaker, Kyle Jay, BS
Whitaker, Sariah Renee, BS
Whitnack, Jessie Anna Jean, BS
Wight, Emery Ross, BA
Wright, Jessica Anne, BS
Wright, Mackenzie Kathleen, BS
Young, Tyler W, BS
S.J. AND JESSIE E. QUINNEY 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES
Chris Luecke, Dean
Environment and Society 
Ahmed, Jamal Ahmed Shire, BS
Andrus, Cade Allan, BS
Beckstrom, Ian James, BS
Benvegnu, Shawn S, BS
Bingham, Darren Robert, BS
Brown, Alma Taylor, BS
Bybee, Cassidy Shianne, BS
Christensen, Brian Todd, BS
Christian, Logan Judson, BS
Croft, Garth Blake Jr, BS
Davenport, Peter Michael, BS
Fadgen, Dylan Lucas, BS
Gwynn, Stephen Lang, BS
Hansen, Joshua Miles, BS
Ingersoll, Kory Christopher, BS
Johns, Tyson Robert, BS
Jorgensen, Jens Erik, BS
Karamesines, Saul P, BS
Kingsbury, Chandler Richard, BS
Larsson, Sarah Marie, BS
Long, Abbie Joan, BS
Mosqueda, Alexander, BS
Nelson, Janelle K, BS
Neville, Matthias Roark, BS
Parker, Jennifer Gwen, BS
Pray, Stefen Dakota, BS
Shepherd, Samuel Ned, BS
Spencer, Laura Ashley, BS
Van Engelenhoven, Molly Rose, BS
Weinert, Alec Thomas, BS
Westover, Michael Allen, BS
Whittaker, Caitlin T, BS
Woodbury, Sarah Ann, BS
 
General Studies 
Call, Summer Corinne, BS
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Deal, Spencer Michael, BS
Gash, Jacob Job, BS
Mead, AnnDee U, BS
Williams, Delena Ann, BS
Wright, Joshua T, BS
Yadon, Sean Kent, BS
 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Core, Claire E, BS
Hulsey, Jordan Marie, BS
Jenson, Shelby Sarah, BS
 
Watershed Sciences 
Boyer, Katelyn Marie, BS
Fisher, Adam Caspian Nebraska, BS
Johnson, Logan William, BS
Larson, Jaci Noelle, BS
Levine, Shayler Mick, BS
Stout, Jacob Ballard, BS
 
Wildland Resources 
Bishop, Matthew James, BS
Bolander, Kara , BS
Briscoe, Nathan Richard, BS
Brooks, Murphy L, BS
Brucker, Casey J, BS
Clausen, Dylan, BS
Crockett, Richard Trapper, BS
Curtis, Katelynn Michelle, BS
Dixon, Chaylee Alyssa, BS
Dustin, Zachary Odell, BS
Erickson, Lynette S, BS
Ezell, Destiny D, BS
Fitzgerald, Collin Benjamin, BS
Floyd, Nathan Jacob, BS
Furse, Seth S, BS
Godding, Heather G, BS
Greene, Thomas Charles, BS
Gunderson, Brooks John, BS
Hall, Stephanie Erica, BS
Harris, Nathan Bradford, BS
Henzler, Lucas D, BS
Hill, Haylie Anne, BS
Holsclaw, Megan Marie, BS
Hosteenez, Sariah Ruby, BS
Jepperson, Aerika Joleen, BS
Kettle, Kyle Aaron, BS
Keys, Jeremy Ka’ano’i, BS
Kreiser, Nicole Marie, BS
Leonhardt, Taylor Paul, BS
Lira-Rodriguez, Raul Sebastian, BS
Mabey, Nathan Adams, BS
Monroe, Megan Lee, BS
Mossman, Bret Nianoa, BS
Newhall, Jason Smith, BS
Nielson, Denton Robert, BS
Pabst, Jessica Danielle, BS
Phillips, Bradley Joseph, BS
Rasmussen, Hayley Michelle, BS
Rasmussen, Jordan Shane, BS
Rhead, Megan, BS
Rozick, Brian Mathew, BS
Shoop, Garrett Gabriel, BS
Short, Justin David, BS
Six, Thomas M, BS
Skay, Raychel Hana, BS
Tatton, Nicole Rose, BS
Thayn, Matthew C, BS
Thelen, Jacqueline Sophia, BS
White, Tyler, BS
Winger, Bradley Tucker, BS
Winters, Elizabeth Marie, BS
Wootton, Jessica, BS
Wright, Emily Munk, BS
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Maura E. Hagan, Dean 
 
Biology 
Abu Salim, Ghazal, BS
Aceves, Joanna Karyne, BS
Addley, Tyce Alan, BS
Allen, Thomas James, BS
Allyse, Caitlin Natayla, BS
Anderson, Jeremy Scott, BS
Aper, Ian J, BS
Atkinson, Brooklyn Jane, BS
Awada, Victoria S, BS
Ballard, Makayla Lynne, BS
Baltazar, Carson James, BS
Bateman, Emily Edwards, BS
Bean, Jessica Ann, BS
Belnap, Conner, BS
Bias, Ivy Alexandra, BS
Billin, Mackenzie John, BS
Bills, Cody J, BS
Bird, Abigail Ruth, BS
Bischoff, Karl Jay, BS
Bourgeois, Caroline Lorena, BS
Brower, David Kirk, BS
Burnett, Ricki Michele, BS
Burt, Elizabeth Mariah, BS
Call, Sydney Ryan, BS
Call, Tawni Louise, BS
Cardon, Mason Hanks, BS
Casper, Anthony Charles, BS
Catron, Jordan R, BS
Christensen, Blake W, BA
Christensen, Brianne, BS
Christensen, Preston Barry, BS
Christensen, Tyler Dan, BS
Collins, Ian Mikal, BS
Conger, Jonathan Biggs, BS
Crowley, Thomas Andrew, BS
Day, Breton Alex, BS
Day, Joseph William, BS
Dirie, Abshiro, BS
Eggett, Mckaylee, BS
Evans, John Clarence, BS
Felts, Mia M, BS
Fisher, Derek Hamilton, BS
Flann, Holly Jeanne, BS
Forbes, Michaela Rose, BS
Fullmer, Danielle Marie, BS
Garcia, Marcos Joseph, BS
Gates, Ian Foremaster, BS
Ghabayen, Lina Said, BS
Graham, Meghan Leigh, BS
Greer, Marshall LaMar, BS
Grover, Clayton Scott, BS
Gunnell, Chad Alden, BS
Halling, Andrea, BS
Hansen, Tyler Travis, BS
Haroldsen, Eliza Oman, BS
Heiner, Shannon Elizabeth, BS
Holmes, Kenneth Pierre, BS
Hopkins, Zachary Douglas, BS
Hugie, Benjamin Todd, BS
Hunsaker, Bryce Calvin, BS
Hunter, Ashli Arne, BS
Hutchings, Kristi Ann, BS
Jacobson, Lauren Jacquelyn, BS
Johnson, Makenna May, BS
Johnson, Parker Hindley, BS
Kellogg, Bryce Spencer, BS
King, Joshua Mark, BA
Kirk, Sierra Kayli, BS
Krepinski, Kristina Renee, BS
Labani, Renad, BS
Larimer, Alaina Lynette, BS
Larsen, Kyron Milen, BS
Leishman, Nathan Joseph, BS
Lide, Mandell William, BS
Lowe, Adam Jeffrey, BS
Lyle, Scott, BS
Malan, Samuel Andre, BS
Matheson, Kjersti Lynn, BS
McAdams, Brett Swofford, BS
Memmott, Dylan Richard, BS
Merrill, Jay Christopher, BS
Nay, Michael Kory, BS
Nelson, Peter J, BS
Nielsen, Taylor James, BS
Noyce, Nicholas Charles, BS
Olsen, Calvin Frederick, BA
Olsen, Krista Lynn, BS
Park, Linsee, BS
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Parrish, Lindsey Leigh, BS
Peterson, Ryan Kenneth, BS
Phillips, Hannah A, BS
Pinkston, Justin A, BS
Rasmussen, Aaron James, BS
Rasmussen, Philip Elvin, BS
Robertson, Joshua Glenn, BS
Robinson, Layne V, BS
Robison, Tanner Ashton, BS
Rozick, Brian Mathew, BS
Sands, Sebring Oliver, BS
Sanzotti, Hayley Lauren, BS
Sever, Megan Ann, BS
Shumway, Braiden Robert, BA
Skinner, Tyrel Golden, BS
Spiers, Codee Clark, BS
Sprouse, Thomas Harrison, BS
Stanton, Jessie Rachelle, BS
Stewart, Christopher Robert, BS
Sticht, Stephen Andrew, BS
Stoker, Tanesha Lyn, BS
Stokes, Andrew N, BS
Strobel, Jordan A, BS
Sugihara, Abbie Ryan, BS
Tanner, Jennilyn, BS
Thomas, Emily Louise, BS
Thomas, Jacob B, BS
Tsao, Sean Shin-Shiang, BS
Tueller, Justin Todd, BS
Valencia, Naomi Y, BS
Van Noy, Derek M, BS
VanLeeuwen, Hannah M, BS
Wagner, Hannah Nicole, BS
Walker, Alexis Michele, BS
Wallentine, Stephanie, BS
Watts, Landon L, BS
Weedop, Keegan Bodie, BS
Winberg, Jordan David, BS
Wood, Julianne, BS
Wright, Devin Earl, BS
Zika, Lynnessa Kimberly, BS
 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 
Albrechtsen, Richard Douglas, BS
Avila, Emily Andrea, BS
Behrmann, Geoffrey Scott, BS
Bond, Brantley Kevin, BS
Booth, Michelle Agnes, BS
Bourgeois, Caroline Lorena, BS
Bouvang, Jenna Marie, BS
Bowers, Alan Sebastian, BS
Brasiel, John Martin, BS
Chaney, Nicholas Adam, BS
Coffin, Nicholas Ryan, BS
Cox, Joseph Kenning, BS
Frias Batista, Laysa Mariela, BS
Froh, Melissa Anne, BS
Hancock, Cody Blaine, BS
Howes, Nicholas G, BS
Hugie, Benjamin Todd, BS
King, Creighton T, BS
Madsen, Jared Hans, BS
Mangelson, Jared R, BS
Marlar, Tyler James, BS
McCarver, Gavin A, BS
Mott, Trevor John, BS
Ortolano, Ariana Nicole, BS
Peavler, Seth T, BS
Peterson, Jason J, BS
Pinkston, Justin A, BS
Rhodes, Zayn Kevin, BS
Roberts, Yeager Paul, BS
Slade, Autumn, BS
Smith, Samantha, BS
Spear, Dallin Nathan, BS
Stone, Jaden Clark, BS
Terrero Rodriguez, Irina Michelle, BS
Warner, Emily Elizabeth, BS




Audd, Kyle David, BS
Brothersen, Erica Anne, BS
Dansie, Jacob S, BS
Farnsworth, Earl Roy, BS
Hansen, Boone Ward, BA 
Harris, James Walter, BS
Humble, Katrina Alyse, BS
Jeffs, Nikki Lynn, BS
Lang, Devin Patrick, BS
McKee, Jeremiah Duncan, BS
Miles, Katelyn Alyse, BS
Sparrow, Heather M, BS




Ballard, Christopher Nelson, BS
Beach, Jason, BS
Bunnell, Kendra Elizabeth, BS
Bybee, Mikayla Reid, BS
Bybee, Zachary Chad, BS
Evans, Jessica Arlene, BS
Gathro, Joshua D, BS
Griffin, Elizabeth Ann, BS
Gunnell, Nathan Vaun, BS
Littlefield, Payden B, BS
Peterson, Christian Earl Holding, BS
Schulthies, Sarah Ann, BS
Smoot, Andrea P, BS
Sorensen, Kylee Eliza, BS
Tineo Rodriguez, Melvis Joseph, BS
Wetzel, Kelsey F, BS
Wilkinson, Jared Erastus, BS
 
Mathematics and Statistics 
Anderson, Tawnya Jean, BS
Bauer, Summer Oshen, BS
Bollwinkel, Angela Elise, BS
Brooks, Sawyer Alan, BA
Brown, Tyler J, BS
Burnham, Minda Mikelle, BS
Burt, Jade Mckay, BS
Christensen, Cory Michael, BS
Christensen, Lacy, BS
Culver, Eric David, BS
Davis, Riley Adam, BS
Deng, JunJian, BS
El-Bakri, Andra Brielle, BS
Ellison, Tanner James, BS
Ferry, Cody Christian, BS
Fisher, Abby Louise, BS
France, Kordel Kade, BS
Gardiner, Allison Rae, BS
Garner, Connor Del, BS
Godinez, Katherine, BS
Gorringe, Molly Grace, BS
Griffin, Daniel Jacob, BS
Holt, Lauren, BS
Hunter, Derek Karl, BS
Jenkins, Jeffrey Earl, BS
Jones, April, BS
Jones, Jana Lynne, BS
Kelsey, Tosha A, BS
Kimzey, Corey Samuel, BS
Lake, Lauren, BS
Leadbetter, Nicholas Scott, BS
Lemmon, Katie Marie, BS
Lentz, Daren William, BS
Madany, Kaylyn Marie, BS
Makelky, Calvin John, BS
Mata, Rachael Dawn, BS
Messick, Lane Victor, BS
Moore, Michelle Louise, BA
Nielsen, Sadie Cressent, BS
Olsen, Kira Emily, BS
Park, Hyo Moon, BS
Peavler, Seth T, BS
Rappleye, Mark Douglas, BS
Reed, Montana Dawn, BS
Remy, Colette, BS
Reutzel, Kristina, BS
Rollins, Davin L, BS
Sakurada, Lance Michael, BS
Sanchez, Julie Anna, BS
Schwartz, Samuel David, BS
Scott, Ryan Thomas, BS
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Stauffer, Landon Kyle, BS
Stauffer, Riley Brian, BS
Stewart, Chase Coy, BS
Stokes, Kassidie, BS
Tait, David L, BS
Taylor, Christy Anne, BS
Walter, Christian Ford, BS
Whitlock, Amelia, BS
Whitney, Brett Matthew, BS
Wright, Timothy Aldin, BS
Zynda, Bradley D II, BS
 
Physics 
Ashcroft, Mikaela S, BS
Baker, Brendon Jeremy, BS
Bringhurst, Jared Cornell, BS
Call, Scott Gary, BS
Elliott, Shayli Breanne, BS
Gamaunt, Katie M, BS
Halling, Andrea, BS
Harvey, Richard James, BS
Hustead, Brandon Scott, BS
Jenkins, Jeffrey Earl, BS
Johnston, Dustin Richard, BS
Jones, DaeSean Kevin, BS
King, David Ian, BS
Lovelady, Benjamin C, BS
Mattinson, Kati Angelique, BS
Nielson, Katarina Anne, BS
Olsen, Matthew Christian, BS
Olsen, Windy Lin, BS
Priskos, Christos Lucas Ryan, BS
Scott, Ryan Thomas, BS
Shreeve, Samuel T, BS
Ward, Bryant David, BS
PROVOST’S OFFICE
Larry Smith, Interim Provost
 
General Studies
Abplanalp, Jason Gerald, AS
Abraham, Ryleigh Lynn, AS
Ackerman, Haley, AS
Acosta, Alice Natalie, AA
Adams, Hailey Anita, AS
Adams, Heather Judy, AS
Adams, Jennifer Lee, AS
Adkins, Julia Elizabeth Harmon, AS
Aguirre, Yazmine Rei, AS
Albrecht, Taylor Elijah, AS
Alder, Elizajo, AS
Alder, Tyson Harris, AS
Alexander, Kallie, AA
Allan-Kelly, Madyson, AS
Alldredge, Mckenzie Raye, AS
Allen, Angela Ruth Wright, AS
Allen, Kristin Campbell, AS
Allen, McKensy Ann, AS
Allen, McKenzie, AS
Allred, Justin Tyler, AS
Allred, Mindy Lou, AS
Allred, Nathan Grant, AS
Allred, Tessa Ann, AS
Ally, Jennifer, AS
Althouse, Kristin, AS
Alvari, Jessica Rae, AS
Andersen, Katherine Ana, AS
Anderson, Allyson Rebecca, AS
Anderson, Elizabeth Lyn, AS
Anderson, Evan Kenneth, AS
Anderson, Jacob R, AA
Anderson, Jairus Wayne, AS
Anderson, Ryan Steven, AS
Anderson, Tandem Penelope, AS
Andrew, Anna Estella, AS
Andrews, Cydney Cathleen, AA
Arnett, Tiffany, AS
Asay, David, AS
Ashton, Kolson Michael, AS
Astle, Jordan Cheryl, AS
Atkinson, Austin Larry, AS
Atkinson, Tenielle, AS
Atkinson, Tyler Elizabeth, AS
Atwood, Natalia K, AS
Awada, Victoria S, AS
Babbitt, Taylor, AS
Baczuk, Ashley Nicole, AS
Bailey, McKenna Kay, AS
Bailey, Sierra, AS
Bair, Tysen Christopher, AS
Baker, Emily Elizabeth, AS
Baker, Jessica L, AS
Baker, Kimberly Ann, AS
Baker, Stephen Lloyd, AS
Balling, Spencer Nicholas, AS
Bangerter, Adrienne Jill, AS
Bankhead, Jordan Chase, AS
Barber, Jessica Marie, AS
Barker, Britney, AS
Barker, Tylynn Marie, AS
Barlow, Hadlee Anne, AS
Barlow, Jordan Memmott, AA
Barnett, Autumn Nicole, AS
Barney, Brittnie, AS
Barrus, Alison Helene, AS
Bastian, Trenton Darwin, AS
Batt, McKade Kurt, AS
Batty, Garrett Nicholas, AS
Baugh, Christina, AS




Bellows, Colby Z, AS
Benhumea Ayala, Cesar, AA
Benitez, Ricardo Herrera, AS
Bennett, Jasmine Espinosa, AS
Bennett, Lauren Marie, AS
Bennett, Parker J, AS
Benson, Anna Lesley, AS
Benson, Brooklin, AS
Bergeson, Amy Marie, AS
Berrett, Ashley Kate, AS
Bertoch, Shalina Rheann, AS
Bertrand, Daniel Alan, AS
Bigler, Marc Alma, AS
Bing, Grady William, AS
Bingham, Kamille, AS
Birch, Ryan Don, AS
Birchett, Austin James, AA
Bitner, Tyler Budge, AS
Black, Kristan, AS
Black, Rosemary B, AS
Black, Spencer Verle, AS
Blackner, Breylin Kim, AS
Blakely, Daniel J, AS
Blamires, Callie, AS
Blaurock, Eric, AS
Boccia, Stephanie Marie, AS
Bodily, Brady Fizz, AS
Bodily, CieAra Lee, AS
Boehme, Kyle Gene, AS
Boehme, McKay Randy, AS
Boehme, Michala Marie, AS
Bohm, Kathryn Anne, AS
Bolinder, Lindsay Marie, AS
Bosshardt, Madison Diane, AS
Boswell, TyLee Bagley, AS
Bowles, Lindsay Faye, AS
Boyack, Garrett William, AS
Boyack, Kylie Megan, AS
Boyter, Emily Ann, AS
Bradshaw, Dalton Guy, AS
Bradshaw, Kayla Ruby, AS
Braegger, Clara Jane, AS
Brandao, Brendon Nascimento, AS
Branen, Avery Elizabeth, AS
Bravo, Patricia Ann, AS
Breakfield, Ashlyn Ray, AS
Breeze, Chelsea, AS
Brenchley, Kara Leigh, AS
Brewer, Lindsay, AS
Bridge, Shannon Jeane, AS
Briggs Ott, Mary Hannah, AS
Brimhall, Melissa Jo, AS
Brimley, Megan Kathleen, AS
Broderick, Steven Ronald, AS
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Brogdon, Andrea Jean, AS
Brooks, Savanna R, AS
Brown, Andrew Warren, AS
Brown, Anna L, AA
Brown, Connor J, AS
Brown, Emily Louise, AS
Brown, Wendy Kathryn, AS
Brown, Zachary S, AS
Browning, Sierra Louise, AS
Bryant, Jocelyn A, AS
Bryant, Lisa Rhea, AS
Buchanan, Adalee, AS
Buck, Brek H, AS
Buhler, Kirsten Cannon, AA
Burgi, Alissa Victoria, AS
Burke, Riley Lawrence, AS
Burkhardt, Nicole C, AA
Burnett, Maile Marie, AS
Burnett, McKenzie Dawn, AS
Burningham, Elizabeth Ann, AS
Burns, Misty Down, AS
Burris, Jennifer Lynn, AS
Busath, Hope Elizabeth, AS
Buxton, Alanna Mikael, AS
Byers, Dakota, AS
Byington, Travis Scott, AS
Bytheway, Rebecca, AS
Cahoon, Tyler Jay, AS
Call, Janice, AS
Call, Jason, AS
Callister, Clint Adam, AS
Campbell, Jennifer S, AS
Campbell, Kevin James, AS
Carnazzo, Nicholas Anthony, AS
Carter, Alison Kaye, AS
Carter, Alyson Ruth, AS
Carter, Cassidy Sue, AS
Carter, Devin Wayne, AS
Carter, Jadyn Ryan, AS
Carter, Jared Reuben, AS
Carter, Madison, AS
Casey, Candace Brooke, AS
Castillo, Adriana Paola, AA
Castro, Czahrina Victolero, AS
Castro, Melissa Marie, AS
Castro, Riley Kaye, AS
Cavender, Melissa M, AS
Chambers, Heather Roxie, AS
Chance, Scott Michael, AS
Chandler, Tristen Jane, AS
Chandler, Zachary Charles, AS
Chapman, Christina, AS
Chase, Josef Anton, AS
Chase, Phillip Lance, AS
Checketts, Melissa, AS
Checketts, Richard, AS
Cheney, Makenna Capri, AS
Cheng, Yuxiang, AS
Chesnut, Michael Stewart, AS
Child, Mikelle L, AS
Child, Samantha Melanie, AS
Childs, Nicholas Blake, AS
Choi, Minroy Jesse, AS
Christensen, Abby Lyn, AS
Christensen, Hayden Franklin, AS
Christensen, Jamie E, AS
Christensen, Trevor Laurence, AS
Christoffersen, Devin Kurt, AS
Cisneros, Ruthanne Blake, AS
Civish, Alyssa Brianna, AS
Clark, Amy Marie, AS
Clark, Carrington A, AS
Clark, Tiffany Jean, AS
Clarkson, Corinne, AS
Clement, Brennan Craig, AS
Clementine, Calley Curtistene, AS
Cleverly, Meghan Auria, AS
Coates, Jennifer, AS
Cochran, Carly M, AS
Cole, Charity Raye, AS
Cole, Tori Leah, AS
Coleman, Corey, AS
Collett, April D, AS
Collett, Carlton Sylvanus, AS
Collett, Justin R, AS
Collier, Andrew T, AA
Collins, Lauren Paige, AS
Collins, Madison, AS
Colston, Abby Leigh, AS
Colton, Aimee Marie, AS
Comstock, Kelsey Lynn, AS
Conder, Kasi Lee, AS
Condie, David Mitchell, AS
Connelly, Camie Ann, AS
Conolly, Maren Nicole, AS
Conrad, Chelsie Michaela, AS
Converse, Samuel Edward, AS
Cook, Juliane, AS
Cook, Mark D, AS
Coombs, Breanna Burton, AS
Cooper, Lexie Lynn, AS
Coppieters, Jessica Kaye, AS
Corbridge, Samantha, AS
Cornpeach, Jessica Joni, AS
Cornwell, Jacob Scott, AS
Courter, Shalynn F, AS
Cowdell, Nicole, AS
Cox, Brittany Elizabeth, AS
Cox, Dylan Frazier, AS
Cragun, Abigail Marie, AS
Craig, Olivia E, AS
Crane, Joshua Ryan, AS
Cresswell, Casey D, AS
Croft, Emily I, AS
Cronquist, Tiffany, AA
Crook, Christopher John, AS
Crosby, Nyla Cherie, AS
Crossley, Karlie Rochelle, AS
Crozier, Ryan Kit, AS
Cudworth, Shawn Christopher, AS





Daines, Meg Olivia, AS
Dame, Marijka Caroline, AS
Darley, Taysia M, AS
Dautel, Andrew Ammon, AS
Davenport, Benjamin Darren, AS
Davis, Blake S, AS
Davis, Charity Michelle, AS
Davis, Heather Leigh, AS
Davis, Kendra Lynn, AS
Davis, Megan Debbie, AS
Davis, Payton Lynn, AS
Davis, Rachel Nichole, AS
Davis, Tyrali Jane, AS
Dawson, Scott H, AS
Dearden, Kara Michelle, AS
Delap, Amy Elizabeth, AA
Denney, Dakota, AS
Denton, Kai K, AS
Deru, Laura Kathleen, AS
Dickey, Lesle K, AS
Dickson, Britli Makae, AS
Dillingham, Bethany Marie, AS
Dittman, Courtney Danielle, AS
Dixon, Brianna, AS
Dockstader, Jordan Tracy, AS
Dockstader, Ryan Landon, AS
Dorman, Dustin Shay, AS
Dover, Mikelle, AS
Dowdin, Michael, AS
Drake, Lynda May, AS
Drewes, Alexie Lynn, AS
Drishinski, Nicholas Shane, AS
Dudley, Ashley Lynn, AS
Duke, Brittany Lynn, AS
Dumas, Taylor Rae, AS
Duncan, Brad Douglas, AA
Duncan, Katelyn Keller, AA
Dunlop, Haley Marie, AS
Dunn, Danielle LaRue, AS
Durrant, Katelyn, AA
Dye, MaeLeigh Xiu Adelaide, AS
Dyer, Marley Kay, AS
Dyer, Teltom H, AA
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Dyson, Kauai Lise, AS
Eastman, Connor Jacob, AS
Easton, Jenny Lynn, AS
Easton, Malcolm John, AS
Eddy, Natalie Ann, AS
Eggertsen, Chad Michael, AS
Ekstrom, Kelly Jean, AS
Elder, Dennis Ray, AS
Eldredge, Breanna Teddy, AS
Elison, Ethan James, AS
Elmy, Garrett C, AA
Emery, Brandt Clark, AS
Emmett, Amy, AS
England, Kourtney Elise, AS
Erekson, Dorlena L, AS
Erekson, Sabrina Leah, AS
Erickson, Aunna Lauren, AS
Erickson, Kristen Elaine, AS
Erickson, Mckaely Shay, AS
Erickson, Riley Kay, AS
Esplin, Erika Shay, AS
Essig, Laura Ann, AS
Eyre, McKadee Ann, AS
Ezeh, Ekeoma Ugoezi, AA
Fagan, Jessica Lynn, AS
Fall, Latrisha Mae, AS
Falslev, Kassi, AA
Farnes, Brandon Alan, AS
Farnsworth, Jennifer Rae, AS
Farnsworth, Samantha Jo, AS
Fatt, Benny, AS
Fawcett, Jason Scott, AS
Fawson, Christopher Aaron, AS
Fawson, Kimberley Nicole, AS
Fenn, Andrew Allen, AS
Ferguson, Kirby Scott, AS
Ferrin, Shaelyn Wheeler, AS
Fiefia, Maata Kaumoelotu, AS
Fife, Shaley Le-An, AS
Fitzgerald, LaTisha, AS
Fleming, Savannah Lynn, AS
Fleming, Shantele Lynne, AS
Fobert, Richard J Jr, AS
Folkman, Kortnie J, AS
Fonger, Kaden Dakota, AS
Ford, Mikayla Catherine, AS
Forsberg, Reggie Lyn, AS
Forsgren, Harper, AS
Foulger, Wyatt James, AS
Foust, Lindy Michelle, AA
Fowkes, Nathaniel Thomas, AS
Fox, Carley Elizabeth, AS
Fox, Karlin, AS
Franco, Fantasia Kay, AA
Frandsen, Holly Grace, AS
Fraughton, Tiffany Diane, AS
Frazier, Kaitlyn Denise, AS
Fredericks, Nicole Frances, AS
Fu, Sixin, AS
Fulgham, Joshua Cullen, AS
Fulkerson, Jessica Lynn, AS
Fullbright, Shelby Wayne, AS
Gabrielson, Conner Charles, AS
Gagliano, Delaney Rose, AS




Gardner, Brandon Scott, AS
Gardner, Cassandra, AA
Gardner, Jeremy Luke, AS
Gardner, Mitchell Wayne, AS
Garner, Taylor Michael, AS
Garside, Zachary, AS
Garver, Jacob Brody, AS
Geilenfeldt, Andrew, AS
Gemar, Mary Anne, AS
Gibson, Madeline, AS
Gifford, Brandon David, AS
Gifford, Robert Lewis Jr, AS
Gilbert, Steven Lee, AS
Gilleland, Madeline K, AS
Gilleland, Mayce E, AS
Gillins, Clayton Cory, AS
Gillins, Makaisha Dee, AS
Gines, Zackary D, AS
Gliot, Cody, AS
Glover, Sara Anne, AS
Glover, Tyson Mathew, AA
Goddard, Trisha, AS
Gonzalez, Victor A, AA
Goodwin, Ryan Bryce, AS
Gorringe, Cylee Lauren, AS
Gossner, Alexis Ann, AS
Gossner, Chantelle Larae, AS
Gotberg, Brynn, AS
Grant, Jonna B, AS
Graven, Stacy L, AS
Graydon, Katie Isabelle, AS
Greco, Vincent Michael-Thomas, AS
Green, Kimberly Dawn, AS
Green, Kjersti, AS
Greenwalt, Elsa, AA
Griffin, David Thomas, AA
Griffin, Shayna Lynn, AS
Grigg, Kathryn Jean, AS
Grimnes, Kailee Mariah, AS
Grondel, Hannah, AS
Guadagnin, Amelia Lauren, AS
Guercio, Bret Micael, AS
Guest, Paige Nichole, AS
Guillory, Samantha Fay, AS
Gundestrup, Catherine Elise, AS
Gygi, Kayla Elizabeth, AS
Hadden, Elizabeth Anne, AS
Hafslund Nelson, Haleigh Trista, AS
Haines, Matthew W, AS
Hale, Jayci, AS
Hall, Annalee, AS
Hall, Cassidy Paige, AS
Hall, Marissa A, AS
Hall, Nala BreAnn, AS
Hall, Shelby Moriah, AA
Hamblin, Jyeles Jade, AS
Hamilton, Emilee Maurine, AS
Hamilton, Emily, AS
Hamilton, Mackinzie Mary, AS
Hamilton, Merrinda Joy, AS
Hamilton, Tyson Eugene, AS
Hammond, Bree Ann, AS
Hammond, Romney Joseph, AS
Han, Liyun, AS
Hancock, Bodey Jay, AA
Hancock, Jacee, AS
Handy, Brandon Gerald, AA
Hansen, Amy Jean, AS
Hansen, Chloe Alice, AS
Hansen, Christopher Jared, AS
Hansen, Kalinee Ann, AS
Hansen, Madison McKay, AS
Hansen, Samuel, AS
Harding, Joseph Blake, AS
Harlan, Claire Louise, AA
Harmon, Emily Margaret, AS
Harper, Elizabeth Joy, AS
Harris, Ashlee, AS
Harris, Brady A, AS
Harris, Brody Kent, AS
Harris, Elizabeth Marie, AS
Harris, Kierstin Daniela, AS
Harrison, Chloe Rebekah, AS
Harrison, Echo Storm, AS
Harrison, Emily Taylor, AS
Harrop, Brynn, AS
Hart, Kelly, AA
Hartle, Abigael Margaret, AA
Hartley, Kai Alexander, AS
Hassell, Alexis, AS
Hatch, Christian Jeremiah, AA
Hatch, Codie, AS
Hatch, Jaycee Lynn, AS
Hatch, Morgan G, AS
Hatcher, Jacob Allen, AS
Hatfield, Julie Ann, AS
Hawk, Samantha Brianna, AS
Hawks, Justin Benson, AS
Haws, Case Griffin, AA
Haws, Erin Nicole, AS
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Haynie, Abigail Morgan, AS
Haynie, Sarah, AS
Heaps, Deon Lynn, AS
Hebertson, Quinn Matthew, AS
Heil, Mariah Shayne, AS
Heiner, Sterling Andrew, AS
Heinig, Ciera Elizabeth, AS
Henderson, Kerri Nicole, AS
Hendricks, Hailey Nicole, AS
Hendrickson, Rachel, AS
Henrie, Julienne Andree Cossette, AS
Henrie, Mercedes Morgan, AS
Hernandez, Mariela Carmelita, AS
Hernandez, Tayah, AS
Hernandez, Tomas O, AA
Hess, Abigail, AS
Hess, Kimber, AS
Higgins, Callie Rose, AS
Higham, Willson James, AS
Hill, Alyson Lee, AS
Hill, Casin Ray, AA
Hill, Michele, AS
Hill, Scott James, AS
Hill, Taylor Kim, AS
Hillyard, Tayli, AS
Hirschi, Trevor D, AS
Hislop, Lacie, AS
Hitesman, Aumanae Beth, AS
Hivner, Tanner James, AS
Hixson, Courtney Jeanne Elizabeth, AA
Hoggan, Kirt James, AS
Holdaway, Josie Lyn, AS
Holmberg, Sunni, AS
Honey, Alyssa Brynn, AS
Hong, Benjamin C, AA
Hooper, Kelsey, AS
Hooper, Tanner Calvin, AS
Hoover, Emmeline Ann-Zenger, AS
Hoover, Skylar Eric, AS
Horace, Ebony D, AS
Horne, Kaylee Brooke, AS
Horning, Robert Teancum, AS
Hovestadt, Mark Ivan, AS
Howe, Courtney Nicole, AS
Howes, Jenny Blair, AS
Huang, Yuxuan, AS
Hudson, Nicholas Porter, AA
Huffman, Althea Sage, AS
Hughes, Brandon Leo, AS
Hughes, Destiny, AS
Hulce, Michael Curtis, AS
Hulme, Oliver Philip, AS
Huskinson, Bailee, AS
Hutchinson, Elena K, AS
Hutchison, Merial Shantel, AS
Hyde, Samantha Claire, AS
Hyer, Brent Skidmore, AA
Hymas, Kayla M, AS
Iorg, Adrianna, AS
Ipsen, Cosette, AS
Isaac, Alexa R, AS
Jacklin, Lauran, AS
Jackson, Kaden R, AS
Jackson, Lyndi MaRae, AS
Jackson, Michelle Ann, AS
Jacobsen, Kyle R, AS
Jankowski, Hailey Nicole, AS
Jarrett, Jaysha, AS
Jarvies, Chloe Deaon, AS
Jarvis, Madison Rebecca, AS
Jean, Lester III, AS
Jenkins, Chelsea Dawn, AS
Jenkins, Hailey Karren, AS
Jenkins, Kaitlin Barfuss, AS
Jenkins, Taylor Graig, AS
Jenkins, Tyler Jorden, AS
Jensen, Dane Kent, AS
Jensen, Jacob Christian, AS
Jensen, Mary E, AS
Jensen, Preston D, AS
Jensen, Sarah Jane, AS
Jensen, Tanner Grant, AS
Jenson, Hailee Lyn, AS
Jeppesen, Ashley Renee, AS
Jeppesen, Tiffany Leann, AA
Jeppson, Zachary Vaughn, AA
Jeremenko, Isaak Todd, AS
Jessen, Benjamin Michael, AS
Jessup, Gregoria, AS




Johnson, Ethen Daniel, AS
Johnson, Laura EJ, AS
Johnson, Mackenzie Marie, AA
Johnson, Madalyn, AA
Johnson, Megan Eden, AS
Johnson, Melissa, AS
Johnson, M’Taya Lanae, AS
Johnson, Nauleo Ann Blanche, AS
Johnson, Reggie Ann, AS
Johnson, Sarah Elena, AS
Johnson, Shaelee J, AS
Jones, Jon Tyler, AS
Jones, Kamryn Elise, AS
Jones, Meghan Alisa, AS
Jones, Rachel Ann, AS
Jones, Rachel, AS
Jones, Scott Dennis, AS
Jones, Wyatt Durrell, AA
Jordan, Kiersten, AS
Jordan, Michael Aaron, AS
Jorgensen, Roger William, AA
Joss, Eric S, AS
Karren, Jessica, AS
Kearl, Matthew Alan, AS
Keate, Justin Thomas, AS
Keesler, Sheyenne Lee, AA
Keller, Kandyce Glynn, AS
Kellmer, James Richard, AA
Kelly, Brenna C, AS
Kenison, Angela, AS
Kennedy, Aaron James, AS
Kennedy, Kailey Maureen, AS
Kennedy, Kyrsten Breanne, AS
Kidder, Delvonie J, AS
Kimber, Summer Lyn, AA
Kindig, Kelli N, AS
King, Harlie Nicole, AS
King, Kendra, AS
Kircalli, Aydin, AA
Klein, Michael Hunter, AS
Kleinman, Laura Gail, AS
Kletzli, Anna, AS
Kletzli, Sarah, AS
Kley, Janelle B, AS
Knight, Chantel Crosbie, AS




Koning, Morgan Tiffany, AS
Kraczek, Chandrelyn Rosalie, AA
Kunzler, Allysha, AS
Kunzler, Karissa Elane, AS
Lacy, Jessica Lynn, AS
Landon, Jessy K, AS
Langford, Jeannine Leona, AS
Langford, Lauren Barbara, AS
Lantis, Kyle, AS
Laprevote, Kylee Lyn, AS
Larsen, Alex Cindy, AS
Larsen, Cara Nicole, AS
Larsen, Charles Jacob, AA
Larsen, Karlee Michelle, AS
Larsen, Ty Jeffrey, AS
Larson, Ashley Paige, AS
Larson, Bailee Kay, AS
LeDuc, Danielle Jayne, AS
Lee, Corbin Merrill, AS
Lee, Jason Richard, AA
Lee, Kelsie, AS
Lee, Travis Roger, AA
LeFevre, Abby Elizabeth, AS
Legge, Makenzie Austin, AS
Lemon, Emily Lane, AS
Lester, Logan Reed, AS
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Letran, Johan Jairo Jr, AS
Lian, Xin, AS
Lieberman, Adam Ross, AS
Limb, Danielle Kay, AS
Limburg, Elizabeth Anne, AS
Lin, Xiaojie, AS
Lind, Kindra, AS
Lindsay, Aaron Giles, AS
Lindsay, Heidi Ann, AS
Lindsey, Colby Jake, AS
Linford, Kimberley Anne, AA
Lingard, Corinne, AA
Little, Amorae Mia, AS
Littlewood, Jeremy, AS
Liu, Zhanchao, AS
Lloyd, Holly Lynn, AS
Lopez, Hilary Minnie, AS
Lopez, Joseph Christopher, AS
Lopez, Juan Sebastian, AS
Lord, Ragan McKenzie, AS
Loser, George Alex, AS
Loveland, Alexandra Downard, AS
Low, Randy Kazuhiro, AS
Low, Sara, AS
Lowe, Erica N, AS
Lowe, Mason Thomas, AS
Luck, Annie, AS
Ludwinski, Natalie A, AS
Lujan, Sylvia, AS
Lund, Emily Jane, AS
Lund, Savannah Nicole, AS
Lund, Stephanie Jade, AS
Luth, Jessica Ann, AS
Lyman, Ashley Thorsted, AS
Lyon, Brooke Opal, AS
Mabey, Joey James, AS
Macduff, Samantha E, AS
Machin, William Gordon, AS
Madison, Lauren Taylor, AS
Madrigal, Chase Edward, AS




Mallory, Annie Michelle, AS
Mann, James Andrew, AA
Markos, Korbin J, AS
Marquardson, Hillary, AS
Marron, Rylee Sarah, AS
Marsh, Melissa Abigail, AS
Marshall, Mikelle, AS
Marshall, Robert Everond, AS
Marshall, Shakell, AS
Marsicek, Jacob Luke, AS
Martin, Anganette K, AS
Martin, Tyson Rae, AS
Martinez, Brianna Lynn, AS
Martino, Emma, AS
Martins, Rebeka, AS
Mason, Jessica Joycle, AS
Mast, Jessie Makenna, AS
Mathews, Alex Kristie, AS
Mathews, Christina A, AA
Mathews, Kenzie Lyn, AS
Matthews, Heather, AS
Mattingley, Isaac Joseph, AS
Maxfield, Ivana L, AS
May, Jacob Daniel, AS
Mayberry, Nicholas Kent, AS
Mays, Melissa Maddock, AS
McAllister, Caitlyn Marie, AS
McBride, Brianne, AA
McClain, William Craig, AS
McClellan, Alexis B, AS
McClintick, Candace, AS
McCurdy, Sara Marion, AS
Mcdermott, Alexandria, AS
McFarland, Emily Jean, AS
McGahhey, Eric Anthony, AS
Mcghie, Sierra, AS
McGregor, Bradley Young, AS
McKee, Jared Blaine, AS
McKendrick, Anisha Nikkita, AS
McKenna, Christopher Adam, AS
McKinley, Calla Noelle, AS
McMillan, Cynthia, AS
McMullin, Patrick Ross, AS
Mcmurdie, Hailie, AS
McNamara, Landon E, AS
Mecham, Darren James, AS
Mecham, McCall Kaitlin, AS
Mehr, Madelaine Kathleen, AS
Mendez Hernandez, Margarita 
 Vannesa, AA
Mendoza, Gustavo A, AS
Merkley, Ashlie, AS
Merrick, Ryan Joseph Nephi, AA
Merryweather, Emily, AS
Merryweather, Kamron, AS
Meyer, Kristopher T, AS
Micklos, Anthony Vaughn, AS
Miles, Bailey Jo, AS
Miller, Lawson H, AS
Mingo, Trevor Louis, AS
Mitchell, Amy, AS
Mitchell, Thaddeus Kidd, AS
Moat, Chris Ammon, AS
Mohamed, Ladan Abdinasir, AS
Molina, Carina, AS
Molloy, Sandra Marisela, AS
Montoya, Grant Everett, AS
Montoya, Mark, AS
Morales, Esli Sarai, AA
Morgan, Marissa J, AS
Morgan, Michael Scott, AS
Morin, Averi Elizabeth, AS
Morris, Ian Kelly, AS
Morris, Kaitlyn Elizabeth, AS
Morse, Katelyn Lea, AS
Mortensen, Ansley Jo, AS
Mortensen, Jackson Lafaun, AS
Mortimore, Hayley Rae, AS
Mosdell, Jeffery Michael, AS
Moser, Katelyn Anne, AS
Moulton, Melissa Ann, AS
Mozingo, Sara Caitlyn, AS
Muir, Madison Jane, AS
Munsey, Rebecca Ann, AS
Munson, Tyler Douglas, AS
Murdock, Chris Keith, AS
Murdock, Mary Angelena, AS
Murdock, Nichol Ruby, AS
Murphy, Russell Allan, AA
Murray, Baylee Makel, AS
Murray, Hilary, AS
Murray, Kaci L, AS
Myers, Krista Deon, AS
Myers, Richard Steven, AA
Nash, Deven Russell, AS
Neeley, Nicholas Stephen, AS
Nelson, Bradley Ray, AA
Nelson, Bridgett, AS
Nelson, Hilary A, AS
Nelson, Joshua John, AS
Nelson, Madison Brooke, AS
Nguyen, My Hoang, AS
Nield, Derrick Todd, AS
Nielsen, Amber L, AA
Nielsen, Annamariah, AS
Nielson, Bethany, AS
Nielson, Phoebe A, AS
Nisbet, Scott Leslie, AA
Nixon, Zachary Dean, AS
Noirot, AmiLi Jin, AS
Norman, Jenifer DeAnn, AS
Oakeson, AnnaLisa, AS
O’Donnell, Tauni Ackerman, AS
Ogden, Abigail, AS
Oldroyd, Kimberly Lou, AS
Oldroyd, Whitney Marie, AS
Olsen, Andrea, AS
Olsen, Ashlee Anne, AS
Olsen, Darci Jara, AA
Olson, Lucas John, AS
O’Rarden, Christian, AS
Orgill, Devin B, AS
Orlob, Matthew Nicholas, AS
Osterhout, M’Kenzie Marie, AS
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Ouzounian, Katelyn, AS
Oxley, Andrew John, AS
Pace, Sydney Michelle, AS
Pacheco, Linda, AS
Palmer, Lily Touchette, AS
Palmer, Madison Taylor, AS
Panek, Jennifer DiAnna, AS
Paradise, Tristan G, AS
Parker, Lauren Ivy, AS
Parkinson, Charity Smith, AS
Parkinson, Matthew Thomas, AS
Parkinson, Samuel Howard, AS
Parry, Brandon Jeffery, AS
Parson, Rachael Christine, AS
Patterson, Hannah Lyn, AS
Patterson, Kirsti Jo, AA
Pavolko, Ben Michael, AS
Pearson, Sierra Ashley, AS
Peart, Phillip Rees, AA
Peck, Dusty M, AS
Peck, Garrett Jeffrey, AS
Pedersen, Joseph Brandon, AS
Peery, Carson James, AS
Pence, Kaitlin G, AS
Penrod, Logan Cloward, AS
Pereyra-Galvez, Tatiana, AS
Perkins, Paige Christine, AS
Perry, Jessie L, AS
Peters, Mckenzie Nicole, AS
Petersen, Andrew Steele, AS
Petersen, Kaeli, AS
Petersen, Mollie Mae, AS
Petersen, Ryan Von, AS
Peterson, Alixandra N, AS
Peterson, Cynthia Ann, AS
Peterson, Gage Thomas, AS
Peterson, Hannah Fox, AS
Peterson, Kyle Alan, AS
Peterson, Ryan James, AS
Pierce, Brandon Alec, AS
Piiparinen, Kurt Nils, AS
Pittman, Beth Irene, AS
Pollmann, Justin D, AS
Pond, Justin Clayton, AS
Poole, Tiffany Marie, AS
Potter, Grant Lee, AS
Potter, Kaden James, AS
Potter, Traci Lynne, AS
Prasek, Kaitlyn A, AS
Prather, Jody L, AS
Price, Kassandra Kae, AS
Price, Scott Anthony, AS
Prusse, Adam Joseph, AS
Pulsipher, Christopher David, AS
Qian, Yulong, AS
Rallison, Lacee Lynn, AS
Ramboz, Andrew Scott, AS
Ramirez, Frank Javier Jr, AS
Randall, Nathan David, AS
Rappe, Brittany, AS
Rasmussen, Bailey Shelyce, AS
Rasmussen, Nicholas Kelly, AS
Redd, Kaitlyn Emily, AS
Redden, Jolynn, AS
Reed, Victoria Maree, AA
Remington, Sierra L, AS
Reyes, Jodie Alicia, AS
Reynolds, Chelse Michelle, AS
Reynolds, Felicia Ann, AS
Reynolds, Merikay, AS
Rhoades, Dane Thomas, AS
Rhodes, Korielle Nicole, AS
Rich, Jared Dale, AS
Rich, Megan, AS
Richards, Austin Allan, AS
Richardson, Jill Frances, AS
Richardson, Madeline, AS
Richendollar, Basil S, AS
Riddle, Mckayla D, AS
Riding, Cassidy Dawn, AS
Ridley, Trudy Shaun, AS
Rigby, Jadyn David, AA
Rinderknecht, Bailey Ann Brough, AS
Rinderknecht, Odell J, AS
Rindlisbacher, Sally J, AS
Ritchie, Raquel, AS
Robb, Colton Michael, AS
Roberts, Andrea, AS
Roberts, Jaycie Lynne, AS
Roberts, KarLee Hamby, AS
Roberts, Leisl S, AS
Robertson, Brady D, AS
Robinson, Ashlynn Rose, AS
Robinson, Hannah Lee, AS
Robison, Casey Blake, AS
Rockwell, Lisa Renea, AS
Rodriguez, Alexis, AS
Rodriguez, Andres Adolfo, AS
Rodriguez, Brooke, AS
Rodriguez Perez, Natasha K, AA
Romero, Cheyenne Nokamis, AS
Romney, Teresa Emily, AS
Romph, Mckailey A, AS
Rood, Cody Allen, AA
Rose, Michelle, AS
Rosemond, Justine Deanna, AS
Ross, Alexa Danielle, AS
Ross, Philip Nathan, AS
Rossiter, Rachel Ann, AS
Roth, Allison Jennifer, AS
Rowley, Erika, AS
Rozum, William J, AS
Ruegner, Madeline Rose, AS
Ruppe, Brisa Anne, AA
Russell, Lisa Marie, AS
Ryan, Grace Katherine, AS
Rydalch, Catherine Soriene, AS
Saffron, BreAnna DeVore, AS
Sagers, Jackson Daren, AS
Sagers, Jessica Beth, AS
Sagers, Sydney Anne, AS
Sainsbury, Kylee C, AS
Salas, Erica, AS
Saltern, Shakiah Nicole, AS
Saltmarsh, Tyler Robert, AS
Sanchez, Lirio Minerua, AS
Sandberg, Christine Jeanette, AS
Santoyo Pimentel, Elizabeth, AS
Sasser, Raegan N, AS
Saunders, Todd Leland, AS
Schaefermeyer, Sonja, AS
Schaub, Ashley Nicole, AS
Schaub, Daniel P, AS
Schermerhorn, Scott Allen, AS
Schollars, Nichole Marie, AS
Schow, Alyssa Lorraine, AS
Schrock, Laird, AS
Schwab, Spencer Eugene, AS
Scothern, Emily, AS
Scott, Aubree Anne, AS
Scott, Brady Michael, AS
Seamons, David Eric, AS
Searle, Matthew S, AS
Searle, Nadia R, AS
Semina-Scott, Svetlana, AS
Sharp, Bailey Christine, AS
Sharp, Candace Greenwood, AS
Shaw, Kaitlynn, AS
Shaw, Rachel Irene, AS
Sheets, Kellie Ann, AS
Sheffer, Ashlee Irene Drollinger, AS
Shelton, Kaylene Rochelle, AS
Shetler, Laban, AS
Shiner, Mariah, AS
Shipley, William Randall, AS
Shively, Austin G, AS
Shoell, Heidi Michelle, AS
Shorman, Michael Yoeseph, AS
Shumway, Jessica May, AS
Simashova, Maria V, AS
Simmons, Jordan Robert Arnie, AA
Sims, Carson, AS
Sites, Zachary John, AS
Skinner, Bernice Marie, AA
Skirvin, Mckelle, AS
Skousen, Heather Renee, AS
Small, Priscilla Jorene, AS
Smart, Jeffrey Braden, AS
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Smith, Alena Jane, AS
Smith, Amanda, AS
Smith, Amy Camille, AS
Smith, Andrew Harold, AS
Smith, Brett Bennis, AS
Smith, Carter G, AS
Smith, Casey Lyle, AS
Smith, Jordan Jared, AS
Smith, Katie R, AS
Smith, Lincoln Kaye, AS
Smith, Sadie Jo, AS
Smith, Tiffany Miller, AS
Smith, Tye Jeremy, AS
Snarr, Jessica D, AS
Snow, Tausha, AS
Snyder, Todd Micheal, AS
Soelberg, Tamala Kae, AS
Sogla, Holly Marie, AS
Sok, Lindsey Anne, AS
Solomon, Madison Paige, AS
Sommerville, Elizabeth Diane, AS
Sorensen, Kade C, AS
Soumpholphakdy, Malivanh 
  Naknoi, AS
Souter, Blake R, AS
Spackman, Mikenzi Lee, AS
Spackman, Ridge Glen, AS
Spall, Laura Elizabeth, AS
Spangler, Rylee Elizabeth, AA
Sparks, Sydnee Rachel, AS
Speer, Lisa, AS
Spendlove, Joseph Franklin, AS
Sperry, Kellsi Nell, AS
Spoonmore, Michael Paul, AS
Springer, Madeline E, AS
Staheli, Winston Stewart, AS
Starks, Dustin, AS
Starrett, Elizabeth Jacqueline, AS
Steed, Holden Dean, AS
Steele, Colin Mckay, AS
Steele, Jordan Leon, AS
Steele, Mitchell C, AS
Steeneck, Kelsey Marie, AS
Stenquist, Theresa, AS
Stevens, Ashley Noelle, AS
Stevens, Elyse Mackenzie, AS
Stoddard, McKayla Rae, AS
Stolworthy, Alexandra V, AS
Stone, Allison Mylinda, AS
Stong, Shayna Madison Elise, AS
Straley, Brian, AS
Stringham, Kamrynn Nicol, AS
Stringham, Paige, AS
Stuart, Misty, AS
Sullivan, Karl Thomas, AS
Sump, Elissa Juleen, AA
Svedin, Audrey Kaye, AS
Swallow, Lillie Marie, AS
Swanson, Makensey Mae, AS
Tait, Tara Brook, AS
Tanner, Paul Alpheus, AS
Taylor, Dylan Matthew, AS
Taylor, Kristi Breanne, AS
Taylor, Selena K, AS
Taylor, Sierrah Brianna, AS
Tenney, Megan Belle, AS
Terry, Kylee Jean, AS
Terry, Megan Elizabeth, AA
Tervort, Hannah Goudy, AS
Tervort, Steven Jay, AS
Tescher, Erin Nichole, AS
Thayn, Alexa, AS
Theler, Alyssa, AS
Thomas, Deidra Rae, AS
Thompson, Alec Armatage, AS
Thompson, Chalet Robyn, AS
Thompson, Erica, AS
Thompson, Kalyn Tilton, AS
Thompson, Keasha Lil, AS
Thompson, Samantha Jean, AS
Thornton, Carolyn, AS
Thueson, Shantell Marie, AS
Tibbitts, Jamie Lee, AS
Timmerman, Parker C, AS
Timothy, Jill Elisabeth, AS
Timothy, Paige Michelle, AS
Tingey, Alicia Marie, AS
Tingey, Zachary, AS
Tippetts, Jennifer Mae, AS
Tirrell, Austin Leigh, AS
Titland, Rebecca Aleigh, AS
Todd, Erin, AS
Tolley, Tesha Ann, AS
Tolman, Katrina, AA
Tolman, Weston Marshall Titus, AS
Tremea, Anna J, AS
Trujillo, Deija Jade, AS
Turner, Caitlyn Laree, AS
Turner, Drake Grey, AS
Tuttle, Luke Christian, AS
Tyler, Alexander Troy, AA
Udall, Kalee Michelle, AA
Uhler, Rhiannon, AS
Uresk, Rachel, AS
Vadnais, Trevor Ryan, AS
Valli, Sydnee L, AS
Van Otten, Erik Volney, AS
Vance, Joelle A, AS
VanSweringen, Emma Kate, AS
Vaughn, Hannah H, AS
Vega, Madison Dalien, AS
Veibell, Abby, AS
Veile, Cassidy Marlene, AS
Vigil, Tausha Rae, AS
Voelcker, Aaron C, AS
Vuksinick, Dayna A, AS
Wadman, Bobbi Jo, AS
Wagner, Caleb Baldwin, AA
Wagoner, Garrett Allen, AS
Walker, Jayce Robert, AS
Walker, Rebecca, AS
Walker, Tel Max, AS
Wallace, Alissa Marie, AS
Wallace, Tiffany Angela Barnett, AS
Warburton, Jennifer K, AS
Ward, Alexis A, AS
Ward, Allison Christina, AS
Ward, Braxton Berkley, AS
Wardle, Andrea Denice, AS
Warner, Jalena Marie, AS
Warner, Jennifer L, AS
Warr, Alexander James, AS
Warr, Lorrin K, AS
Warr, Tarissa G, AS
Warren, Jenaissa Kodi, AS
Warren, Riley Sierra, AS
Watson, Todd Chandler, AS
Watt, Raechel Kristene, AS
Wayment, Camille Marie, AS
Webb, Emily Nichol, AS
Webb, Jasmine Tatianna, AS
Weeks, Melissa Kathryn, AS
Weight, Trevor James, AS
Welch, Trevor, AS
Welling, Jenna Elizabeth, AS
Wells, Devon S, AS
Wells, John Bradley, AA
Wells, Kortni Marie, AS
Werling, Alex James, AS
Wheeler, Brett, AS
Wheelwright, Sierra Nell, AA
Whipple-Chester, Natalie Ann, AS
Whitaker, Kyle Jay, AS
White, Alexia L, AS
White, Jared Phillip, AS
Whitmer, Andrew Phillip, AS
Wicker, Cinthia, AS
Wilberg, Amy L, AS
Wilde, Brynn, AS
Wilding, Melissa Jane, AS
Willard, Jason Charles, AS
Willard, Tiann, AS
Willes, Amanda Lynn, AS
Willey, Shaina Irene, AS
Williams, Alex Paul, AS
Williams, Nathan Samuel, AS
Wilson, Austin J, AS
Wilson, Cassandra Nicole, AS
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Wilson, Cassidy K, AS
Wilson, Monica Kay, AS
Winter, Brendan A, AS
Winters, Sarah M, AS
Winters, Steven James, AS

























Harold & Ruth Dance
Jason Dahlin
Trina Dalley
Paul John Clayton Daneker
Paul R. Daneker 
Diane C. Tratz



































































UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY SENIOR GIFT 2017
The following graduating students have joined with their classmates in support of Utah State University. The individuals listed 
under each student’s name are those whom these students wish to thank for their help and encouragement.
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Chad E. Moulton





Christine Van Brocklin Parker
Seth Peavler
Grandpa Ray thank you, 



















Jerry & Peggy Sanchez
James Michael Sargent
Zane Scott





Tony & Kelly Sorenson
Savanna Steed













John & Mary Cray
Brittany Washburn
Steven Wilcox
My Parents, Bill & Julie
My peers/advisors at USU
Landon Wilkey















UTAH STATE BOARD OF REGENTS
Daniel W. Campbell, Chair, Provo
France A. Davis, Vice Chair, Salt Lake City
Ty B. Aller, Logan
Jesselie Barlow Anderson, Salt Lake City
Nina R. Barnes, Cedar City
Laura Lee Belnap, Bountiful
Wilford W. Clyde, Springville
Marlin K. Jensen, Huntsville
Patricia Jones, Salt Lake City
Steven J. Lund, Provo
UTAH STATE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Ronald W. Jibson, Chair, North Salt Lake
Scott R. Watterson, Vice Chair, Logan
Jody K. Burnett, Salt Lake City
Linda Clark Gillmor, Cottonwood Heights
Mark K. Holland, North Salt Lake
Karen H. Huntsman, Salt Lake City
Susan D. Johnson, Huntsville
J. Scott Nixon, Kaysville
Frank Peczuh, Jr, Price
Michael Scott Peters, Logan
Lane L. Thomas, Spanish Fork
Sydney M. Peterson, Secretary to the USU Board of Trustees
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE
Sydney M. Peterson, Chief of Staff, Chair
Taylor Adams, Project Coordinator Sr, Regional Campuses
Maren Aller, Writer and Marketing Coordinator, Public Relations and Marketing
Ryan Christensen, Multimedia Specialist, Media Production
Teresa Denton, Senior Staff Assistant, President’s Office
Adam Gleed, Assistant Registrar, Registrar’s Office
Fran Hopkin, Registrar, Registrar’s Office
Jeannie Maughan, Supervisor, Registration Officer I, Registrar’s Office
Andi McCabe, Assistant Provost, Provost’s Office
Mark R. McLellan, Vice President for Research and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies
Joan Rudd, Admissions Officer, School of Graduate Studies
Risa Smith, Manager, USU Campus Store
COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT REPRESENTATIVES
Lisa Allen, College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
Lisa Christensen, Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services
Traci Hillyard, S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources
JanaLee Johnson, College of Science
Shantel Johnson, Jon M. Huntsman School of Business
Launa Julander, Associate Degrees
Elaine Olson, Caine College of the Arts
Valerie Preston, College of Engineering
Scott Robinette, College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Robert S. Marquardt, Salt Lake City 
Steven R. Moore, Ogden
Robert W. Prince, St. George
Harris H. Simmons, Salt Lake City
Mark R. Stoddard, Nephi
Spencer F. Stokes, Ogden
Teresa L. Theurer, Logan
Joyce P. Valdez, Salt Lake City
John H. Zenger, Midway
David H. Buhler, Commissioner of Higher Education
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Theodore M. Burton

